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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

Introduction 

Defined as "the allocation of resources over time to 

perform a collection of tasks," scheduling has evolved from 

simple routines to highly complex heuristics capable of 

controlling high-tech environments (Baker, 1974). In 

today's competitive world of manufacturing, decision making 

by the "seat of the pants" approach can no longer remain a 

feasible and efficient method of scheduling jobs. The 

importance of scheduling will only increase as technology 

moves into the next century and complexity of manufacturing 

systems also increases. 

Baker's systems approach for solving scheduling 

problems is similar to the scientific method; the 

fundamental steps of the approach are: problem formulation, 

analysis, synthesis and evaluation. The identification of 

the problem and the development of the criteria for the 

decision making process are defined during the formulation 

stage. The analysis encompasses the detailed process of 

examination; synthesis builds alternative solutions to the 

problem. Finally, an evaluation compares all feasible 

solutions and selects the desirable course of action. In 

many instances, it is impossible or infeasible to build a 

model that truly represents the system under study; however. 



this does not prevent the model from providing useful 

information for the decision maker. Because mathematical 

models cannot always capture the essence of the system and 

define it in terms of an objective function and a series of 

constraints, other methodology has been developed. Network 

analysis, heuristic methods and simulation modeling are 

three examples of non-mathematical methodology for solving 

scheduling problems. These three methods are powerful tools 

with specific applications that eliminate the need to build 

intricate mathematical models for systems with a high degree 

of complexity (Baker, 1974). 

The basic elements of any scheduling system under study 

are the resources and the tasks. The resources (machines) 

are required to perform a service on the tasks (jobs) and 

are classified as being of one or several types. Resources 

of one type are usually referred to as single stage 

resources, while resources of several types are referred to 

as multiple stage or multi-stage resources. Both of these 

types of resources can be available for parallel or serial 

processing of the tasks. 

Bedworth (1987) classified all systems as static or 

dynamic. If the set of tasks available for scheduling does 

not change over time, the system is considered static. 

However, if the set of available tasks does vary with time, 

the system is considered dynamic. Whichever type of system 

is under study, there are common measures of performance. 



Some examples of measures of performance are machine 

utilization, makespan and waiting time—as a function of 

tardiness, due dates or setup times. 

Systems can also fall into one of three general 

categories: flow shop, job shop and general or unordered. 

The flow shop is characterized by all jobs having the same 

properties and following the same path or sequence of 

production. The job shop is one in which there are 

different job types, each having its own characteristics and 

following a particular path through a group of machines. 

There are systems that have characteristics of both a 

flow shop and a job shop. For example, a two-processor shop 

would employ processors 1 and 2 to process two job types, A 

and B. Jobs of type A have a sequence 1, 2. Jobs of type B 

have a sequence 2, 1. This type of system is considered a 

typical two-processor job shop. But the system can also be 

considered a flow shop where jobs are introduced into the 

system at both ends, a bidirectional flow shop. Jackson 

(1956) developed an algorithm that minimizes the overall 

time required to complete all the jobs. Jackson's work 

extended Johnson's (1954) previous research on two-stage 

production scheduling problems. 

Jackson's work can be converted mathematically to treat 

three-stage production scheduling problems. An interesting 

variation of the three-stage problem is the introduction of 

batch processing. 



The general objective of the present research was to 

study scheduling rules of a three-processor bidirectional 

flow shop that allows batch processing. A special case of 

the problem was investigated: ordered processing times was 

another general characteristic of the system. As discussed 

in the next section, limited research has concentrated on 

ordered processing times, and no previous work has been 

found on batch processing in a bidirectional flow shop. 

However, it is important to understand the characteristics 

and the research efforts performed on flow shop systems and 

other related areas. 

This investigator believes that in every research 

effort a practical application should be found. This 

investigator has found an interesting application of the 

system previously described: deep-draft lock canals. These 

systems are found in many places: in North America, the 

Welland Canal and several locks in the Mississippi River; 

and in Central America, the Panama Canal. The Panama Canal 

is of special interest because it encompasses all the 

general characteristics of a three-stage bidirectional-

ordered flow shop system. A section of this investigation 

describes the Panama Canal operation and analyzes the 

implementation of some of the theoretical results obtained 

for the improvement of the scheduling techniques used at the 

Panama Canal. 



Research Objectives 

The bidirectional-ordered flow shop scheduling problem 

presented an interesting challenge because of its unique 

nature and its possible practical application. The main 

objectives of this investigation were to examine the 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop scheduling problem; to 

determine if efficient, optimizing and/or approximate 

algorithms can be developed; and to examine the possibility 

of applying the algorithm(s) to a system of the general 

characteristics presented in this investigation. 

There were four main areas of concentration in this 

investigation: 

1. Investigation of the properties of the 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop scheduling problem; 

2. Analysis and development of algorithms for the 

static case of the bidirectional-ordered flow shop; 

3. Analysis and development of algorithms for the 

dynamic case of the bidirectional-ordered flow shop; 

and 

4. Evaluation of the algorithms developed in areas 2 

and 3. 

The next section describes the methodology used to 

cover each one of the four main areas of this investigation. 



Methodology 

The first area of this investigation was a study and 

analysis of the properties of the bidirectional-ordered flow 

shop problem. This dissertation first describes the 

characteristics of the static case of the bidirectional-

ordered flow shop, and presents a description of the 

methodology used to analyze the model and the experimental 

conditions under which the analysis was performed. 

Sets of rules for the scheduling of jobs for two main 

types of problems were developed during this investigation: 

static and dynamic. The analysis performed in the first 

section revealed patterns and characteristics enabling the 

development of heuristics. 

The investigation then considered a dynamic version of 

the bidirectional-ordered flow shop. A special feature of 

the dynamic problem investigated is batch processing. Batch 

processing occurs when a set of jobs is released for 

processing at specific intervals of time. The interval of 

time at which the batches are released is assumed to be 

fixed, and based on these characteristics solution 

procedures were attempted. 

Two measures of performance were used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the heuristics developed in the 

investigation. Average time in system (ATS) and its 

dispersion served as evaluation criteria. Average time in 

system is a widely used measure of performance, and the 



standard deviation of ATS can provide useful information 

regarding the status of certain "undesirable" jobs in the 

dynamic system. If certain jobs were left out of the 

schedule because they did not "fit" into the schedule, this 

measure of performance provides that information. 

The evaluation also included an analysis of the static 

release approach versus the batch release approach of the 

dynamic system. The cost, in terms of performance measures, 

involved when going from one type of processing to the other 

was evaluated through the use of the measures of 

performance. 

The implementation of the best algorithm to an actual 

system, the Panama Canal, was then attempted. With the 

cooperation of the Panama Canal Commission, a statistical 

comparison was made between the scheduling technique used by 

the Traffic Management Division and the heuristic developed 

by this investigation. Data of traffic patterns and 

resultant schedules have been collected for a period of 30 

days. The data were used to produce schedules by the 

application of the heuristic developed by this 

investigation. A comparative statistical procedure based on 

the measures of performance previously discussed determined 

the potential effectiveness of the algorithm. 

The next section provides the literature review 

necessary for an investigation of this type; it presents the 
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cornerstones of scheduling theory and the latest 

developments in the area of vessel scheduling. 

Literature Review 

The following literature review is divided into two 

major areas. The first section is titled "General 

Scheduling" and covers the major advances made in the area 

of scheduling and sequencing. The second section is titled 

"Deep Draft Canals and Port Operations"; it encompasses the 

most recent developments in the area of canal, port and 

tanker scheduling. 

General Scheduling. Scheduling problems have 

traditionally been classified into three general areas: 

flow shops, job shops and general or unordered. According 

to Dudek et al. (1974), a larger proportion of scheduling 

research has been directed in the flow shop area, and most 

industrial problems deal with job shop environments. 

Because of the larger number of computational factors 

existing in the job shop problem, the greatest advances have 

been made in the flow shop area. The flow shop problem has 

been approached largely in a unidirectional sense. 

Traditionally, the shop is composed of m different machines, 

each job passing through all m machines even though some 

jobs may have a zero processing time. Baker (1974) 

describes a flow shop as a system with the following 

characteristics: 



1. A set of n multiple operation jobs is available 

for processing at time zero. 

2. Setup times for the operations are included in 

the processing times. 

3. Job descriptors are known in advance. 

4. m different machines are continuously 

available. 

5. Individual operations are not preemptable. 

There are many scheduling objectives; resource 

utilization, in-process inventory and some function of 

tardiness are examples of overall objectives in scheduling. 

In general, resource utilization is inversely proportional 

to the time required to accomplish all the tasks. This time 

is referred to as makespan, the length of time between the 

start of the first job in the first machine and the 

completion of the last job in the last machine. Resource 

utilization efficiency is increased by reducing makespan. 

Reduction of in-process inventory is also an important 

objective; by minimizing in-process inventory one reduces 

the average number of jobs waiting to be serviced (Bedworth, 

1987) . 

Makespan was the criterion used to solve the first 

basic flow shop problem. Johnson (1954) provided one of the 

cornerstones of scheduling by developing an efficient 

computational procedure for the two-machine flow shop 

problem. Jackson (1956) described the problem as: 
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Jobs 1,2,..., N are to be processed by Machines 1 
and 2. Each job n requires a single continuous 
interval of Machine 1 time, of length a„>0, 
followed by a single continuous interval of 
Machine 2 time, of length ba>0. A job can be 
processed by, at most, one machine at a time, and 
a machine can work on, at most, one job at a time. 
It is desired to assign the required intervals in 
such a way as to minimize the over-all time 
required to complete all the work. (p. 201) 

The sequence that minimizes the overall completion time 

can be found by following the steps: 

1. List all processing times of all jobs on 
machines Ml and M2. 

2. Locate the minimum processing time. 

3. If the minimum processing time is on Ml, place 
the corresponding job first in the sequence. 
If it is on M2, place the corresponding job 
last in the sequence. 

4. Eliminate the assigned jobs and repeat steps 2 
and 3 until all jobs are sequenced. 

5. A tie between two processing times is broken 
arbitrarily because it cannot affect the 
minimum elapsed time to complete all the jobs. 

(Jackson, 1956, p. 201) 

Johnson also developed an algorithm to solve a special 

case of the three-machine problem. All jobs must have the 

same sequence on each machine. The algorithm placed a 

limitation on preempting jobs; it did not allow any 

overtaking of jobs by others. The algorithm also had a 

restriction regarding the processing times: the algorithm 

was effective if the minimum processing time of all jobs on 

either machine 1 or machine 3 was greater or equal to the 

maximum processing time of all jobs on machine 2 (Elsayed 

and Boucher, 1985). Although the restrictions mentioned 
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above are required for an optimal solution, Giglio and 

Wagner (1964) tested 20 cases in which the restrictions did 

not hold, and the algorithm yielded a large number of 

optimal or near optimal solutions. 

Johnson's approximate method for the three machine job 

shop was further examined by Szwarc and Hutchinson (1977) . 

The research included 1500 tests with varying niimbers of 

jobs to be processed and with the processing times for 

machines 1, 2 and 3 being uniformly and normally 

distributed. The results confirmed earlier work performed 

by Giglio and Wagner that Johnson's approximate method gives 

an optimal or near optimal solution to the problem. In 

addition, the authors determined that the effectiveness of 

the algorithm does not depend on the number of jobs to be 

processed; a standard chi-square test and a Kolmogorov-

Smirnov Two Sample test were used to determine that there 

was no significant difference at a 10% level of 

significance. 

Extending Johnson's two-machine scheduling algorithm, 

Yoshida and Hitomi (1979) developed a Johnson-based 

algorithm that allowed the separation of setup times from 

the processing times. An extension of this work was done by 

Sule (1982); the algorithm allowed for the breakdown of 

processing time into setup, processing and removal times for 

each job on each machine. The importance of separating 
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setup and removal times from the processing time is evident 

if it is desired to approach a real industrial application. 

One of the restrictions placed by Johnson's two-machine 

shop problem was that all jobs were processed in the same 

order. Jackson (1956) extended Johnson's results by 

removing this requirement and replacing it by the general 

demand that each job be of one of the following types: 

A. Jobs which require processing by Machine 1 only. 

B. Jobs which require processing by Machine 2 only. 

C. Jobs which require processing first by Machine 1 and 
then by Machine 2. 

D. Jobs which require processing first by Machine 2 and 
then by Machine 1. (Jackson, 1956, p. 202) 

This was the first effort made to solve a problem with 

different possible sequences. The measure of performance 

used in the development of the algorithm was makespan. Job 

types C and D are of significant importance because the 

algorithm developed by Jackson solves a two-machine 

bidirectional flow shop problem. The algorithm was 

developed around the following six rules: 

1. On Machine 1, all jobs of type C precede jobs of 
type A, which in turn precede jobs of type D. 

2. On Machine 2, all jobs of type D precede jobs of 
type B, which in turn precede jobs of type C. 

3. The jobs of type C are in the same order on both 
machines. 

4. The jobs of type D are in the same order on both 
machines. 

5. Jobs of type C are ordered as follows: Find the 
smallest â  or b^ for any job if type C. If it is 
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an â , put the job in first place among the jobs of 
type C. If it is a b„, put the job in last place 
among the jobs of type C. Repeat this process until 
all jobs are ordered. 

6. Jobs of type D are ordered as follows: Find the 
smallest â  or b^ for any job if type D. If it is 
an â , put the job in last place among the jobs of 
type D. If it is a b^, put the job in first place 
among the jobs of type D. Repeat this process 
until all jobs are ordered. (Jackson, 1956, p. 203) 

The critical job types in this problem are C and D, 

while job types A and B are irrelevant to the optimizing 

criterion. In order to reach a sequence minimizing 

makespan, jobs of type C and D are first ordered according 

to rules 5 and 6, respectively. Jobs on machines 1 and 2 

are then ordered according to rules 1 through 4. As 

previously mentioned, Jackson's contribution is important to 

the present investigation because if job types A and 

B are removed from the problem, then it becomes a two-

machine bidirectional flow shop problem. 

In the research community, probability distributions 

are sometimes used to determine the processing times for the 

different machines in a flow shop. "There is little basis 

to infer, however, that problems from an industrial 

environment have processing times coming from any given 

distribution" (Smith et al., 1975, p. 544 ). A special type 

of problem having specifically ordered processing times is 

the ordered flow shop problem. According to Smith et al. 

(1975), this special n job, m machine flow shop problem has. 
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in addition to the general flow shop characteristics, two 

properties: 

1. If a particular job has a smaller processing time on 
any machine than does a second job on the same 
machine, this implies then that the processing time 
of this first job is less than or equal to the 
processing time of the second job on all 
corresponding machines. 

2. The machine with the minimum processing time for a 
given job will also have the minimum processing 
times for every other job. (p. 544) 

For a better understanding of the nature of an ordered 

flow shop, a small example follows. Consider a three-

machine flow shop where 4 types of jobs are processed; Table 

1 displays the job types with the processing times at each 

machine. Similar operations take place on each machine, but 

the processing times are different; if one job has the 

largest processing time on one machine relative to the rest 

of the job types, then it will have the largest processing 

times in the remaining machines. 

In this example, jobs of type 4 have 45 time units for 

processing time at machine A; because this time is the 

largest processing time in machine A of all the remaining 

job types, then job type 4 has the largest processing times 

at machines B and C. At the same time, since job type 4 has 

the largest processing time at machine A, relative to the 

machines, then all the other job types will also have the 

largest processing time at machine A. 

Graphically, when processing times are plotted for each 

of the job types against the machine where the operation 
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takes place, the resultant lines never cross each other 

Figure 1 displays this characteristic of the ordered 

problem. 

Table 1. Ordered Processing Flow Shop. 

JOB TYPE 

1 
2 
3 
4 

MAC A 

25 
30 
15 
45 

MAC B 

10 
12 
7 

20 

MAC C 

17 
18 
11 
30 

50 

40 

Procetslng Time (Minutes) 

"^ -

Job Tfp* 1 

B 

Machine 

Job Trp» 2 ••*• Job Trp» 9 -t3- Job Trp« 4 

Figure 1. Ordered Processing Times. 

Smith et al. (1975) developed an optimizing procedure 

to minimize makespan for a special case of the ordered flow 
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shop problem. The special characteristic of the problem was 

that the greatest processing times occurred either on the 

first or last machine. The algorithm provides optimum 

sequences to ordered flow shop problems "with highest times 

on either the first or the last machine" (p. 545). 

Panwalkar and Khan (1977) extended the ordered flow 

shop sequencing problem with the introduction of a convex 

property. If all the sequences for an ordered flow shop 

problem are calculated and grouped according to the relative 

position of the largest job in the problem, a convex 

property is observed. The makespan of the best sequence of 

each group is plotted against the position of the largest 

job reveals that "with each change in position of the 

largest job, the value of makespan decreases until the 

optimal value is reached an then it increases" (p. 160). 

Although a mathematical solution to the problem was not 

found, an algorithm was developed that gave good results. 

Two hundred problems ranging from 6x15 to 14x15 were solved 

by the algorithm; the solutions found were all optimal. 

Additional efforts were made by Panwalkar and Khan 

(1976) as they developed a simple but effective algorithm 

for an ordered flow shop sequencing problem with mean 

completion time as the measure of performance. Given t(i,j) 

to be the completion time of job i on machine j, then the 

mean completion time for any sequence is equal to 
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n 
l/nY^t{i,m), (1) 

j-i 

where m represents the last machine. The authors developed 

a theorem that states : "... for any nXm ordered problem, 

the mean completion time of jobs is minimized by sequencing 

the jobs in ascending order of their processing times" (p. 

632). The optimality of this procedure is due to the 

special characteristic of the problem: ordered processing. 

The justification made for the existence of the ordered flow 

shop problem is that if all jobs follow the same route and 

the jobs are somewhat similar, it is possible then that the 

processing times at the machines are also similar. The 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop problem introduces a new 

feature to the classical flow shop in addition to the 

characteristic first introduced by Smith et al. in 1975. 

As already mentioned, a general application of the 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop problem has been found: 

deep-draft canal operations, in particular the Panama Canal. 

The development of a good heuristic for the solution of the 

type of problem here presented can be the cornerstone to the 

development of a good solution to the scheduling problem at 

the Panama Canal. It is important to determine and evaluate 

the efforts already made by other investigators in the 

subject of deep draft canal and port operations; therefore, 

the next section reviews these efforts. 
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Deep Draft Canals and Port Operations. Petersen and 

Taylor (1988) developed an optimal scheduling system for the 

Welland Canal. The Welland Canal is a 23.5 mile stretch 

containing 8 locks that raise and lower vessels 326 feet. 

Figure 2 is a schematic of the Welland Canal locks. The 

purpose of the Welland Canal is to connect the Atlantic 

Ocean with the Great Lakes; the use of the Welland Canal is 

to bypass a major obstacle, the Niagara Falls. The 

similarities of the Welland Canal operation to that at the 

Panama Canal include the use of locks, one-way traffic at 

certain points and the presence of a bottleneck. The 

present scheduling technique used at the Welland Canal has 

an objective of maximizing the throughput capability of the 

system, and was developed from experience with the canal 

operation over time. The constraints included in the model 

built by Petersen and Taylor included timing, following and 

schedule constraints. The timing constraints specified the 

minimum time for a vessel to move between different check

points along the canal. Another constraint concerned the 

geometry of one vessel following another through the locks. 

The objective of minimizing total vessel delays describes 

the schedule constraint. Dynamic programming was used to 

find an optimal schedule system for the Welland Canal 

operation. 

Rea and Nowading (1973) developed a simulation model to 

simulate the performance of a deep draft vessel canal in the 
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Figure 2. Schematics of Welland Canal. 
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St. Lawrence Seaway. The simulation model was "designed to 

investigate* alternative schemes for increasing the capacity 

of the Eisenhower-Snell lock complex on the St. Lawrence 

Seaway and to investigate configurations for a possible 

Niagara Canal to link lakes Ontario and Erie" (p. 263). 

The authors used the simulation model to study different 

feasible scenarios involving the construction of a twin set 

of locks or a new set of locks parallel to the present one. 

Simulation was selected for this modeling task because it 

is considered a "high-level problem-oriented system" 

offering savings on programming efforts and ease of 

understanding. 

Glassey and Ross (1976) developed different 

mathematical queueing models to predict average waiting 

times of river traffic at a multiple chamber lock system in 

the Mississippi River. The objectives of the experiment 

were to predict waiting times at higher rates of traffic and 

to predict changes in system behavior when siibmitted to 

changes in lock configurations or operations. An M/G/1 

model for one-chamber and an M/G/2 two-parallel-chcimber 

model were built in order to predict system performance. A 

severe limitation of the models built was the fact that the 

authors ignored the existence of two types of traffic, 

upstream and downstream, but believed this did not 

jeopardize the accuracy of the models. 
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Several authors have concentrated their efforts in 

developing port-tanker operations models. Ronen (1986) 

developed mathematical models to solve optimization 

scheduling problems involving various sizes of ships with 

varying operating costs to deliver goods to a defined set of 

receiving locations. The parameters considered in these 

models included shipping times, port charges, and ship 

employment expenses. The investigation led to an algorithm 

that allocates shipments to ship sizes in an optimum 

scheduling arrangement and produces cost savings above 

industry average. On the same topic, Easa (1987) developed 

and analyzed approximate queuing models for harbor terminal 

operations. 

Easa (1987) developed a series of approximate 

mathematical models for analyzing harbor terminal 

operations. The elements of the models developed included m 

identical servers (tugs) and n identical customers (berths). 

The general objective of the author was to analyze the 

impact of tug services on the performance of a harbor 

through the development of approximate queueing models. The 

models developed were useful in representing systems where 

tug shortages are rare, but the accuracy of the model 

declined as the tug shortages became more frequent. The 

author presented models developed for a specific 

application, but the models are applicable to other queuing 
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systems represented by the general G/G/m/n model with a 

restriction of limited queue length. 

Tanker scheduling is a topic worth reviewing because of 

the interesting applications found. An interactive, mixed 

integer programming and network-based computer system was 

developed by Miller (1987) to aid the scheduling of a fleet 

of tankers to meet all inventory needs at port terminals. 

The program begins by generating a feasible solution to the 

model and uses it as input for a deterministic schedule 

simulator. The schedule simulator evaluates the present 

solution and provides useful information to develop 

improvements. The process becomes iterative until the user 

finds a suitable schedule for the fleet. The system can 

also be used to investigate possible changes in the fleet 

structure and the resulting cost impact. Not only is the 

system appropriate for short-term applications, but it is 

also useful for long-term studies. 

A larger-scale problem was attacked by McKay and 

Hartley (1974); the tanker scheduling problem considered was 

that of the Defense Fuel Supply Center and the Military 

Sealift Command in the worldwide distribution of petroleum 

products. The authors developed a general mathematical and 

a mixed integer model of the system to determine routes and 

cargoes to meet delivery schedule dates. 

The problem involves both the selection of the tankers 
of adequate capacity and tonnage as well as the 
determination of their routes commencing at given ports 
of availability at given dates of availability. The 
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objective of the tanker scheduling is then to minimize 
the transportation and purchasing costs of the 
product. (McKay and Hartley, 1974, p. 255) 

Psaraftis et al. (1990) examined a generalization of 

the Traveling Salesman Problem related to shoreline 

single-vehicle routing scheduling problems with release time 

constraints. In the routing and scheduling of ships, the 

routing structure is relatively easy when compared with the 

complexity introduced by release times of cargo at the 

different ports. Dynamic programming proved to be an 

efficient method of solution for the type of problem 

described by the authors. "The basic variant assumes one 

vehicle that must pick up a number of cargoes, which are 

located at some other known points" (Psaraftis et al., 1990, 

p. 213). The goal of this problem was to find a schedule 

that minimized the maximum completion time. The authors 

concentrated their efforts on developing a heuristic 

algorithm for the solution of the single vehicle routing and 

scheduling problem with release time constraints. 

Van Daall and Van Doeland (1973) developed a simulation 

model of the scheduling problem at the Draw Bridge in 

Holland. The waterway transports vessels from Rotterdam to 

Germany, making it an important route for the transport of 

cargo. Along the route there is a railroad bridge with 

insufficient clearance, so that it must be raised for the 

passage of large vessels. The authors used Monte Carlo 
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simulation to study the changing traffic patterns expected 

to take place in the future. 

It is clear from the previous literature survey that 

operations research plays an important role in the 

development of efficient methods for process control in the 

area of deep draft canal and port-tanker operations. The 

development of a new heuristic cannot only provide academia 

with a solution to an interesting problem, but it could also 

be used to develop a useful tool in the area of deep draft 

canal scheduling. 

The next section provides a description of the 

operation of the Panama Canal; the purpose of this 

description is to relate the general case of this 

investigation to a specific application. 

Application to the Bidirectional-Ordered Flow shop 

Problem. The Panama Canal is a deep draft canal that 

operates to shorten the distances traveled by vessels. 

Located in the Republic of Panama, it is a 51-mile long 

passage that brings the Pacific and Atlantic oceans 

together. Figure 3 displays a map of the Republic of Panama 

with the relative position of the Panama Canal; the detail 

displays the area of the canal including the position of the 

sets of locks, later described. Because of the terrain, 

vessels are elevated to an approximate altitude of 85 feet 

above sea level during the transit and then are brought down 

to sea level once the transit is near its completion. To 
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elevate the vessels, a system of locks is used in 

combination with man-made lakes (Gianelli, 1989). As 

mentioned previously, locks are used to raise the vessels to 

the desired altitude. Three sets of locks are used in this 

operation: the Miraflores Locks, the Pedro Miguel Locks and 

the Gatun Locks. The Miraflores Locks, at the Pacific 

entrance, consist of two stages; each one raising or 

lowering the vessel approximately 28 feet. 

Each stage can raise or lower a vessel because traffic 

on either direction is permissible. Each stage is composed 

of two chambers, allowing one vessel in each. 

The Pedro Miguel Locks have only one stage, raising or 

lowering the vessel another 28 feet. The Gatun Locks 

consist of three stages raising or lowering the vessels a 

total of approximately 85 feet. Generally, it can be 

stated that Miraflores, Pedro Miguel and Gatun are the 

locations where the stages are located; the stages are the 

actual "elevators" of the vessels. 

The three lock complexes are the main elements of this 

system. The size and draft of the vessel determine the 

processing times at the lock complexes. Ten different sets 

of processing times exist; therefore, 10 types of job are 

specified for the modeling of the system. For simplicity 

purposes, the lock complexes are referred to as machines A, 

B and C, and the jobs are numbered 1 through 10. Table 2 

contains the estimated processing times at the lock 
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complexes by each of the 10 types of jobs (Panama Canal 

Commission, 1991). The table clearly shows the ordered 

nature of the processing times. 

To aid the visualization of the ordered processing 

times, Figure 4 displays jobs 1-8 and their processing times 

as they move from machine A to C. For the bidirectional-

ordered flow shop problem, two sequences are possible for 

the jobs: A-B-C and C-B-A. No solution to the type of 

problem here presented has been found; therefore, a good 

solution to the bidirectional-ordered flow shop problem can 

provide the basis for the implementation of mathematical 

methods in the scheduling of vessels through the Panama 

Canal. 

Table 2. Ordered Processing Times 
by Job Type (Minutes). 

JOB TYPE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

MAC A 

40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
80 
85 
95 

MAC B 

30 
30 
40 
40 
40 
45 
50 
60 
60 
70 

MAC C 

60 
60 
70 
70 
70 
75 
85 

105 
120 
130 

Outline of Remaining Chapters 

Chapter II describes the properties of the static 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop. It presents the 

experimental conditions, the analysis to be followed, and 
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the results. It summarizes the results in terms of 

applicability to the remaining portion of the investigation 

Chapter III discusses the dynamic properties of the 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop. Chapter IV analyzes the 

feasibility of applying the results from the previous 

chapter to the Panama Canal. It addresses batch processing 

as it applies to the dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow 

shop, and it compares the heuristic developed to the 

methodology used by the Panama Canal schedulers. Finally, 

it summarizes the results and presents possible future 

research in this area. 

120 

Processing Times by Job Type 
Processing Tims (minutss) 

2 0 -

MAC A MAC B 

Machine 
MAC C 

JOB 1 

JOB 6 

JOB 2 

JOB 6 

JOB 3 

JOB 7 

JOB 4 

JOB 8 

Figure 4. Processing Times by Job Type. 



CHAPTER II 

SYSTEM PROPERTIES, EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

AND THE STATIC BIDIRECTIONAL-ORDERED FLOW SHOP 

Introduction 

To achieve positive results in an investigation, one 

must have solid foundations on which to base new findings. 

This chapter summarizes the efforts made in the first and 

most basic element of the investigation: the static case of 

the bidirectional-ordered flow shop. This section describes 

the general characteristics and assumptions made during the 

investigation of this case of the bidirectional-ordered flow 

shop. It also includes a description of the methodology 

used to analyze the model, and the experimental conditions 

under which the analysis was performed. 

The experimental results are presented together with a 

detailed analysis of the experiment. The importance of this 

portion of the investigation is that it provides the 

cornerstone in which the remaining chapters are based. As 

previously mentioned, this investigation deals with a 

bidirectional flow shop in which the processing times have 

the characteristic of being ordered. In this section of the 

investigation, several simplifying assiimptions are made in 

order to begin understanding the characteristics of a system 

of this type. 

29 
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General Characteristics 

The system consists of three or four processors in 

series. Each job entering the system must be processed by 

all the processors in the system. There are no delays 

between processors, and no break-downs occur. Jobs waiting 

to be processed wait in a queue of unlimited size, and there 

are two queues for each one of the machines. 

In the static case, all jobs to be processed are 

available at time zero. Two groups of jobs are present at 

time zero: a group labeled "N-type" and a group labeled "S-

type." In the case of the three machine system, the 

machines are labeled A, B and C. "N-type" jobs are 

processed through the system in order A-B-C; "S-type" jobs 

are processed in reverse order C-B-A. Each one of the 

members of the "N-type" and "S-type" jobs can be of a 

particular type, requiring different processing times at 

each one of the machines. 

Ten different types of jobs exists in the system, and 

thus this investigation assumes there are ten types of 

possible jobs. The processing times of these jobs are 

ordered, with one of the outside machines dominating the 

processing. Machine domination takes place when in all 

cases the processing time of the jobs is the largest at a 

particular machine. In the three machine system, machine C 

dominates the system; in the four machine system, the added 

machine D dominates the system. 
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The first question to answer was exactly how many 

possible schedules can be developed. Assuming there are n^ 

N-type jobs and n2 S-type jobs, then the total number of 

jobs N is equal to the sum of n^ and nj. Then the total 

number of possible combinations is equal to 

n^m^i. (1) 

Because the characteristics of the system allowed for 

interscheduling of jobs, the problem becomes one of 

multinomial coefficients. Feller (1950) states that the 

number of ways in which a population of n elements can be 

divided into k ordered parts of which the first contains r̂  

elements, the second rj elements, etc., is 

"' (2) 
•'•1 • -^2 ' ' ' ' ''• k' 

In the system under study, each group of jobs (n^, nj) 

consisted of a number of possible different jobs 

(1,2,...,10) . If each group n^ and nj can be ordered in n^! 

and n2! ways, then the total number of ordered sequences is 

equal to 

n^Mi^l . (3) 

But for each one of those ordered sequences there can be 

m 
^ 1 ! ̂ 2 '• 

(4) 

ways of dividing its elements. Thus, the grand total number 

of possible sequences is equal to 
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J2, ! n^! 
m 

(5) 

which reduces to 

N\ . (6) 

Remembering that N is equal to the sum of n^ and n2, 

then the total number of sequences for the bidirectional-

ordered flow shop tends to be explosive. Table 3 displays 

the relationship between N and N!. It is evident that even 

with a small number of jobs, the total number of possible 

sequences can become unmanageable. An alternative to total 

enumeration is to perform a Monte Carlo analysis; this is 

the approach taken in this investigation. 

Table 3. Relationship 
of N and N!. 

N 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
15 

N! 

2 
6 

24 
120 
720 

5,040 
40,320 

362,880 
3,628,800 

1.31E12 

Johnson and Jackson^s work 

Johnson and Jackson offered the cornerstone for the 

development of this investigation. In Johnson's three-

machine flow shop problem, the working procedure for his 
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earlier work on the two-machine problem remains intact. 

With the objective of minimizing the total time required to 

complete all the work, job i is placed ahead of job j if 

min (A^ +B^, C^ +jB̂.) <min (A^ +Ŝ ., C^^B^) , (7) 

where A^, B^ and Ĉ. represent the processing time for job i 

on machines A, B and C (Conway, 1967). Jackson (1956) 

developed an algorithm for a two-machine flow shop with the 

relaxation of job sequence placed by Johnson. By combining 

Johnson's three-machine with Jackson's relaxation rules, it 

is possible to develop a new kind of problem in which their 

rules still hold. 

Jackson's work can be redefined in order to develop 

another type of problem. By reducing the possible sequences 

to only A-B-C and C-B-A, and by holding the assumption that 

the middle machine must be dominated by either the first or 

the last machine, the problem resembles the topic of this 

investigation: the bidirectional-ordered flow shop. It is 

important to note that ordered processing is a key factor 

since it assures the integrity of the schedule once it is 

implemented. If the processing was not ordered and the jobs 

entered the system in SPT fashion, it is possible that the 

original sequence changed once the jobs arrived to one of 

the middle processors. 
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Machine Domination 

Machine domination played a key role on the work done 

by Jackson as well as on this investigation. As already 

stated, the assumption of middle machine domination by 

either of the extreme machines is necessary for the 

algorithm to perform. Since in the three-machine flow shop 

problem there are two outside machines, it is necessary to 

review the possible situations encountered when the first 

machine dominates the problem and when the third machine 

dominates the problem. First, if machine A, the first 

machine, dominates the problem then 

(Ai+Bi)^(Bi + Ci) (8) 

in all cases for each job i. 

To illustrate how machine domination behaves, an 

example is presented. Suppose 3 jobs—1, 2 and 3—are 

ordered and need to be scheduled; also assume that machine A 

dominates the system, as shown by Figure 5. 

If jobs 1, 2 and 3 have the sequence A-B-C, then the 

resultant schedule is 3-2-1 (LPT). This schedule was 

developed using Johnson's three-machine algorithm (1954). 

If, on the contrary jobs 1, 2 and 3 have the sequence C-B-A, 

then the schedule is 1-2-3 (SPT). Again the schedule was 

produced by using Johnson's three-machine algorithm. 

Second, if machine C dominates the system, then the 

same three jobs would have different schedules. Figure 6 

describes machine C domination. If jobs 1, 2 and 3 have the 
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Proc. Time (mln) 

Machine 

Job Type 1 -* - Job Type 2 "* Job Type 3 

Figure 5. Machine A Domination. 

sequence A-B-C, Johnson's algorithm will lead to the 

schedule 1-2-3 (SPT). If the sequence is C-B-A, then the 

jobs will have the schedule 3-2-1 (LPT). Table 4 summarizes 

the results obtained when a three-machine ordered problem is 

characterized by outside machine domination. 

Table 4. Summary of Results: Machine Domination 

Dominating Machine 

A 
A 
C 
C 

Job Sequence 

A-B-C 
C-B-A 
A-B-C 
C-B-A 

Order 

LPT 
SPT 
SPT 
LPT 
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Proc. Time (mln) 

B 

Machine 

Job Type 1 -» - Job Type 2 ••»• Job Type 3 

Figure 6. Machine C Domination. 

Applying Jackson's two-machine algorithm to the three-

machine problem by using Johnson's extension to the three-

machine algorithm, a set of preliminary rules for the 

problem presented in this investigation can be developed: 

1. N-type jobs with sequence A-B-C are ordered SPT; 

2. S-type jobs with sequence C-B-A are ordered LPT; 

3. N-type jobs have priority on machine A, and S-type 

jobs have priority on machine C; and 

4. Do not alter either sequence developed by rules 1 

and 2 on the remaining machines. 
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The work presented by Johnson and Jackson during the 

early days of modern scheduling theory had as a measure of 

performance the total time required to finish all the jobs. 

Although this investigation is based on algorithms developed 

by these two authors, the measure of performance chosen is 

the average time in system (ATS). Two reasons exist for 

selection ATS as the measure of performance in this 

investigation. 

The first reason is that this investigation will 

include dynamic as well as static cases. Total time 

required to finish all the jobs is not a good measure of 

performance on a dynamic system because the system is 

changing constantly with new arrivals of jobs. The second 

reason for selecting ATS is that it is a measure of 

performance used by the Panama Canal Commission to evaluate 

the performance of the system; therefore, in order to keep 

consistency during the section investigating the application 

of the heuristics to a real system, ATS was selected as the 

measure of performance. 

A question that remains is how to schedule jobs on the 

middle machines. In the three-machine flow shop, machine 2 

has jobs coming for processing from two directions. The 

scheduling rule must select the queue from which to draw the 

next job to be processed in machine 2. This decision making 

will be termed Job Release Policy and is the focus of 

detailed investigation. To begin the investigation. 
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standard scheduling rules are applied to the middle machine 

decision making process: 

1. First-In-First-Out (FIFO); 

2. Shortest Processing Time (SPT); 

3. Longest Processing Time (LPT); 

4. Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT); and 

5. Longest Remaining Processing Time (LRPT). 

Model Building^ Verification and Validation 

The GPSS/H simulation language was selected as the 

appropriate tool to accomplish the objectives of this 

investigation. GPSS/H is a discrete-event simulation 

language that offers: 

1. Enough flexibility for investigations requiring 

extensive changes in the models; 

2. Relative efficiency in terms of programming efforts; 

3. Input/Output features facilitating the interaction 

with other programming languages; and 

4. Availability and compatibility between PC and 

mainframe versions. 

To manage the large number of problems and 

replications, a shell program was written in Microsoft 

QuickBasic. An executable program allowed the user to 

interactively develop problems, evaluate different 

scheduling rules and write output files for statistical 

analysis. This executable program interfaced with the 
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GPSS/H program, allowing the quick and efficient evaluation 

of alternatives. The name of the executable program used in 

this section is STATIC. 

Under controlled conditions, STATIC developed random 

problems that were imputed to the different GPSS/H programs, 

which then evaluated each of the alternative scheduling or 

job release policies. Once the GPSS/H model produced the 

required measure of performance, the value was returned to 

STATIC for comparison with the remaining policies. An ASCII 

file was produced containing all the information needed for 

statistical analysis; this analysis was accomplished using 

a Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS) program. 

As already mentioned, STATIC was developed as a 

managing tool, but there was another important reason this 

program was developed. GPSS/H uses random numbers to 

evaluate models. It is difficult to develop GPSS/H programs 

that use exactly the same random niombers to perform similar 

activities when evaluating different scheduling 

alternatives. STATIC eliminated the use of random numbers 

in the GPSS/H models by performing this task itself. Random 

problems were developed by STATIC and the information was 

imputed to each of the GPSS/H models evaluating the 

different scheduling alternatives. Since the same 

information was imputed to all the GPSS/H models, it was 

assured that any possible bias created by the random number 

streams was not present in the GPSS/H models. 
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The tasks of verification and validation of the STATIC 

program as well as the GPSS/H models were accomplished 

systematically. To verify that the GPSS/H models were 

performing as intended, a step-by-step build-up of the 

programs was carefully combined with the usage of the TRACE 

feature in GPSS/H to follow the path of jobs through the 

models. Tracing enabled the programmer to determine the 

state of the model after each event occurred. 

Validation of the models proved to be challenging, but 

it was accomplished through extensive comparison of model 

output to hand-worked examples. Validation consisted of 

determining how close the model's performance matches that 

of the system. The procedure to validate the models 

consisted of: 

1. Develop a small random problem workable by hand; 

2. Using a Gantt chart, work the problem out by hand, 

calculating the necessary measure of performance; 

3. Run the corresponding GPSS/H model and confirm that 

the calculated measure of performance is equal to 

that developed in step 2. 

4. Steps 1, 2 and 3 were repeated until the 

investigator was confident that the models were a 

valid representation of the system being modeled. 

The models were extensively discussed with a GPSS/H 

expert. The models, therefore, were used with confidence. 
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Preliminary Observations 

There 'are two factors that need to be explained for a 

complete understanding of this investigation—the overall 

scheduling scheme and the particular scheduling technique 

used at the middle machines. It is important to keep the 

two ideas separate; this is difficult because the same 

scheduling policies might apply to both types of scheduling. 

The investigation began by applying Jackson's two 

machine algorithm with relaxation of job sequence to a 

three-machine flow shop problem. A large nximber of random 

problems was developed in order to establish if the 

preceding worked (that of Jackson) held true for the 

particular flow shop discussed in this investigation. 

An important fact found during the preliminary 

investigation revealed that the S-type jobs should not be 

scheduled LPT. If these jobs are scheduled SPT the ATS for 

the problem was reduced. For example, consider the random 

problem for the three-machine problem in Table 5. Recall 

that the processing times for these jobs are ordered, as 

explained previously. 

The first step was to arrange both lists of jobs 

according to their respective rules; N-type jobs are 

arranged in SPT fashion leading to a sequence 2-4-5-5. S-

type jobs are arranged in LPT fashion leading to a sequence 

10-9-9-6-5-5-5-1. The alternative proposed in this 
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Table 5. Three-Processor 
Random Problem. 

N-Type 

2 
5 
4 
5 

S-Type 

5 
5 

10 
9 
6 
5 
1 
9 

investigation is to arrange the S-type jobs in SPT, leading 

to a sequence 1-5-5-5-6-9-9-10. Basing the decision making 

on average time in system, and applying the different job 

release policies for machine 2, this problem produced the 

result contained in Table 6. 

One hundred other random problems were developed, 

providing similar results: SPT ordered S-type jobs provide 

better results than LPT ordered S-type jobs in terms of ATS. 

It is worth noting at this time that all the results of this 

investigation are based on computer models, and it is 

assumed that the number of significant digits used 

throughout the investigation is correct. It is important to 

distinguish the present experiments with others performed in 

the past where the measure of performance has been makespan. 

This becomes a possible reason why LPT does not perform as 

well as SPT on the S-type jobs. A second possible reason is 

the particularity of the system under study: the ordered 

nature and bidirectionality of the jobs. For the purposes 
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of this investigation, SPT will be the scheduling rule used 

to order both N-type and S-type jobs, unless otherwise 

stated. 

Table 6. Results for SPT/LPT 
Inquiry (ATS). 

Job Release 
Policy 

FIFO 
SPT 
LPT 
LRPT 
SRPT 

LPT 

691.25 
695.25 
685.83 
685.83 
691.25 

SPT 

637.08 
637.08 
637.08 
637.08 
637.08 

Since the job release policy for the middle machines 

becomes the real substance of this investigation, from this 

point on it will be assumed that all jobs entering the 

models are scheduled SPT, and that the remaining question is 

how to release jobs meeting in the middle machines. Before 

discussing the results of experiments, a brief discussion on 

the use of another measure of performance is presented. 

Makespan as a Measure of Performance. During the 

preliminary investigation, makespan was investigated as a 

measure of performance to evaluate the heuristics. Through 

the investigation it was determined that, based on the 

conditions of the problems presented, makespan does not 

provide enough sensitivity (the ability to sense changes in 

the system's parameters) to carry out the investigation of 

the problem presented here. This does not mean that 

makespan is not an effective tool in general, but it did 
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not respond in an useful manner for this particular 

investigation. 

Machine domination affects the performance of makespan. 

It was determined that as the number of jobs increases, 

makespan does not allow the evaluation of the effectiveness 

of heuristics. In the case of the three-machine system, 

machine C dominates the problem, and it will remain busy 

throughout most of the processing of the jobs; the problem's 

makespan value will tend to be determined by the total 

processing time at machine C. Any positive or negative 

effect that a heuristic might have on the model is eibsorbed 

by the high utilization of machine C. The results indicated 

that without regard to the heuristic applied, the measure of 

performance tends to be the same for all heuristics; the 

condition that makes this true is that enough jobs are 

involved in the problem to keep the dominating machine busy 

throughout the operation. The same conditions are true for 

the four-machine system. 

Using makespan as a general measure of performance in a 

system dominated by an outside machine is not recommended, 

based on the findings of this investigation. In general, 

makespan performs well as a measure of performance when the 

number of jobs in the problem is relatively small; however, 

if the number of jobs to be processed is large, relative to 

the number of processors, then it is difficult for makespan 

to determine any difference in the performance of different 
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heuristics. Average time in system (ATS) provides a measure 

of performance that clearly detects differences in the 

performance of heuristics; therefore, ATS was used in this 

investigation to evaluate the performance of the heuristics. 

Using ATS as the measure of performance, trial experiments 

were run with three-processor and four-processor flow shop 

problems; the preliminary results were similar. The results 

for the four-machine preliminary experiments are explained 

in detail. 

Four-Processor Preliminary Experiments. In addition to 

the five scheduling rules previously mentioned, another 

scheduling scheme was studied in this preliminary 

experiment. By generating a large nximber of random 

sequences and selecting the best performing one, a RANDOM 

scheduling rule is also included in this portion of the 

investigation. Five thousand random sequences were 

evaluated to identify the smallest ATS. 

The following procedure was used to collect the 

preliminary data: 

1. Determine the problem size. Recall N is equal to 

the sum of n̂  and nz. For simplicity purposes, 

assume that n̂  is equal to n2. This means there are 

always the same number of jobs entering from both 

end of the system. When referring to problem size, 

it will be stated in the following way: 

n, X n,. 
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2. Develop 100 random problems of size n̂  x n2 and 

submit each one to the six job release policies. 

Collect the appropriate measure of performance. 

A grand total of 4,800 problems were tested during this 

preliminary experimentation. For each one of the problems, 

the problem size and the best performing job release policy 

were collected. Table 7 contains the results of this 

experiment; the numbers represent the fraction of the 

problems for which that particular job release policy 

produced the best solution. It should be noted that in some 

cases the fractions in the Problem Size columns do not add 

up to 1.00; this is because in these cases more than one job 

release policy produced the best solution. 

Table 7. Four-Processor Preliminary Experiments (Fractions). 

Job Rel. 
Policy 

FIFO 
SPT 
LPT 
LRPT 
SRPT 
RANDOM 

Problem Size 

3x3 

.68 

.75 

.77 

.77 

.28 

.81 

5x5 

.37 

.74 

.51 

.51 

.22 

.54 

10x10 

.09 

.80 

.24 

.24 

.03 

.00 

15x15 

.05 

.86 

.10 

.10 

.04 

.00 

20x20 

.00 

.97 

.03 

.03 

.02 

.00 

25x25 

.00 

.94 

.06 

.06 

.00 

.00 

30x30 

.00 

.97 

.03 

.03 

.00 

.00 

While the accuracy of all other policies declined with 

increasing problem size, SPT accuracy generally increased 

with increasing problem size; several conclusions can be 

drawn from observing these numbers carefully. With the 

exception of SRPT, all the policies seemed to develop the 
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"best" solution when the problem size is small—three to 

five. This fact changes as the problem size increased 

because with problems of small size the decision making 

process at the middle machines did not affect the resulting 

schedule. As the number of jobs in the model increased, 

however, the job release policy selected for the middle 

machines became more important and differences in policies 

were reflected in the resulting schedule. 

To determine if indeed SPT was different, producing a 

larger number of "best" solutions than the other job release 

policies, a main effects analysis of variance was performed. 

The ANOVA showed that both the problem size and the job 

release policy affect the fraction of best solutions. 

To determine which of the policies were different, 

several multiple comparison procedures were performed; the 

multiple comparison procedures performed on this experiment 

were Duncan's multiple range test. Student-Newman-Keuls 

multiple range test, and Tukey's studentized range test 

(HSD). With the alpha level set equal to 0.05 all the 

procedures determined that SPT was significantly better than 

the rest of the job release policies. Recalling that the 

response of this experiment is the fraction of "best" 

solutions where larger is better, then SPT produced the best 

solution when compared to all the remaining alternative job 

release policies. 
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With an increase in the number of jobs in the model, 

the experiment displayed a clear "favorite" policy. In 

general, SPT showed to be the policy producing the best 

solutions for the set of problems. Figure 7 displays how 

SPT's performance increases as the problem size increases. 

It is worth noting that SPT was not the only job 

release policy producing "best" solutions when the problem 

size becomes 50 or larger. LPT and LRPT performed equally 

and after detailed analysis it was determined that there is 

no detectable difference in these two policies, as far as 

this investigation is concerned. LPT and LRPT, however, did 

produce some "best" solutions: between 3 and 5 percent on 

problems of size 40 or more. It was necessary to 

investigate the possible reasons for LPT producing some 

"best" solutions. 

It has been determined that the nature of the random 

problem generated by STATIC causes different policies to 

perform better. Consider two new statistics: 

sum^'^Tii), (9) 

and 

"2 

where T(i) and T(j) are the job type number for jobs i and 

j. Jobs i and j are the corresponding job numbers for the 
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Figure 7. Percentage of SPT as Favorite Policy. 

two groups of jobs of sizes n̂  and nj. SUMN and SUMS are 

the sums of the job types for the two groups of jobs 

available for scheduling. Recall Table 5 containing a 

sample random problem. The list of N-type jobs contained 

the following types of jobs: 2, 4, 5 and 5. The list of S-

type jobs contained the following types of jobs: 1, 5, 5, 

5, 6, 9, 9 and 10. Applying equations (9) and (10), values 

for SUMN and SUMS were calculated to be 16 and 50. 

Based on the results of a small experiment, it was 

determined that in some cases, when SUMS is larger than 

SUMN, LPT performs better than SPT. This was not an 
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absolute; there were some problems in which SPT performed 

better even when SUMS was larger than LPT. The experiment 

consisted of generating enough random problems to produce 

two samples of size 30 each. Each group consisted of 30 

problems where SPT or LPT performed "best." For each one of 

the problems a new statistic was collected: 

DIFSUM^SUMS-SUMN. (11) 

The new statistic, DIFSUM, consists of the difference 

of the sums for the job types. DIFSUM gives an idea of what 

type of problem has been generated. A positive value of 

DIFSUM reflects a S-Type dominated problem; a negative value 

of DIFSUM reflects a N-Type dominated problem. Figure 8 

displays the values of DIFSUM for the SPT and LPT scheduling 

rules for 30 observations. 

Assuming the two samples are normally distributed, a 

means test with unknown variances can be performed in order 

to determine if the two samples have equal means. The two-

sample t-test has the following test statistic 

t'= ^ (12) 

with degrees of freedom 

^ ^-l^-,^-'^f-^^' . (13) 

Computing the sample means and standard deviations from the 

two samples, and formally stating the null and alternative 
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Figure 8. DIFSUM Values for SPT and LPT. 

hypotheses: 

H^l\il = \i2 

Table 8 contains the parameters and results of this 

experiment. Based on the evidence, the null hypothesis of 

equal means was rejected at an alpha level of 0.05. 

By rejecting the null hypothesis, it was concluded that 

a difference exists between the type of problem under which 

SPT and LPT perform better. Furthermore, based on the 

evidence, the type of problem where LPT performs better than 
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SPT seemed to be one where the S-type jobs are larger—in 

terms of SUMN and SUMS—than N-type jobs. 

The results from the previous experiment suggest that, 

if, applying SPT in the middle machines, a large number of 

"small" N-type jobs are processed before S-type jobs, then 

machines 1 and 2 could become idle for considerable amounts 

of time. The same holds true when the opposite takes place, 

creating a flow shop that does not respond to problems that 

are not "average." 

Table 8. Parameters and Results for t-test 

X-BAR 
S 
n 

SPT (1) 

-4.07 
12.28 

30 

t' value 
alpha level' 
dof 
t critical : 

LPT (2) 

15.97 
7.05 
30 

-7.751 
0.05 
7 

-1.895 

The question then becomes one of selecting the next job 

for processing in the middle machines, considering the 

status of the entire flow shop. A job release policy that 

is more sensitive to problems that are not "average" needs 

to be considered. 

Formal Statistical Analysis on Job 
Release Policies 

A new job release policy must be developed to respond 

to the demands placed by the interaction of the random 
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problems generated and the performance of the bidirectional 

flow shop. * A job release policy that balances the load in 

both directions was needed to reduce the ATS; in addition to 

the rules SPT and LPT, five other job release policies were 

developed. These five policies need to be defined. Recall 

that each middle machine in question has two queues—one 

queue containing N-type jobs and the other containing S-type 

jobs. The job release policies developed by this 

investigation are defined next. 

SUMPT: Each middle machine has two queues—one for N-type 

jobs and another for S-type jobs. For each queue, sum the 

processing times of all the members. Select the next job to 

be processed from the queue with the largest sum of the 

processing times. Recalculate the values of SUMPT for both 

queues before the next job is assigned. Continue to draw 

from that queue until the sum of the processing times of the 

other queue becomes larger. 

SUMRPT: For each of the queues, sum the remaining 

processing times of the members. Select the next job to be 

processed from the queue with the largest sum of the 

remaining processing times. Recalculate the values of 

SUMRPT for both queues before the next job is assigned. 

Continue to draw from that queue until the sum of the 

remaining processing times of the other queue becomes 

larger. 
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QAHEAD: Consider the queue content of the machines each 

candidate job will have to join after processing in the 

subject machine. Select the next job from the queue with 

the smallest QAHEAD value, and continue to draw from this 

queue until the other queue's QAHEAD value becomes smaller. 

LPTQAHEAD: Recall that unless otherwise stated, N-type and 

S-type jobs are initially ordered SPT as they enter the 

model and remain in this order throughout their processing. 

LPTQAHEAD is the only job release policy that violates the 

previous statement; N-type and S-type jobs are initially 

ordered in LPT fashion. Use the same decision making 

process as with the QAHEAD job release policy; the 

difference is in the order in which jobs enter the model— 

LPT. 

SPTSUM: For each one of the machines in the model, keep a 

counter. Initially, each counter has a value equal to the 

sum of the processing times for all the jobs to be processed 

by that machine. As the jobs are processed, decrease the 

value of the counter by the processing time of the job. The 

decision rule for the middle machines consists of looking 

ahead at the counters where the candidate jobs will be 

assigned after processing. Assign the job in the direction 

of the next counter with the largest value. Continue to 

draw jobs from that queue until the counter of the other 

direction becomes larger. 
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These five rules along with SPT and LPT are considered 

in the formal statistical analysis that follows. This 

statistical analysis had two main objectives: 

1. Investigate the general characteristics of each one 

of the job release policies, using ATS as the 

performance measure. In order to achieve this 

objective, general statistics and descriptive 

tools were utilized; and 

2. Determine if a statistical significant difference 

exists among policies. 

To achieve the first objective, averages and standard 

deviations were computed. In addition, box-plots were 

generated for a visual assessment. To determine if each one 

of the samples was normally distributed, the Shapiro-Wilks 

test of normality was performed. To accomplish the second 

objective, the Friedman test was performed. If a difference 

in the policies was determined, a multiple comparison could 

be performed. Following is a brief explanation of the two 

procedures mentioned above. 

The Shapiro-Wilks Test for Normality. The Shapiro-

Wilks test for normality is a well known goodness-of-fit 

test, that has proven to have "good power in many situations 

when compared with many other tests of the composite 

hypothesis of normality, including the Lilliefors test and 

the chi-square test" (Conover, 1980, p. 363). This 

normality test is the default test for the UNIVARIATE 
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procedure in the SAS software when the sample size is 2000 

or less observations (SAS, 1991). The Following is a 

description of the test procedure as found in Conover (1980, 

p. 363). 

DATA: The data consist of a random sample X̂ , Xj, . . ., X̂  of 

size n. 

ASSUMPTIONS: The data set is a random sample. 

HYPOTHESIS: 

Ĥ : The random sample is normally distributed with 
unspecified mean and variance; 

Ĥ : The random sample is not normally distributed. 

TEST STATISTIC: 

Compute the denominator for the test statistic, 

n 

D'Y> (-^i-^)'- ^^ )̂ 
J-1 

Then order the sample from smallest to largest. 

Also, define 

as the coefficients for this test where k is approximately 

n/2. 

The test statistic is computed as 

k 

I W^l/DlY, ^i (̂̂"'"̂'̂  -̂ "̂̂  1 ' <15) 

where 
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DECISION RULE: Reject the null hypothesis of normality at 

the specified a level if W is less than the a quantile 

found in the corresponding table. It should be noted 

that the larger the W statistic, the less likely it is 

that the null hypothesis will be rejected. 

The Friedman Test of Several Related Samples. The 

usual parametric method for this type of analysis is called 

the two-way analysis of variance. The Friedman test is 

designed to detect differences in treatments—job release 

policies. The data set is arranged in blocks—random 

problems—which "...are groups of k experimental units 

similar to each other in some important respects..." 

(Conover, 1980, p. 294, emphasis added). 

Each random problem generated is evaluated by each of 

the policies; "small" problems will tend to produce small 

ATS values, while "large" problems will tend to produce 

large ATS values. This produces an undesirable bias in the 

data; therefore, to rid the experiment of bias caused by the 

similarities among individual groups, this investigator 

considers the use of the Friedman test appropriate for the 

conditions of the experiment. The description of the 

Friedman test given by Conover (1980, p. 299) is as follows. 

DATA: The data consist of b mutually independent k-variate 

random variables (X̂ ,̂ Xi2, • •-Xij,) , called b blocks, 

i=l,2,...,b. The random variable X̂ ^ is in block i 
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and is associated with treatment j. Let R(Xij) be the 

rank, from 1 to k, assigned to X̂ ^ within block i. 

Sum the ranks for each treatment to obtain R̂  where 

RrE^^^i:!^ (21) 
i-i 

for j=l,2,...,k. 

ASSUMPTIONS: Two assumptions are made for this test. First, 

the b k-variate random variables are mutually 

independent—the results of one block do not influence 

the results within the other blocks. Second, the 

observations within each block can be ranked according 

to some criterion. 

HYPOTHESIS: 

H^: The treatments have identical effect; 

H^: At least one of the treatments tends to yield 

larger values than at least one other treatment. 

TEST STATISTIC: 

The test statistic is 

ib-1) [B^-bkik^D^^] ^22) 

where 

^̂  _bk{k-^l) (2JC-H) ̂  ^23) 
^ 6 

and 
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'̂2 = ̂ E^J- <24) 

DECISION RULE: Reject the null hypothesis at the level a if 

the test statistic is larger than the 1-a quantile of 

the F distribution, with 

k^^k-1, (25) 

and 

ic2=(jb-l) ik-1) . (26) 

To carry out Friedman's test for several related 

samples, the data were ranked within the blocks, which were 

random problems; then a main-effects analysis of variance on 

the ranks was performed (SAS, 1985). 

If the null hypothesis of normality was rejected, the 

following step calls for determining which of the job 

release policies were different. Three procedures were used 

to evaluate the difference between job release policies: 

Duncan's multiple range test, the Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) 

multiple range test, and Tukey's studentized range test 

(HSD) (SAS, 1985). 

Method Used to Determine the Number of Replications. A 

number of factors provided the investigator with a general 

idea of how many replications to perform; however, because 

some of these factors were not totally objective but relied 

on the investigator's opinions and knowledge, this subject 

was difficult to address. 
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The first factor determining the number of replications 

is the Central Limit Theorem. Walpole and Myers (1989) 

state that "the normal approximation for X-BAR will 

generally be good if n>30 regardless of the shape of the 

population" (p. 210). This statement provides the 

investigator with a starting point. 

A second factor involved in the determination of number 

of replications is the cost involved in acquiring each 

replication. If the cost of each replication is high, in 

terms of computer time or of physical resources, then the 

number of replications must be kept to a minimum. However, 

if the cost involved is relatively small, then the 

investigator can be more flexible in determining the number 

of replications. For this investigation, the cost of each 

replication is minimum, both in terms of resources and time; 

therefore a large number of replications is acceptable. 

Precision is a factor that generally increases as the 

number of replications increases; however, a ceiling must be 

placed on the number of replications. According to this 

investigator, an acceptable number of replications is one 

hundred, because it complies with all the factors previously 

discussed and because it is not a number too large to 

manage. 

Law and Kelton provide a statistical method to 

determine the number of replications. It is based on the 

relative precision desired. Relative precision (x) is 
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defined as the ratio of the confidence interval half length 

to the magnitude of the point estimator (Law and Kelton, 

1982) . This method is used in this investigation to 

determine if the number of replications, 100, is enough to 

achieve a relative precision of t=0.15 (0<X<1) (Law and 

Kelton, 1982). 

If it is assumed that the estimates of both the 

population mean and variance will not change appreciably as 

the niimber of replications increases, the approximate number 

of runs to evaluate the desired precision is given by: 

n; (T) ^Min {ii:n: ^̂ --̂ -«/̂  ̂ '̂ ̂ "^^ ^ ̂ ^^'^ ^^T) (27) 

with a=0.05. 

Ten initial replications were made under the SPT job 

release policy to evaluate X-BAR(n) and ŝ  (n); these values 

were used to evaluate equation (27). Previous work by 

Arellano (1987) used the same procedure of using a single 

scheduling rule to determine the overall criteria. The 

niimber of replications determined above, 100, was well 

beyond the required to achieve a relative precision of 0.15. 

Other Experimental Conditions. The remaining 

experimental conditions that needed to be addressed were the 

number of processors and the number of jobs used in the 

analysis. The conditions listed in Table 9 were included in 

the analysis. 
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Table 9. Experimental Conditions for Analysis. 

Group # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

# Processors 

4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 

# Jobs 

10x10 
15x15 
20x20 
10x10 
15x15 
20x20 

# Rnd. Problems 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

For each of the groups, 1 through 6, 100 random 

problems were generated with characteristics corresponding 

to the individual group. For example, the 100 problems 

generated for group 3 have 4 processors and 20x20 jobs. 

Each of the random problems was submitted for evaluation for 

each of the seven job release policies. The measure of 

performance was average time in system (ATS) measured in 

minutes, and a data set containing 700 observations was 

recorded; the procedure was repeated for all remaining 

groups. The analysis was divided by group to assess the 

individual conditions and the effects they have on the 

response. 

Results for Group 1: 4 Processors, 10x10 jobs. Table 

10 contains the general statistics obtained from this 

experiment. It provides information regarding central 

tendency, dispersion, and normality of the data. Recall 

that the measure of performance is average time in system 

(ATS) in minutes, and that for all the experiments smaller 

is better. 
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Table 10. General Statistics: Group 1. 

QAHEAD 
SPT 
LPT 
SPTSUM 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 
LPTQAHEAD 

X-BAR 

1203.92 
1232.86 
1254.15 
2386.20 
1246.78 
1246.97 
1333.99 

s 

68.73 
80.50 
75.15 
145.04 
72.38 
71.72 
81.17 

W Stat. 

0.97 
0.98 
0.97 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 

p-value 

0.14 
0.62 
0.12 
0.52 
0.39 
0.35 
0.47 

The individual observations of this experiment are 

found in appendix B; the remaining data are not listed 

because of the large number of observations; however, this 

data can be easily obtained by using the corresponding model 

with the conditions of the experiment desired. All the 

listings of the models used in this investigation are 

included in Appendix B, and the conditions of each 

individual group are described in detail. 

In terms of general statistics, QAHEAD displays the 

smallest central tendency and dispersion measures, followed 

by SPT. With the exception SPTSUM, all the policies perform 

in the range of 1200 and 1350 minutes, in terms of X-BAR. 

The statistic to measure dispersion was the samples' 

standard deviations. Based on the evidence, QAHEAD not only 

has the smallest sample average ATS, but the dispersion of 

its values is also the smallest of all the job release 

policies as shown by the values of the standard deviations. 

A grouped graph of box-plots for each one of the policies 
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displays how close these six policies are, relative to the 

SPTSUM policy. Figure 9 displays the grouped box-plots. 

(X 100) 
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Figure 9. Grouped Box-Plots for Group 1. 

Table 10 also displays the W statistic for the Shapiro-

Wilks test for normality. Recall that 0 < W £ 1, and that 

small values tend to reject the null hypothesis of 

normality. Based on the evidence, the null hypothesis of 

normality cannot be rejected for any of the policies, at an 

alpha level of 0.05. 

Friedman's test for several related samples was carried 

out next. The main-effects analysis of variance on the job 
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release policies showed that, based on the evidence, the 

policies we're significantly different. The alpha level set 

for the hypothesis test was 0.05. The results of the 

multiple range tests are displayed in Table 11; equal 

policies are grouped together. Again, the alpha level for 

these tests was 0.05. 

Table 11. Results of Multiple Range 
Tests: Group 1. 

Duncan 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

1SUMRPT 
'SUMPT 

LPT 

SPT 

QAHEAD 

SNK 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

1SUMRPT 
'SUMPT 

LPT 

SPT 

QAHEAD 

Tukey 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

1SUMRPT 
'SUMPT 

LPT 

SPT 

QAHEAD 

The three multiple range tests performed displayed 

similar results. Based on the evidence, QAHEAD produced 

lower ATS values than the other six policies, followed by 

SPT. 

Results for Group 2: 4 Processors, 15x15 jobs. Table 

12 contains the general statistics obtained from this 

experiment. It provides information regarding central 

tendency, dispersion, and normality of the data. Recall 

that the measure of performance is average time in system 



(ATS) in minutes, and that for all the experiments smaller 

is better. 

QAHEAD displayed the smallest central tendency and 

dispersion measures, followed by SPT. With the exception of 

SPTSUM, all the policies performed in the range of 1700 and 

1850 minutes, in terms of X-BAR. QAHEAD also displayed the 

smallest dispersion of all the job release policies, based 

on the evidence. 

Table 12. General Statistics: Group 2. 

QAHEAD 
SPT 
LPT 
SPTSUM 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 
LPTQAHEAD 

X-BAR 

1717.16 
1718.19 
1830.45 
2428.68 
1815.33 
1815.29 
1843.86 

s 

74.22 
83.46 
78.26 
109.83 
77.70 
77.50 
87.75 

W Stat. 

0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
0.99 
0.98 
0.99 

p-value 

0.84 
0.46 
0.54 
0.56 
0.81 
0.80 
0.80 

A grouped graph of box-plots for each one of the 

policies displays how close these six policies are, relative 

to the SPTSUM policy. Figure 10 displays the grouped box-

plots . 

Table 12 also displays the W statistic for the Shapiro-

Wilks test for normality. Based on the evidence, the null 

hypothesis of normality cannot be rejected for any of the 

policies, at an alpha level of 0.05. 

Friedman's test for several related samples was carried 

out next. The main-effects analysis of variance on the job 

release policies showed that, based on the evidence, the 
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policies were significantly different, at. The alpha level 

set for the hypothesis test was 0.05. The results of the 

multiple range tests are displayed in Table 13; equal 

policies are grouped together. Again, the alpha level for 

these tests was 0.05. 
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Figure 10. Grouped Box-Plots for Group 2 

The three multiple range tests performed display slight 

differences in the results; however, conclusions can still 

be drawn from these results. Based on the evidence, QAHEAD 

produced lower ATS values than the other six policies, 

followed by SPT. 
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Table 13. Results of Multiple Range 
Tests: Group 2. 

Duncan 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

LPT 

1SUMRPT 
' SUMPT 

SPT 

QAHEAD 

SNK 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

LPT 

1SUMRPT 
'SUMPT 

SPT 

QAHEAD 

Tukey 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

LPT 
SUMRPT 
SUMPT 

SPT 

QAHEAD 
i 

Results for Group 3: 4 Processors, 20x20 jobs. Table 

14 contains the general statistics obtained from this 

experiment. It provides information regarding central 

tendency, dispersion, and normality of the data. 

QAHEAD displays the smallest central tendency and 

dispersion measures, followed by LPTQAHEAD. With the 

exception of SPTSUM, all the policies perform in the X-BAR 

range of 2250 to 2450 minutes. QAHEAD also displays the 

smallest variation of all the job release policies, in terms 

of standard deviation. A grouped graph of box-plots for 

each one of the policies displays how close these six 

policies are, relative to the SPTSUM policy. Figure 11 

displays the grouped box-plots. 

Table 14 also displays the W statistic for the Shapiro-

Wilks test for normality. Based on the evidence, the null 

hypothesis of normality for the ATS values generated by the 
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Table 14. General Statistics: Group 3 

QAHEAD 
SPT 
LPT 
SPTSUM 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 
LPTQAHEAD 

X-BAR 

2257.46 
2361.63 
2425.14 
4565.10 
2400.63 
2400.88 
2355.07 

s 

93.79 
108.70 
99.17 

192.97 
99.07 
99.41 

103.86 

W Stat. 

0.97 
0.96 
0.97 
0.97 
0.97 
0.97 
0.97 

p-value 

0.26 
0.04 
0.11 
0.10 
0.07 
0.06 
0.12 
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Figure 11. Grouped Box-Plots for Group 3. 

SPT job release policy is rejected at an alpha level of 

0.05. Not enough evidence is presented in order to reject 

the null hypothesis of normality for any of the remaining 

six job release policies. 
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Friedman's test for several related samples was carried 

out next. The main-effects analysis of variance on the job 

release policies showed that, based on the evidence, the 

policies were significantly different, at an alpha level of 

0.05. The results of the multiple range tests are displayed 

in Table 15; equal policies are grouped together. Again, 

the alpha level for these tests was 0.05. 

The three multiple range tests performed display 

similar results. Based on the evidence, QAHEAD produces 

lower ATS values than the other six policies, followed by 

SPT and LPTQAHEAD. 

Table 15. Results of Multiple Range 
Tests: Group 3. 

Duncan 

SPTSUM 

LPT 

j SUMRPT 
'SUMPT 

1 SPT 
'LPTQAHEAD 

QAHEAD 

SNK 

SPTSUM 

LPT 

1 SUMRPT 
'SUMPT 

1 SPT 
'LPTQAHEAD 

QAHEAD 

Tukey 

SPTSUM 

LPT 

1SUMRPT 
'SUMPT 

1 SPT 
'LPTQAHEAD 

QAHEAD 

Results for Group 4: 3 Processors, 10x10 jobs. Table 

16 contains the general statistics obtained from this 

experiment. It provides information regarding central 

tendency, dispersion, and normality of the data. 
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Table 16. General Statistics: Group 4. 

QAHEAD 
SPT 
LPT 
SPTSUM 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 
LPTQAHEAD 

X-BAR 

1103.21 
1106.72 
1107.92 
1762.65 
1106.72 
1106.72 
1158.97 

s 

61.13 
62.04 
61.81 

106.72 
62.04 
62.04 
72.28 

W Stat. 

0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
0.99 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 

p-value 

0.49 
0.42 
0.35 
0.98 
0.42 
0.42 
0.80 

QAHEAD displayed the smallest central tendency and 

dispersion measures, but all the policies with the exception 

of SPTSUM reflect similar characteristics. With the 

exception SPTSUM, all the policies perform in the X-BAR 

range of 1100 to 1200 minutes. The measure of dispersion, 

the standard deviation, also favors QAHEAD over the rest of 

the job release policies; QAHEAD's measure of dispersion is 

slightly smaller than five of the job release. A grouped 

graph of box-plots for each one of the policies displays how 

close these six policies are, relative to the SPTSUM policy. 

Figure 12 displays the grouped box-plots. 

Table 16 also displays the W statistic for the Shapiro-

Wilks test for normality. Based on the evidence, the null 

hypothesis of normality cannot be rejected for any of the 

policies, at an alpha level of 0.05. 

Friedman's test for several related samples was carried 

out next. The main-effects analysis of variance on the job 

release policies shows that, based on the evidence, the 

policies were significantly different, at an alpha level of 
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Figure 12. Grouped Box-Plots for Group 4. 

0.05. The results of the multiple range tests are displayed 

in Table 17; equal policies are grouped together. Again, 

the alpha level for these tests was 0.05. 

The three multiple range tests performed display 

similar results. Based on the evidence, QAHEAD produces 

lower ATS values than the other six policies, followed by 

SPT, SUMPT and SUMRPT. 

Results for Group 5: 3 Processors, 15x15 jobs. Table 

18 contains the general statistics obtained from this 

experiment. It provides information regarding central 

tendency, dispersion, and normality of the data. 
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Table 17. Results for Multiple Range 
Tests: Group 4. 

Duncan 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

LPT 

SPT 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 

QAHEAD 

SNK 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

LPT 

SPT 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 

QAHEAD 

Tukey 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

LPT 

SPT 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 

QAHEAD 

QAHEAD displayed the smallest central tendency and 

dispersion measures, but all the policies with the exception 

of SPTSUM reflected similar characteristics. With the 

exception SPTSUM, all the policies performed in the X-BAR 

range of 1600 to 1700 minutes. QAHEAD also displayed the 

smallest variation of all the job release policies, in terms 

of standard deviation. A grouped graph of box-plots for 

each one of the policies displayed how close these six 

policies were, relative to the SPTSUM policy. Figure 13 

displayed the grouped box-plots. The W statistic for the 

Table 18. General Statistics: Group 5 

QAHEAD 
SPT 
LPT 
SPTSUM 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 
LPTQAHEAD 

X-BAR 

1634.83 
1639.22 
1640.91 
2606.06 
1639.22 
1639.22 
1652.05 

s 

74.90 
76.09 
75.84 

130.30 
76.09 
76.09 
90.03 

W Stat. 

0.97 
0.97 
0.97 
0.95 
0.97 
0.97 
0.95 

p-value 

0.25 
0.25 
0.26 
0.01 
0.25 
0.25 
0.003 
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Figure 13. Grouped Box-Plots for Group 5. 

Shapiro-Wilks test for normality is displayed in Table 18. 

Based on the evidence, the null hypothesis of normality for 

the ATS values generated by the SPTSUM and LPTQAHEAD job 

release policies were rejected at an alpha level of 0.05. 

Not enough evidence was presented to reject the null 

hypothesis of normality for any of the remaining five job 

release policies. 

Friedman's test for several related samples was carried 

out next. The main-effects analysis of variance on the job 

release policies showed that, based on the evidence, the 

policies were significantly different, at an alpha level of 
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0.05. The results of the multiple range test are displayed 

in Table 19; equal policies are grouped together. Again, 

the alpha level for these tests was 0.05. 

The three multiple range tests performed display 

similar results. Based on the evidence, QAHEAD produced 

lower ATS values than the other six policies, followed by 

SPT, SUMPT and SUMRPT. 

Results for Group 6: 3 Processors, 20x20 jobs. Table 

20 contains the general statistics obtained from this 

experiment. It provides information regarding central 

tendency, dispersion, and normality of the data. Recall 

that the measure of performance is average time in system 

(ATS) in minutes, and that for all the experiments smaller 

is better. 

LPTQAHEAD and QAHEAD displayed the smallest central 

tendency and dispersion measures, but the remaining policies 

with the exception of SPTSUM reflected similar 

characteristics. With the exception SPTSUM, all the 

policies performed in the X-BAR range of 2100 to 2150 

minutes. QAHEAD also displayed the smallest variation of 

all the job release policies, in terms of standard 

deviation. A grouped graph of box-plots for each one of the 

policies displayed how close these six policies are, 

relative to the SPTSUM policy. The grouped box-plots are 

displayed in Figure 14. 
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Table 19. Results for Multiple Range 
Tests: Group 5. 

Duncan 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

LPT 

SPT 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 

QAHEAD 

SNK 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

LPT 

SPT 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 

QAHEAD 

Tukey 

SPTSUM 

LPTQAHEAD 

LPT 

SPT 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 

QAHEAD 

Table 20. General Statistics: Group 

QAHEAD 
SPT 
LPT 
SPTSUM 
SUMPT 
SUMRPT 
LPTQAHEAD 

X-BAR 

2143.55 
2149.57 
2154.11 
3426.74 
2149.57 
2149.57 
2123.78 

s 

84.68 
85.86 
85.51 

151.74 
85.85 
85.85 

102.66 

W Stat. 

0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 

6 

p-value 

0.56 
0.57 
0.63 
0.37 
0.57 
0.57 
0.48 

Table 20 also displays the W statistic for the Shapiro-

Wilks test for normality. Based on the evidence, the null 

hypothesis of normality cannot be rejected for any of the 

policies, at an alpha level of 0.05. 

Friedman's test for several related samples was carried 

out next. The main-effects analysis of variance on the job 

release policies showed that, based on the evidence, the 
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Figure 14. Grouped Box-Plots for Group 6. 

policies were significantly different. The alpha level set 

for the hypothesis test was 0.05. the results of the 

multiple range tests are displayed in Table 21; equal 

policies are grouped together. Again, the alpha level for 

these tests was 0.05. 

The three multiple range tests performed display 

similar results. Based on the evidence, QAHEAD produced 

lower ATS values than the other six policies, followed by 

LPTQAHEAD. 
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Table 21. Results for Multiple Range 
Tests: Group 6. 

Duncan 

SPTSUM 

LPT 

SUMPT 
SPT 
SUMRPT 

LPTQAHEAD 

QAHEAD 

SNK 

SPTSUM 

LPT 

SUMPT 
SPT 
SUMRPT 

LPTQAHEAD 

QAHEAD 

Tukey 

SPTSUM 

LPT 

SUMPT 
SPT 
SUMRPT 

LPTQAHEAD 

QAHEAD 

Practical Conclusions 

The evidence presented displayed a clear favorite job 

release policy for the static case of the bidirectional-

ordered flow shop scheduling problem: QAHEAD. The evidence 

showed that QAHEAD performed slightly better than all the 

other job release policies presented here. Furthermore, the 

evidence shows that SPTSUM appeared to be the exception, 

performing poorly in all cases. 

The box-plots summarize the behavior of the job release 

policies, where six policies—QAHEAD, SPT, LPT, SUMPT, 

SUMRPT, and LPTQAHEAD—perform in the same fashion, with 

QAHEAD displaying the best performance. In traditional flow 

shops (one-direction flow) SPT is known to perform well on 

several criteria. When scheduling n jobs on a single 

processor, SPT minimizes the mean flow time and the mean 

lateness. In addition, if all jobs have the same due date 
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then SPT minimizes mean tardiness. For m parallel 

processors, a simple variation of the SPT rule minimizes 

mean flow time (Bedworth and Bailey, 1987) . All the job 

release policies included in this investigation have a 

common starting point—SPT-ordered jobs entering the system. 

This decision is based on all previous work performed on 

traditional flow shops; it is hypothesized that the 

characteristics of the bidirectional-ordered flow shop are 

similar to those of traditional flow shop. The QAHEAD job 

release policy, therefore, combines the known advantages of 

SPT with the set of steps developed in this investigation to 

schedule jobs on the middle processors. A starting point 

for the next section of the investigation is provided by 

QAHEAD, where the assumption of a static system is dropped 

and a the dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow shop is 

investigated. 



CHAPTER III 

THE DYNAMIC BIDIRECTIONAL-ORDERED FLOW SHOP 

Introduction 

This chapter describes the investigation of the dynamic 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop scheduling problem. This 

section describes the general characteristics of a dynamic 

model in general; it states the assumptions made during this 

investigation; and a discussion of the experiment evaluating 

different scheduling policies in the dynamic case of the 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop is accomplished. 

The starting point of this chapter is the results 

obtained in the previous chapter. It cannot be assiimed, 

however, that the results from this section will closely 

follow what was determined in the previous section. By 

dropping the assumption of static conditions, the 

characteristics of the bidirectional-ordered flow shop must 

be re-examined to determine how this change affects the 

behavior of the system. 

The organization of this chapter is similar to that of 

the previous chapter. It begins with a discussion of the 

general characteristics of the system; it continues with a 

brief description of the methodology used to build the 

models; the section that follows contains preliminary 

observations from the models; and finally, a formal 

statistical analysis is described and performed, followed by 

a discussion of conclusions and practical uses of this 

80 
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investigation. The general characteristics of the dynamic 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop are discussed in the next 

section. 

General Characteristics 

The investigation of the dynamic bidirectional-ordered 

flow shop includes systems of three and four processors in 

series. The arriving jobs were processed by all the 

machines in the system; the system did not allow preemption; 

there were no breakdowns or delays between processors. Jobs 

were not available at time zero but became available 

according to a known arrival process, which is later 

discussed. 

The types and sequences of jobs that arrive remain the 

same as previously discussed. Ten different types of jobs 

were possible, and the processing times of these had the 

ordered characteristic as well. Machine domination by an 

outside processor was also present in this portion of the 

investigation. 

The principal difference between the dynamic and static 

systems discussed in the previous chapter was the dynamic 

arrival of jobs into the system. Previously, it was assumed 

all the jobs were available for processing at time zero. 

For this portion of the investigation, however, this 

assumption was dropped and jobs were allowed to arrive 

according to some known process. Therefore, the first 
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important aspect was to determine by what process the jobs 

were to arrive into the system. 

The Arrival Process. The arrival process by which jobs 

enter a system can often be described by the Poisson 

process. The Poisson process is a "type of counting process 

that applies to customer arrivals...and usually will depend 

on the following: 

- A counting process.. .where the n\imber of events in 
any pair of disjoint time intervals are statistically 
independent; and 

- A counting process...where the distribution of the 
number of events in any time interval depends only on 
the length of the time interval. It does not depend 
on when the interval occurred. (Hall, 1991, p. 53) 

The first statement describes a process where the 

number of outcomes taking place in one interval of time is 

independent of the number of outcomes in any other time 

interval; this property is known as the memoryless property. 

The second characteristic describes a process where the 

probability of a single outcome depends only on the length 

of the time interval, and not on the number of outcomes that 

occur outside that interval of time. 

A Poisson process can be described by the Poisson 

distribution. The probability distribution of the Poisson 

random variable X, representing the number of outcome in a 

given time interval is given by 

p(x;At)= —— , \^^) 
x\ 
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where 

x ^ u f ^ f ^ f «• •, 

lambda is the average number of outcomes per unit time; and 

e is the base of the natural log. 

The Poisson process is commonly used to describe an 

arrival process at service facilities and failure times of 

component parts and electrical systems. The Poisson process 

is often used to determine the probability of a number of 

events during an interval of time (Walpole and Myers, 198 9). 

In many investigations it is easier to determine the time 

between events. For example, it is possible that one might 

be interested in the time between arrivals at a harbor. 

These Poisson processes can still be described by a 

probability distribution. The exponential distribution is 

closely related to a Poisson distribution. Recalling that 

the probability density function of the exponential 

distribution is 

f (x)=-ie-'̂ /P,x>0 (29) 

where fi>0. The single parameter fi is interpreted as the 

mean time between events. This can be related to the 

Poisson process, in which the parameter is lambda, the mean 

number of events per unit time. The Poisson process can 

then be described by the exponential distribution with 
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Thus, the mean of the exponential distribution—beta—is the 

reciprocal *of the parameter of the Poisson distribution— 

lambda. Since the characteristics of a Poisson process 

conform closely to arrival processes, it will be assumed 

that the Poisson process can closely describe the arrival 

process of the system of interest in this investigation 

(Walpole and Myers, 1989). 

The exponential distribution is used to describe 

interarrival times. The parameter of the exponential 

distribution is determined by historical data. The number 

of transits per day through the Panama Canal is, on the 

average, 30 (Noriega, 1986). Assuming that an equal number 

of vessels transits in both directions, 15 vessels a day 

transit in a particular direction. Fifteen vessels per day 

converts to 96 minutes between arrivals. Rounding up to the 

nearest 100, the interarrival time of vessels is 100 

minutes. Furthermore, the Panama Canal consists of three 

sets of lock complexes; each lock complex consists of two 

parallel processors. The simple case of the dynamic 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop only considered single 

processors at each stage; therefore the mean interarrival 

time was doubled to 200 minutes. The arrival process is 

described by the exponential distribution with mean time 

between arrivals equal to 200 minutes. This arrival process 

is used to carry out the investigation of the dynamic 

bidirectional ordered flow shop. 
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The jobs arriving at both ends of the system can be one 

of ten types, as in the investigation of the static case. 

For simulation purposes, the types of jobs are uniformly 

distributed with probability 0.10 for each of the 10 types. 

Model Building^ Verification and Validation 

The GPSS/H simulation language offers enough 

flexibility that only small changes are required to convert 

the static case models into dynsimic models. This task was 

accomplished by removing the fixed arrivals and replacing it 

with the arrival process discussed in the previous section. 

A shell-program to control the different models was no 

longer necessary because the models were designed to behave 

identically, with the exception of the scheduling rules. 

For example, the same seed was used in all the models to 

describe the arrival process and the determination of the 

job type. This ensured the absence of unwanted bias caused 

by the random number generation. 

As in the static case, the tasks of verification and 

validation of the models used in this section of the 

investigation was performed systematically. The 

verification process included a step-by-step build-up and 

tracing of the program; this ensured that the models 

performed as intended. Similar steps to the static models 

were used in validating the dynamic models; according to the 

arrival process, manual calculation of the measure of 
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performance were obtained for a small number of jobs. 

Because the main difference between the models of this 

section with the ones previously built was the arrival 

process, the changes made were small, the process of 

verification and validation was facilitated. 

Once the models were verified and validated, 

preliminary experimentation could take place. The next 

section describes the preliminary observations made for a 

four processor dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow shop. 

Preliminary Observations 

In order to begin investigating the behavior of the 

dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow shop, a model was 

selected among those built. The model with SPT scheduling 

rule for the machines was selected to carry out the 

preliminary experimentation. The SPT model was selected to 

be consistent with the previous section; SPT was used to 

investigate several conditions of the static bidirectional 

ordered flow shop. 

The first area covered in this preliminary 

investigation involved the initial conditions of the models. 

When a simulation of characteristics presented here begins, 

the system is in a state called "empty and idle." "Empty 

and idle" refers to the fact that at the beginning of the 

simulation all the queues in the system are empty, and the 

processors are idle. As the simulation progresses, jobs 
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pass through the model and the model reaches characteristics 

of steady state; the measures of performance no longer 

reflect the initial conditions of "empty and idle" when the 

simulation reaches steady state. 

Two methods exist to eliminate the effects of initial 

conditions in a simulation. The simulation can be run long 

enough so the effect of the initial conditions on the 

measure of performance is negligible. The second method to 

eliminate the effects of initial conditions is to run the 

simulation for a "warm-up" period, and then discard the 

measures taken during this period; the remaining measures 

will not have the effect of the initial conditions. GPSS/H 

utilizes the block command RESET in order to clear the 

statistics being collected without removing the transactions 

from the model. The term RESET will be used in this text to 

describe this condition. 

To illustrate the effect of initial conditions on the 

measure of performance, consider the following example. 

Figure 15 illustrates machine utilization as a function of 

time for a sample simulation run. It is clear that the 

machine utilization settles after a "warm-up" period for all 

three machines. If the measures taken during this initial 

period were considered in the analysis, the utilizations for 

the three machines would be slightly higher than the values 

of utilization during steady-state. 
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Figure 15. Example of Initial Conditions. 

To further examine the accuracy of the model, 

theoretical processing time values were calculated for each 

one of the processors in this example. Theoretically, the 

average processing time for each one of the processors is 

the average of the processing times for all the job types 

that are processed in that particular processor; this is 

true if all job types have an equal probability of arriving 

into the system. For this sample simulation run, the 

largest margin of error was calculated to be 0.25%. Table 

22 displays the theoretical and actual values for this 

sample run, in minutes. 
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Table 22. Theoretical versus Actual Processing Times. 

Processor 

A 
B 
C 

Average 
Proc. Time 

64.66 
46.60 
84.69 

Theoretical 
Proc. Time 

64.50 
46.50 
84.50 

Percent 
Error 

0.25 
0.22 
0.23 

To investigate the behavior of the average time in 

system (ATS) (the measure of performance used in the formal 

analysis), several experiments were performed. When ATS was 

plotted as a function of time for the above experiment, the 

results showed an increase in ATS as time progressed. 

Figure 16 displays the plot of ATS as a function of time; it 

clearly shows an increasing ATS, even after the initial 

conditions seem to have lost all effects. The run time for 

the simulation was 1 year (525600 minutes). 

Longer simulations (5 and 10 years) were performed. In 

terms of machine utilization and processing time, the 

simulation models reflect similar characteristics. However, 

the increasing trend in ATS did not disappear with time. In 

order to closely control the average time in system 

statistic, the RESET control block was used in the model; 

the model was reset periodically in order to reduce the 

number of under which the statistics were calculated. 

Figure 17 shows ATS as a function of time; the sudden jumps 

in the statistic reflect the points immediately following a 

RESET. ATS statistics were collected prior to the resetting 

of the statistics. 
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Figure 16. ATS for Sample Problem. 

Figure 18 displays the individual ATS observations 

taken prior to resetting the statistics. The horizontal 

line depicts the overall average time in system. Clearly, 

the increasing trend is no longer present during the 10 year 

experiment. For a formal statistical experiment, the first 

year's observations can be discarded in order to ensure that 

the initial conditions effects have been removed. 

To determine if a larger number of observations are 

needed to be collected following the procedure described 

above, a sample set of conditions were set and an experiment 

was carried out. A three-processor model was run for 612 
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Figure 17. ATS as a Function of Time. 

months in order to collect 100 observations with the first 

year's observations being discarded. The RESET control 

block was used every 6 months, collecting statistics prior 

to the reset. Average time in system is the performance 

measure of interest. Figure 19 displays a scatter plot of 

the ATS observations. 

The observations seem to scatter randomly around the 

mean. In order to assess the accuracy of the estimator of 

the mean ATS, a confidence interval was constructed. The 

sample mean is 479.22, the standard deviation is 52.24, the 

minimum value is 388.12 and the highest value is 689.14. 
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Figure 18. ATS Observation points. 

Consider each one of the observations as the average time in 

system for the jobs during a particular interval of time; 

each ATS observation is in fact a batch mean. A grand 

sample mean can be calculated by computing the average of 

all 100 observations of ATS, 

^ , ATSi 
ATs^y: i, 

n 

(31) 

where n is the number of observations (100) and i is the ith 

ATS observation. ATS-BAR is used as the point estimator. 

An approximate 100(1-a) percent confidence interval for 
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Figure 19. Scatter plot of ATS Observations. 

ATS-BAR can be calculated from 
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Ar5±t^.i,i.,/2^ 
^ JTS 

n 
(32) 

For the sample problem, an approximate 95% confidence 

interval for the mean ATS is 

479.22±1.96- 2728.88 
100 

which reduces to 

479.22±10.24. 
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Based on the evidence, the mean of ATS for this 

particular sample problem is contained in the interval 

[4 68.98,489.46] with approximately 95% confidence (Law and 

Kelton, 1982). 

To carry out the formal statistical analysis comparing 

different scheduling rules for the dynamic bidirectional-

ordered flow shop, the same procedure is performed in order 

to collect the data. A final preliminary experiment involved 

one of the assumptions made during the investigation of the 

static bidirectional-ordered flow shop. 

The assumption that entering jobs have priority on the 

first processor of their secjuence has been investigated. 

Priority was given to the jobs entering the system on their 

first processor; this rule was developed from Jackson's 

(1956) special treatment of the two-processor problem with 

multiple secjuence jobs. For the three-processor models, N-

type jobs, with sequence A-B-C, have priority on processor 

A; S-type jobs, with sequence C-B-A, have priority on 

processor C. 

An experiment was performed to determine the effect of 

removing the use of the priority rules on entering jobs. 

Two cases of a three-processor dynamic model with scheduling 

rule SPT were run for 180 months of simulated time. In the 

first case, the priority rule was removed from the model; 

first-in-first-out was used instead. The second case 
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included the priority rule in the model. Table 23 contains 

descriptive statistics of this experiment. 

The descriptive statistics show slightly smaller sample 

mean and standard deviation values for the no-priority case. 

Figure 20 is a scatter plot of the observations; it 

displays smaller values for the no-priority case for all 30 

observations. 

TcLble 23. Descriptive Statistics 
for Sample Experiment. 

CASE 

No Priority 
Priority 

n 

30 
30 

X-BAR 

474.17 
489.51 
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Figure 20. Scatter Plot of Sample Experiment 
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A two-sample t-test for ecjual means can be performed to 

determine if a difference exists between the two samples. 

Equations (12) and (13) can be used to compute the t-

statistic and the degrees of freedom. The null and 

alternative hypothesis are stated as 

Based on the evidence, with an alpha level of 0.05, the 

null hypothesis cannot be rejected. However, if the alpha 

level is increased to 0.10, then the null hypothesis can be 

rejected for the alternative hypothesis. The p-value of 

this experiment is ecjual to 0.09. 

The interpretation of the hypothesis test and of the 

scatter plot of Figure 20 is that not using the priority 

rule on entering jobs produces slightly smaller values of 

ATS, as shown by the scatter plot. This small difference is 

detectable at an alpha level of 0.10, not the usual 0.05. 

The same procedure was performed on the remaining five 

models, representing the five scheduling rules. Similar 

results were obtained from these experiments; in all cases 

the no-priority models performed at least as well as the 

priority models. Based on the results of these experiments, 

the priority rules are dropped from the models for the 

remainder of the investigation; this action can simplify the 

development of a heuristic for the scheduling of jobs on a 
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dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow shop. The preliminary 

experimentation performed in this section provides the basis 

for a formal statistical analysis. 

Formal Statistical Analysis on Job 
Release Policies 

The same statistical analysis used for the static 

bidirectional-ordered flow shop was used to investigate the 

dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow shop. The objectives 

continue to be: 

1. Investigate the general characteristics of each one 

of the job release policies, using ATS as the 

performance measure. General statistics and 

descriptive tools are utilized; and 

2. Determine if a difference exists among policies. 

Several important conditions for the analysis have 

already been investigated and determined. The probability 

distribution describing the dynamic arrival process was 

assLimed to be an exponential distribution with a mean of 200 

minutes. The collection of data was performed every 6 

months of simulated time, with a resetting of the statistics 

after each observation is recorded. 

To determine the sample size—n;jmber of observations— 

the same procedure was performed as in the previous case. 

To achieve a relative precision of 0.15 (Law and Kelton, 

1982), a preliminary sample was collected using the three-

processor SPT model. Assuming an alpha level of 0.05, ten 
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observations were collected to evaluate the sample mean and 

standard deviation. Ecjuation (27) was again evaluated to 

determine the number of observations needed to achieve the 

desired relative precision. A minimum of 10 observations 

was required for the desired relative precision; 100 

observations were collected in this section to perform the 

analysis. To collect 100 ATS observations a model had to 

run for 612 months of simulated time; this created a data 

file with 102 observations. The first two observations—the 

first year's—were discarded to ensure the model's initial 

conditions had been removed from the statistics. 

To evaluate the performance of the job release 

policies, two main groups were formed. The first group 

involved three-processor models, and the second group 

involved four-processor models. Each group contained six 

different models—one for each job release policy under 

scrutiny. In order to eliminate bias created by the use of 

different random numbers in the simulation, the same seeds 

for the random number generators were used. Furthermore, 

the same random number streams were used for the same 

purposes in all the models. This action prevented the 

presence of bias caused by the random numbers in the 

analysis. Table 24 contains the general characteristics of 

each of the two main groups. 
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Table 24. Experimental Conditions 
for Analysis. 

Group # 

1 
2 

# Processors 

3 
4 

# Observations 

600 
600 

For each one of the groups, the six job release 

policies were evaluated by the collection of 100 

observations as explained before. The following two 

sections describe the results for each one of the groups. 

Results for Group No. 1: 3 Processors. Table 25 

contains descriptive statistics for the job release policies 

tested. It provides information regarding central tendency, 

dispersion and normality. The measure of performance is ATS 

in minutes. 

Table 25. General Statistics: Group 1 

FIFO 
QAHEAD 
LPT 
SUMPT 
LPTQHD 
SPT 

X-BAR 

483.37 
572.80 
483.43 
444.53 
651.07 
483.30 

s 

42.88 
33.27 
42.88 
32.62 
55.71 
42.85 

W Stat. 

0.93 
0.97 
0.93 
0.93 
0.93 
0.93 

p-value 

0.0001 
0.1120 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 

In terms of general statistics, SUMPT displays the 

smallest central tendency and dispersion measures, followed 

by SPT, FIFO and LPT. All the policies perform in the X-BAR 

range of 475 to about 650 minutes. SUMPT also displays the 

smallest measure of dispersion, closely followed by QAHEAD. 
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A grouped graph of box-plots for each one of the policies 

can display the distributions for the different policies. 

Figure 21 displays the grouped box-plots. 
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Figure 21. Group Box-Plots for Group 1. 

With the exception of QAHEAD, the individual samples 

failed the Shapiro-Wilks test for normality at an alpha 

level of 0.05. This suggests that the behavior of ATS 

changes from the static to the dynamic bidirectional-ordered 

flow shop. It was reported in Chapter II that the ATS 

values collected for the experiments followed the normal 
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distribution; this has changed when the availability of jobs 

for processing changes. 

Friedman's test for several related samples is carried 

out next. The main-effects analysis of variance on the job 

release policies shows that, based on the evidence, the 

policies are significantly different. The alpha level set 

for the hypothesis test is 0.05. Table 26 displays the 

results of the multiple range test; equal policies are 

grouped together. Again, the alpha level for these tests is 

0.05. 

The three multiple range tests performed display 

similar results. Based on the evidence, SUMPT produces lower 

ATS values than the other five policies, followed by SPT. 

Table 26. Results of Multiple Range 
Tests: Group 1. 

Duncan 

LPTQHD 

QAHEAD 

LPT 

FIFO 

SPT 

SUMPT 

SNK 

LPTQHD 

QAHEAD 

LPT 

FIFO 

SPT 

SUMPT 

Tukey 

LPTQHD 

QAHEAD 

LPT 

FIFO 

SPT 

SUMPT 

Results for Group No. 2: 4 Processors. Table 27 

contains descriptive statistics for the job release policies 

tested. It provides information regarding central tendency. 
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dispersion and normality. The measure of performance is ATS 

in minutes.* 

Table 27. General Statistics: Group 2. 

FIFO 
QAHEAD 
LPT 
SUMPT 
LPTQHD 
SPT 

X-BAR 

841.99 
1342.41 
853.27 
752.67 
1453.43 
812.65 

s 

116.28 
172.62 
118.86 
83.66 

228.00 
109.70 

W Stat. 

0.90 
0.95 
0.90 
0.91 
0.92 
0.90 

p-value 

0.0001 
0.0100 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 

SUMPT displays the smallest central tendency and 

dispersion measures, followed by SPT and FIFO. All the 

policies perform in the X-BAR range of 800 to about 1500 

minutes. SUMPT also displays the smallest measure of 

dispersion. A grouped graph of box-plots for each one of 

the policies can display the distributions for the different 

policies. Figure 22 displays the grouped box-plots. 

With the exception of QAHEAD, the individual samples 

failed the Shapiro-Wilks at an alpha level of 0.05. 

Friedman's test for several related samples is carried out 

next. The main-effects analysis of variance on the job 

release policies shows that, based on the evidence, the 

policies are significantly different. The alpha level set 

for the hypothesis test is 0.05. The results of the 

multiple range test are displayed in Table 28; equal 

policies are grouped together. Again, the alpha level for 

these tests is 0.05. 
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Figure 22. Group Box-Plots for Group 2. 

The three multiple range tests performed display 

similar results. Based on the evidence, SUMPT produces lower 

ATS values than the other five policies, followed by 

SPT. Based on the evidence, SUMPT performs better than any 

of the other job release policies for both three and four 

processor problems. The evidence also shows that the job 

release policy that performed better in the static 

bidirectional ordered flow shop does not perform well, 

relative to the other rules considered. QAHEAD ranks fifth 

among six job release policies. The differences that exists 
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in the performance of the job release policies are caused by 

the differences between static and dynamic systems. 

Table 28. Results of Multiple Range 
Tests: Group 2. 

Duncan 

LPTQHD 

QAHEAD 

LPT 

FIFO 

SPT 

SUMPT 

SNK 

LPTQHD 

QAHEAD 

LPT 

FIFO 

SPT 

SUMPT 

Tukey 

LPTQHD 

QAHEAD 

LPT 

FIFO 

SPT 

SUMPT 

Under the assumptions made during the previous 

discussion, one more interesting scenario is worth 

investigating. Up to this point, the investigation has 

concentrated on the effects of job release policies on the 

system when the job release policies are applied to the 

middle processors; the reason for this is that the 

assumptions made so far did not permit otherwise. However, 

by relaxing the priority assumption—giving priority to jobs 

entering the system—some of the job release policies can 

now be applied to all the processors. Of the six job 

release policies investigated on the dynamic bidirectional-

ordered flow shop, four have characteristics that allow the 

rule to be applied to all the processors, not only the 

middle ones. SUMPT, SPT and SPT can be applied to all the 
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processors; FIFO is already applied to all the machines. 

QAHEAD and LPTQHD cannot be applied to the outside 

processors because both job release policies recjuire the 

evaluation of the cgrieues for the next processor of each 

candidate job. One of the candidate jobs does have a 

following process to follow, but the other candidate reaches 

the end of its secjuence. 

Job Release Policies on all Processors. Table 29 shows 

the results of the application of the job release policies 

on all the processors—SUMPT, SPT and LPT. The results 

present the parameters of the best job release policy from 

the previous section—SUMPT. 

Table 29. General Statistics: 
Job Release Policies on all Processors. 

SUMPT 
SPT 
LPT 

PRV. BEST 

X-BAR 

770.77 
690.27 
843.84 

752.67 

s 

90.53 
69.69 

117.64 

83.66 

W Stat. 

0.94 
0.95 
0.94 

0.91 

p-value 

0.0007 
0.0021 
0.0003 

0.0001 

Based on the evidence, SPT presents smaller values for 

Scunple mean and standard deviation of ATS. The evidence 

also suggests that the characteristic of SPT on the 

traditional flow shop of reducing ATS seems to hold true for 

the bidirectional flow shop. On the other hand, the 

application of SUMPT on all the processors did not improve 

the performance of the job release policy, in terms of ATS. 
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The nonparametric procedure used to determine a 

difference among policies confirms the general observations 

made based on descriptive statistics. The evidence shows 

that SPT has a significantly smaller ATS than the rest of 

the policies evaluated. The evidence also shows that there 

is no significant difference when SUMPT is applied to the 

middle processors or to all the processors. The alpha level 

used in all cases was 0.05. 

Practical Conclusions 

The dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow shop has been 

evaluated in terms of ATS. The evidence shows that two of 

the job release policies perform well: SPT and SUMPT. As 

previously discussed, the evidence suggests that SPT and 

SUMPT perform better than any of the other policies of this 

investigation. The dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow shop 

is an extension of the static bidirectional-ordered flow 

shop; however, because of the differences existing between 

static and dynamic systems the results of one flow shop 

model did not hold true for the other. 

The evidence shows that SPT performs better than SUMPT 

when these job release policies are applied to all the 

processors, not only the middle processors. The fact that 

SPT performs better than SUMPT and the rest of the job 

release policies is not unexpected since, in general, SPT 

performs well in traditional flow shops. 
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The evidence points that QAHEAD performed well in a 

static environment but not in a dynamic environment. It is 

important to investigate the reasons for the change in 

performance of the QAHEAD job release policy. The only 

difference between the static and dynamic systems 

investigated is the availability of jobs for processing. In 

the static systems, all the jobs are present and available 

for processing at time zero. In the dynamic systems, the 

jobs become available according to the Poisson process— 

exponentially distributed interarrival times (lAT). To 

determine if the exponential distribution is the cause of 

the differences between the static and dynamic systems, a 

series of small experiments was performed. These 

experiments consisted of changing the arrival process of the 

models to determine if a certain arrival process causes 

QAHEAD to lose power. 

Through experimentation, it was determined that none of 

the arrival processes caused QAHEAD to regain its advantage 

over the remaining job release policies. The arrival 

processes investigated were: constant interarrival times, 

uniformly distributed interarrival times, and normally 

distributed interarrival times. Based on the evidence, SPT 

performed better than QAHEAD for all the systems simulated. 

In conclusion, the change in performance of QAHEAD was not 

due to the characteristics of the arrival process of the 

dynamic system. Because this was the only difference 
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between the static and dynamic systems covered by this 

investigation, the change in performance of QAHEAD could be 

attributed to the availability of jobs and the fact that—in 

the dynamic models--jobs continue to arrive once the process 

was started. 

Since this investigation was directed towards the 

application to a real system--the Panama Canal, the 

evaluation of the job release policies must change direction 

slightly. From a revenue point of view, it is not a good 

policy to schedule jobs--vessels--in a SPT fashion. This 

job release policy penalizes the larger vessels--the ones 

paying the higher tolls. It is unreasonable to think that 

in the organization of traffic, tolls do not play an 

important factor. Therefore, the development of alternative 

scheduling job release policies is important. The next 

chapter discusses the application of the results of the two 

previous sections--Chapters II and III--to the operation of 

the Panama Canal. 



CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTATION OF RESULTS, 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

This chapter covers the implementation of the results 

of the two previous chapters to the operation of a real 

system. A basic comparison is made between the scheduling 

technicjues used by the Panama Canal Commission and the best 

job release policies of the static and dynamic 

bidirectional-ordered flow shops. The practical uses and 

limitations of the analysis are followed by the methodology 

used when a theoretical heuristic is applied to a real 

system; this task is done to understand the limitations of a 

project of this type. 

The remainder of the chapter discusses the 

implementation of several important characteristics of the 

real system into the models built during the investigation. 

Finally, recommendations and concluding remarks are made for 

future research in this area. 

Scheduling Techniques used at 
the Panama Canal 

Limited understanding of the technicjues used at the 

Panama Canal was accjuired. From the data available some 

important factors were determined. The objective of the 

Panama Canal Commission is to provide service as efficiently 

109 
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as possible; this means allowing vessels to go through as 

fast as possible with the least amount of time spent in the 

anchorages waiting. 

Two key factors in determining the processing times at 

the different stages in the Panama Canal are the beam and 

draft of the vessels. Processing times are calculated 

according to how wide (beam) and how deep (draft) the 

vessels are. These two factors determine the velocity of 

the vessel as it passes through the Panama Canal. 

Several factors were identified when a schedule is 

developed. In addition to the beam and draft of the vessel, 

length is also considered. The time the vessel is available 

for transit is a another important factor. The type of 

cargo the vessels carry is another critical factor that is 

considered. The tides and times of sunrise and sunset are 

also considered when the schedules are developed. These 

factors are studied and considered daily by a trained 

scheduler to develop the schedules. 

The schedules are developed every 24 hours and are 

constantly updated to incorporate changes in the conditions 

of the system. Even after the schedule is implemented, 

changes are possible and often made to accommodate varying 

conditions of the vessels or the canal. Jockeying is not 

the norm but it takes place sometimes. Turn-around vessels 

also need to be accommodated, not only disrupting the 
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transit in one direction, but also changing the transit of 

the opposite direction. 

Daily schedules obtained from the Panama Canal 

Commission were collected during January, 1992. Appendix A 

contains a sample schedule obtained from the Panama Canal 

Commission. Weather plays an important factor in the 

conditions of the canal and the types of vessels in transit. 

During the summer months (January through April) in Panama a 

large number of smaller vessels transit the canal; this is 

reflected in the large number of job type 1—smallest 

vessels—present in the samples obtained. These small 

vessels are usually yachts traveling from the west coast of 

the U.S. to the Caribbean and the east coast of the U.S.. 

The sample obtained consists of daily schedules with 

the lists of vessels in transit, place in the schedule and 

general characteristics. The schedule also shows that each 

group, north and south, is divided into two sub-groups. 

These sub-groups are the convoys the Panama Canal Commission 

uses to process the vessels. Usually, there are a total of 

four convoys daily; there are two convoys northbound and two 

southbound. 

The exact rules used to construct a schedule are not 

known; the schedules are built by hand during the course of 

the day prior to implementation. Each scheduler can produce 

slightly different schedules, depending on how he/she 

evaluates the traffic patterns and behavior. Experience 
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plays a crucial factor in the effectiveness of the 

scheduling procedures; this factor can never be removed 

completely from the scheduling procedures. Nevertheless, a 

we11-developed analytical model can produce a starting point 

for the schedulers, avoiding unnecessary expenditure of 

resources. Decision makers, however, can never be taken out 

of the working environment: "Models don't make decisions, 

managers do" (Austin and Ghandforoush, 1991, p. ix). 

Basic Comparison 

As already mentioned, data for 30 days were obtained 

from the Panama Canal Commission. The information consisted 

of daily schedules developed by the scheduler on duty. 

These schedules provided enough information to be able to 

reconstruct the list of vessels available for scheduling. 

Certain simplifying assumptions needed to be made. It was 

assumed that every 24 hours a new schedule was implemented; 

furthermore, it was assumed that each daily schedule was 

implemented on an empty and idle system. This assumption 

was necessary and extreme but the limited data available 

only allowed a simple and basic comparison possible. 

The schedule developed by the Panama Canal Commission 

was labeled PCC. The PCC policy is the implementation of 

the scheduling rules discussed in the previous section. The 

resultant PCC schedule was compared to the best performing 

policies of the two previous chapters. The implementation 
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QAHEAD and SPT were compared to the PCC policies. To build 

the QAHEAD and SPT schedules only two known factors were 

used. The beam and the draft of the available vessels were 

used to determine the job type of all the vessels and then 

to build the schedules. The PCC schedules had a 

disadvantage because not only were the beam and the draft 

used to determine the schedule, but all the other factors 

already discussed were used as well. 

The models already developed were modified once again 

to allow a comparison among QAHEAD, PCC and SPT. Thirty 

observations were obtained for each policy; each observation 

consisted of obtaining the ATS for the vessels processed 

that particular day. Table 30 displays descriptive 

statistics for the experiment; QAHEAD achieved the smallest 

ATS. The samples were sxibmitted to the Shapiro-Wilks test 

for normality; the evidence showed that the hypothesis of 

normality could not be rejected at an alpha level of 0.05. 

Table 30. General Statistics: 
QAHEAD, PCC and SPT. 

QAHEAD 
PCC 
SPT 

X-BAR 

914.59 
974.21 
999.19 

s 

80.37 
86.24 
85.53 

W-Stat. 

0.96 
0.96 
0.92 

p-value 

0.44 
0.33 
0.39 

To graphically display the distribution of values 

obtained from the experiment, a multiple box-plot of the 

policies was developed. Figure 23 displays the box-plots; 
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the figure shows QAHEAD as having the smallest ATS, both in 

terms of central tendency and dispersion. 

Friedman's test for several related samples was carried 

out. Based on the evidence, the three policies were 

significantly different, at an alpha level of 0.05. To 

determine the difference among the policies, three multiple 

range tests were performed on the samples. The results from 

the multiple range tests are displayed in Table 31; ecjual 

policies are grouped together. Again, the alpha level was 

0.05. Based on the evidence, the three multiple range tests 

displayed similar results: the ATS values of QAHEAD were 

smaller than SPT and PCC. 

Table 31. Results for Multiple 
Range Tests. 

DUNCAN 

SPT 

PCC 

QAHEAD 

SNK 

SPT 

PCC 

QAHEAD 

Tukey 

SPT 

PCC 

QAHEAD 

The conditions and the evidence of this experiment 

clearly favor the QAHEAD job release policy. The 

simplifying assumptions made for this experiment make it 

appear that the schedules developed by PCC do not perform as 

well as the job release policy developed during this 

investigation. The interpretation, however, must be made 

carefully because of these simplifying assumptions. The 
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schedules made by PCC are developed under different 

circumstances, as explained already. Many of the factors 
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Figure 23. Box-Plot for QAHEAD(1), PCC(2) and SPT (3). 

used to develop the schedules are not considered in this 

experiment because of the complexity and unavailability of 

this information. 

What is important is that QAHEAD can provide a basic 

set of rules with which the decision making process can be 

advanced. Further research efforts can focus on the 

combination of the factors investigated already and other 

important ones 
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The comparison made is limited and must be interpreted 

carefully. * The schedules provided by the Panama Canal 

Commission do not present information on the arrival 

patterns of the vessels; a good assumption is that the 

arrival process can be described by the Poisson process. 

The schedules do not reflect a Poisson process, and show 

only the release of batches of vessels over a period of 24 

hours. This makes it impossible to extend the investigation 

to a comparison of the scheduling policies of PCC with any 

of the policies discussed in the dynamic bidirectional-

ordered flow shop section. However, because SPT 

outperformed the rest of the job release policies in the 

dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow shop section, it was 

included in the previous experiment. The evidence showed 

that SPT did not perform as well as the remaining two 

policies, under the assumptions made for the experiment. 

To analyze the effects of other factors in the 

performance of the job release policies, transportation and 

changeover times, and batch processing is considered in the 

following section. 

Transportation and Changeover Timesr 
and Batch Processing 

To make the simulation models more realistic, other 

characteristics of the Panama Canal were implemented into 

the models. Previously, it was assumed that no time was 

needed to move the jobs from the cjueues to the processor and 
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from the processors to the cjueues. These times were assumed 

to be constant and were incorporated into the models. The 

reason the transportation times were included was to 

determine how the job release policies behaved under other 

conditions. 

Another feature included in these new models was the 

Gaillard Cut (the cut) passage. Recall from the description 

of the Panama Canal operation that the Gaillard Cut only 

allows traffic in one direction; by batching vessels, the 

time to process is reduced because the changeover time of 

about 60 minutes from north bound to south bound (and vice 

versa), once the last vessel begins to travel through the 

Gaillard Cut, is reduced by the batching. If no batching 

took place, the 60 minutes it takes for the Gaillard Cut to 

clear would be repeated after every vessel passed through, 

thus increasing the time in system for each vessel. 

These factors were assumed to be constant although in 

reality, they varied according to the vessel's 

characteristics and the atmospheric conditions. This seems 

to be a fair assumption since it is desirable to implement 

the factors and explore the behavior of the job release 

policies. 

For puarposes of this investigation, it was assumed that 

the traffic through the Gaillard Cut is organized with a 

fixed period of time. This means that passage is allowed in 

one direction for a fixed period of time; the same is 
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repeated for the other direction once the time has expired 

for the first side and all the vessels have cleared the cut. 

Through experimentation, it was determined that reducing the 

time allowed for traffic on a particular side decreased ATS. 

ATS would continue to decrease until a minimum was reached; 

any further reduction in the time allowed for traffic on a 

particular side would cause ATS to begin increasing. 

The varying of traffic time through the cut was highly 

dependent on the conditions of the particular model; 

however, for simplifying purposes, the time for traffic in a 

particular direction was assumed to be fixed and was not 

changed. 

Based on the average velocity of the vessels, 

transportation times between the anchorages and lakes and 

the lock complexes were calculated and assumed to be fixed. 

A final feature that was changed was the inclusion of 

parallel processors at each lock complex. On each lock 

complex, two parallel processors were available. 

Furthermore, it was assumed that each individual processor 

of each lock complex captured and retained the vessel 

throughout the entire operation, not allowing other vessels 

to simultaneously capture the same processor. 

Three policies were included in this experiment: 

QAHEAD, PCC and SPT. Thirty observations were collected for 

each policy. Each observation consisted of a schedule made 

by PCC; the GPSS/H models of QAHEAD and SPT changed the 
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schedule to satisfy their particular conditions and 

evaluated it. The same procedure used in the previous 

analysis was repeated for this experiment. Table 32 

displays the general characteristics of each sample, in 

terms of ATS. In terms of general statistics, QAHEAD 

displays a slightly smaller sample average but the largest 

Table 32. General Statistics: QAHEAD, PCC and SPT. 

QAHEAD 
PCC 
SPT 

X-BAR 

1183.75 
1212.76 
1222.48 

s 

174.65 
100.65 
86.86 

W-Stat. 

0.87 
0.93 
0.95 

p-value 

0.001 
0.050 
0.250 

measure of dispersion. The policies were submitted to the 

Shapiro-Wilks test for normality; for PCC and SPT, the null 

hypothesis of normality were not rejected at an alpha level 

of 0.05. The QAHEAD policy, however, failed the normality 

test. It is possible that the results suggest that the PCC 

and SPT policies are more consistent and do not vary as 

much, when the models include transportation and changeover 

times, and batch processing. QAHEAD behaves with more 

variability, possibly because the decision of releasing a 

job is made, and then that job has to spend time travelling 

from the cjueue to the processor. Possibly, conditions 

changed in the model and a better decision could have been 

made. Nevertheless, based on the evidence, QAHEAD does 

perform better than PCC and SPT. 
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Friedman's test for several related samples was 

performed. Based on the evidence, the three policies were 

significantly different, at an alpha level of 0.05. To 

determine the difference among the policies, three multiple 

range tests were performed on the samples. The results from 

the multiple range test are displayed in Table 33; ecjual 

policies are grouped together. Again, the alpha level was 

0.05. Based on the evidence, the three multiple range tests 

displayed similar results: the ATS values of QAHEAD were 

smaller than SPT and PCC, but no difference was detected 

between PCC and SPT. 

Table 33. Results of Multiple 
Range Tests. 

DUNCAN 

1 SPT 
' PCC 

QAHEAD 

SNK 

1 SPT 
' PCC 

QAHEAD 

Tukey 

1 SPT 
' PCC 

QAHEAD 

Figure 24 displays a multiple box-plot of the samples; 

it clearly shows that QAHEAD is centered around a smaller 

figure, but the dispersion of its values is slightly larger 

than PCC and SPT. 

The implementation of the job release policies included 

in this experiment provide useful information. QAHEAD was 

flexible enough that the inclusion of features into a model 

did not adversely influence the central tendency of the 

measure of performance. Transportation and changeover 
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times, and batching were implemented in the models; the 

evidence showed that QAHEAD performed better than the other 
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Figure 24. Box-Plot for QAHEAD(1), PCC(2) and SPT (3). 

rules included in the experiment. The measure of 

dispersion, however, revealed that one must be careful when 

using QAHEAD because, in some cases, it does not perform as 

well as PCC or SPT. 

The evidence also suggests that PCC and SPT are 

similar. Both rules developed normally distributed values 

of ATS. Furthermore, the evidence suggests that both job 

policies developed similar results, in terms of ATS. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
for Future Research 

The main objectives of this investigation were to 

examine the bidirectional-ordered flow shop scheduling 

problem; to determine if efficient, optimizing and/or 

approximate algorithms could be developed; and to examine 

the possibility of implementing the algorithm(s) in a system 

with the general characteristics presented in this 

investigation. 

The properties of the bidirectional-ordered flow shop 

scheduling problem were investigated. It included the 

assumptions and characteristics of the system under 

scrutiny; the theoretical work of Johnson and Jackson during 

the early stages of scheduling theory; and the discussion of 

machine domination as a primary characteristic of the system 

of this investigation. 

The investigation then developed policies for the 

static bidirectional-ordered flow shop scheduling problem, 

using average time in system (ATS) as the measure of 

performance. Simulation models were used to evaluate the 

policies developed by this investigation and other known 

policies. The policies were evaluated using three and four 

processor models. 

The evidence showed that one policy outperformed the 

others. A policy developed by this investigation called 

QAHEAD combined a known scheduling rule, SPT, with a look-

ahead provision. In essence, the jobs entered the system 
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from both ends in SPT order. Before moving into the next 

processor, an evaluation of the surrounding cjueues was 

performed and the decision was made based on the cjueue 

contents. This policy performed well when one of the 

characteristics of the system was the static availability of 

jobs; however, when the investigation relaxed that 

assumption, the results were different. 

The investigation then explored the characteristics of 

the dynamic bidirectional-ordered flow shop scheduling 

problem. The difference between static and dynamic problems 

is in the availability of jobs to be processed. In a static 

system, all the jobs to be processed are available when 

processing begins, with no other jobs joining for 

processing. In a dynamic system, jobs cannot only be 

present when the processing begins, but can continue to 

arrive throughout the time of processing. The arrival of 

jobs to a system can usually be described by the Poisson 

process, and its characteristics were discussed as it 

applied to this investigation. 

When the availability of jobs changed, so did the 

performance of the policies. QAHEAD did not perform well 

under the assTimptions of the dynamic system. The 

characteristics of the arriving process were investigated to 

determine if the exponentially distributed interarrival 

times were the cause of the difference in performance. 

Through experimentation, it was determined that several 
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different arrival processes produced similar results. 

Constant, uniformly distributed and normally distributed 

interarrival times were used to describe the arrival process 

of the dynamic systems. In all cases, QAHEAD still 

performed poorly, relative to the other rules. The evidence 

showed that the only possible reason for the change in 

performance was the availability of jobs and the changes 

caused by the characteristics of a dynamic system. 

Furthermore, it could be speculated that the difference in 

cjueue contents when going from a static to a dynamic model 

could have caused QAHEAD to lose efficiency. Recall that 

all the jobs to be processed were available at time zero for 

the static models; therefore, the cjueue contents were 

relatively larger than those in the dynamic case. For the 

dynamic models, jobs arrived into the system according to a 

specific arrival process. 

Shortest Processing Time (SPT), a well-known scheduling 

rule, performed better in the dynamic system than any of the 

other rules tested in this investigation. This result was 

not surprising since SPT performs well in traditional 

scheduling problems. SPT minimizes mean flow time and mean 

lateness on one processor, and it is used with slight 

variations to implement algorithms for parallel processors 

(Bedworth and Bailey, 1987). 

The investigation turned then to the implementation of 

the results obtained in the previous two sections to a 
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system of the general characteristics observed in the 

investigation. The Panama Canal Commission provided the 

investigator with a sample of real schedules made by the 

Traffic Management Division, and this was compared to the 

rules already investigated. 

The fact that one of rules of this investigation 

performed better than the schedules made by the Panama Canal 

Commission was not surprising. This at least partly was 

because some important factors were impossible to determine 

from the available data and thus were not included in the 

comparison. By not including some factors, the models built 

did not represent completely the system; however, 

simplifying models can be useful a tool for decision makers. 

The model builder must know the expectations of the models 

he/she must build, and how much information should be left 

for assessment by the decision maker. 

The transition between theoretical models and their 

application has been a sensitive topic in the scheduling 

area. Most of the research efforts have been performed on 

theoretical systems, with the application of these 

theoretical results coming later. This transition has 

proven to be extremely difficult, since few theoretical 

results have been successfully applied to working systems. 

It seems reasonable to speculate that another approach 

should be explored. The development of specific models with 

the purpose of solving a particular problem of a real system 
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should be the initial step; once the models have been 

developed, attempts can be made to generalize the results. 

This investigator believes this approach can better serve 

society; useful models can benefit real systems and produce 

interesting theoretical material. 

The implementation of some of the most important 

factors followed. Transportation and changeover times and 

batch processing were implemented into the models and 

scheduling policies. QAHEAD performed slightly better than 

SPT and PCC (the scheduling model of the Panama Commission). 

The look-ahead feature of QAHEAD improves the performance of 

SPT, but one must be careful in the interpretation of the 

results. 

This investigation does not suggest that QAHEAD can 

necessarily outperform the schedules made by experts. A 

realistic and feasible action is the use of the rule to give 

the scheduler a starting point when developing a schedule. 

It is important to be aware that no model can make the 

decisions that a manager, a scheduler in this case, can 

make. Some of the more intricate and difficult factors that 

can affect the operation of a system can be unreasonably 

difficult to model, making the decision maker that much more 

important. 

In terms of future topics for research that have 

evolved from this investigation, three main areas must be 

mentioned. The first area that can have potential for 
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future investigations is the use of look-ahead rules in 

scheduling systems. Some research has been already 

performed in this area, but the use of look-ahead rules in 

real systems must be investigated further. The combination 

of known scheduling rules with new and exotic policies can 

not only provide theoretical contributions but can begin to 

be applied to real systems. This can be an opportunity for 

an area that has lacked the application of its theoretical 

findings. 

The second potential area of research that has evolved 

from this investigation concerns the differences between 

static and dynamic systems. Further research must be done 

to fully understand why the differences in job availability 

cause a change in the performance of scheduling policies. 

Finally, the implementation of the results of this 

investigation should be directed toward other systems of 

similar characteristics. The transportation industry needs 

to concentrate on further development of tools to aid 

decision makers. The operation of other waterways can be 

investigated, and the results of this investigation can be 

used as a starting point. The investigation and 

implementation of analytical tools in an ever-increasingly 

competitive environment is necessary for the survival of 

this type of waterway. The Panama Canal, as well as other 

waterways, is faced with increasing competition from 

alternative methods of transportation and must respond by 
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moving forward in the development of more efficient methods 

of processing vessels. The investigation of alternative 

scheduling techniques can offer one possible method of 

increasing'the efficiency of this type of transportation. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

1180 
1056 
1224 
1158 
1232 
1144 
1287 
1162 
1234 
1235 
1253 
1248 
1187 
1196 
1250 
1124 
1237 
1280 
1168 
1210 
1249 
1077 
1204 
1274 
1396 
1356 
1169 
1268 
1272 
1174 
1126 
1163 
1248 
1128 
1211 
1077 
1227 
1260 
1272 
1206 
1246 
1236 
1156 
1167 
1233 
1224 
1210 
1234 
1193 
1210 
1243 
1158 

1168 
1070 
1220 
1172 
1334 
1165 
1331 
1180 
1262 
1246 
1272 
1277 
1236 
1231 
1273 
1147 
1314 
1347 
1219 
1270 
1267 
1062 
1337 
1308 
1467 
1367 
1232 
1291 
1289 
1190 
1118 
1162 
1257 
1123 
1307 
1078 
1236 
1323 
1326 
1218 
1274 
1257 
1138 
1224 
1287 
1232 
1293 
1260 
1228 
1274 
1273 
1194 

1305 
1140 
1247 
1175 
1328 
1197 
1326 
1178 
1273 
1266 
1282 
1285 
1225 
1224 
1275 
1146 
1303 
1476 
1188 
1316 
1286 
1149 
1331 
1305 
1448 
1409 
1207 
1292 
1310 
1258 
1138 
1218 
1308 
1145 
1366 
1140 
1248 
1324 
1282 
1238 
1288 
1262 
1216 
1294 
1289 
1250 
1302 
1257 
1218 
1273 
1324 
1280 

2340 
2045 
2430 
2245 
2575 
2365 
2545 
2295 
2485 
2415 
2485 
2555 
2275 
2280 
2475 
2145 
2430 
2665 
2295 
2520 
2485 
2110 
2565 
2480 
2655 
2725 
2285 
2505 
2440 
2370 
2220 
2380 
2425 
2160 
2525 
2180 
2380 
2535 
2515 
2320 
2450 
2415 
2390 
2315 
2530 
2335 
2520 
2405 
2340 
2520 
2520 
2380 

1204 
1090 
1248 
1186 
1329 
1197 
1326 
1194 
1273 
1266 
1294 
1285 
1235 
1224 
1280 
1154 
1310 
1349 
1198 
1278 
1286 
1104 
1342 
1305 
1452 
1409 
1222 
1304 
1310 
1223 
1143 
1191 
1265 
1158 
1331 
1130 
1248 
1330 
1322 
1242 
1286 
1262 
1188 
1218 
1289 
1250 
1302 
1270 
1233 
1273 
1286 
1211 

1204 
1090 
1248 
1186 
1329 
1197 
1326 
1194 
1273 
1266 
1294 
1285 
1225 
1224 
1280 
1162 
1299 
1349 
1205 
1278 
1286 
1104 
1337 
1305 
1448 
1409 
1226 
1304 
1310 
1223 
1143 
1193 
1270 
1158 
1331 
1130 
1248 
1330 
1322 
1242 
1291 
1266 
1188 
1218 
1289 
1250 
1302 
1270 
1233 
1273 
1286 
1211 

1349 
1132 
1384 
1222 
1418 
1299 
1426 
1244 
1402 
1366 
1388 
1418 
1292 
1260 
1370 
1202 
1343 
1494 
1251 
1362 
1370 
1204 
1402 
1390 
1465 
1504 
1264 
1421 
1382 
1347 
1224 
1297 
1362 
1211 
1410 
1198 
1352 
1437 
1379 
1307 
1414 
1327 
1316 
1318 
1373 
1298 
1402 
1364 
1308 
1402 
1401 
1344 
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53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

1204 
1265 
1209 
1338 
1176 
1096 
1284 
1140 
1305 
1202 
1158 
1388 
1179 
1097 
1179 
1257 
1394 
1193 
1201 
1157 
1100 
1222 
1217 
1228 
1132 
1146 
1296 
1152 
1196 
1258 
1150 
1142 
1196 
1156 
1150 
1205 
1214 
1244 
1234 
1244 
1311 
1086 
1128 
1125 
1110 
1138 
1092 

1227 
1301 
1198 
1424 
1170 
1091 
1288 
1150 
1344 
1219 
1219 
1424 
1203 
1137 
1232 
1391 
1124 
1193 
1232 
1187 
1190 
1228 
1260 
1284 
1134 
1164 
1282 
1211 
1276 
1294 
1203 
1149 
1202 
1186 
1192 
1201 
1254 
1318 
1260 
1253 
1387 
1112 
1149 
1168 
1112 
1164 
1109 

1250 
1296 
1280 
1424 
1190 
1123 
1295 
1181 
1370 
1296 
1268 
1422 
1243 
1147 
1238 
1342 
1218 
1218 
1246 
1285 
1211 
1273 
1267 
1248 
1164 
1167 
1320 
1176 
1315 
1300 
1201 
1164 
1220 
1182 
1199 
1217 
1275 
1302 
1288 
1264 
1386 
1093 
1174 
1162 
1132 
1153 
1173 

2450 
2535 
2395 
2685 
2255 
2145 
2530 
2260 
2705 
2455 
2410 
2640 
2335 
2180 
2370 
2570 
2260 
2325 
2480 
2315 
2185 
2390 
2425 
2420 
2160 
2225 
2575 
2255 
2365 
2440 
2290 
2240 
2305 
2240 
2355 
2400 
2390 
2480 
2420 
2390 
2590 
2130 
2280 
2230 
2200 
2235 
2180 

1250 
1304 
1234 
1424 
1194 
1140 
1302 
1181 
1370 
1257 
1245 
1422 
1216 
1147 
1243 
1354 
1160 
1213 
1243 
1210 
1181 
1238 
1263 
1270 
1164 
1176 
1314 
1190 
1260 
1300 
1212 
1171 
1224 
1190 
1211 
1217 
1275 
1320 
1288 
1264 
1387 
1126 
1188 
1176 
1142 
1183 
1142 

1250 
1304 
1243 
1424 
1190 
1140 
1302 
1181 
1370 
1257 
1245 
1422 
1216 
1147 
1243 
1350 
1160 
1213 
1243 
1214 
1181 
1238 
1267 
1267 
1164 
1176 
1314 
1190 
1260 
1300 
1212 
1171 
1220 
1194 
1211 
1217 
1280 
1312 
1288 
1264 
1386 
1131 
1188 
1176 
1142 
1190 
1142 

1383 
1394 
1336 
1521 
1291 
1234 
1429 
1266 
1480 
1407 
1368 
1474 
1360 
1202 
1332 
1394 
1259 
1313 
1367 
1330 
1201 
1340 
1333 
1318 
1182 
1250 
1451 
1242 
1318 
1360 
1303 
1245 
1330 
1267 
1346 
1365 
1346 
1371 
1386 
1343 
1450 
1155 
1284 
1228 
1251 
1261 
1233 

100 1166 1164 1247 2280 1192 1192 1285 
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STATIC Program 
PROGRAMER: D. LATORRACA 
DATE: SPRING, 1992 
DESCRIPTION: 

The following program has been developed to aid the 
investigator in the study of the bidirectional ordered 
flowshop scheduling problem (Static Case). It is a menu 
driven program written in QuickBasic that allows the 
interaction of the basic program with a series of GPSS/H 
models written to investigate possible heuristic solutions. 
Options include: 

1) DISPLAY JOB TYPES WITH PROC. TIMES" 
2) GENERATE RANDOM PROBLEM" 
3) SOLVE ALGORITHM" 
4) OTHER RULES FOR MAC2 AND MAC3" 
5) MULTIPLE SEQUENCES" 
6) MULTIPLE SEQUENCES (VARIABLE # SEQUENCES AND 

FILE 
7) INVOQUE LOTUS FOR ANALYSIS OF DATA 

FILE" 
8) DEVELOP MULTIPLE PROBLEMS" 
9) COMPARE SPT/LPT WITH JOB RELEASE 

POLICIES" 

Each of the nine options calls a subroutine to carry out the 
corresponding procedures. Following is a list of the 
subroutines. Further in the program, each of the 
subroutines is detailed. 

DECLARE SUB JobReleasePolicies () 
DECLARE SUB Lotus () 
DECLARE SUB VariableSequences () 
DECLARE SUB MultipleSequences () 
DECLARE SUB MultipleProblems () 
DECLARE SUB Pause () 
DECLARE SUB SolveProblem () 
DECLARE SUB DisplayData () 
DECLARE SUB GenerateProblem () 
DECLARE SUB OtherRules () 

DECLARING VARIABLES TO DEFINE PROCESSING TIMES 
OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF JOBS (1-10) 

COMMON SHARED TOTAL, north%, south%, makespan%, ats%, du% 
COMMON SHARED AAA, ii, dl%, alternative%, number% 
LET alternative% = 1 0 
DIM SHARED dummyN(20, 20) AS INTEGER 
DIM SHARED dummyS(20, 20) AS INTEGER 
DIM SHARED typN(500) AS INTEGER 
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DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
DIM 
typ 
typ 
typ 
typ 
typ 
typ 
typ 
typ 
typ 
typ 

SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
SHARED 
dr 1) = 
(2, 
(3, 
(4, 
(5, 
(6, 
(7, 
(8, 
(9, 
(10, 

typS(500) 
typN2(500 
typS2(500 
typdO, 4 
jobs (1500 
jobN(1500 
randN(150 
randS(150 
randN2(15 
randS2(15 
MAKESPANS 
dummy(500 
40:typ(l, 

l)=45:typ(2, 
l)=50:typ(3, 
l)=55:typ(4, 
l)=60:typ(5, 
l)=65:typ(6, 
l)=70:typ(7, 
l)=80:typ(8, 
l)=85:typ(9, 
l)=95:typ(10 

AS INTEGER 
) AS INTEGER 
) AS INTEGER 
) AS INTEGER 
) AS INTEGER 
) AS INTEGER 
0) AS INTEGER 
0) AS INTEGER 
00) AS INTEGER 
00) AS INTEGER 
(2000) AS INTEGER 
, 7) AS INTEGER 
2)=30:typ(1, 3)=60:typ(1, 
2)=30:typ(2, 3)=60:typ(2, 
2)=40:typ(3, 3)=70:typ(3, 
2)=40:typ(4, 3)=70:typ(4, 
2)=40:typ(5, 3)=70:typ(5, 
2)=45:typ(6, 3)=75:typ(6, 
2)=50:typ(7, 3)=85:typ(7, 
2)=60:typ(8, 3)=105:typ(8, 4)=110 
2)=60:typ(9, 3)=120:typ(9, 4) =120 

2)=70:typ(10, 3)=130: typ(10, 4)=135 

4) = 
4) = 
4) = 
4) = 
4) = 
4) = 
4) = 

70 
70 
75 
75 
75 
80 
90 

Following is a listing of the opening menu and the options 
given to the user 

MAIN MENU 

RANDOMIZE TIMER 
DO 

CLS 
PRINT : 
PRINT , 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 

PRINT , 

PRINT , 
PRINT , 

PRINT , 

PRINT 

ti 

n 
fi 

II 

II 

II 

II 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

7) 

8) 
9) 

0) 

M A I N M E N U " : PRINT 
DISPLAY JOB TYPES WITH PROC. TIMES" 
GENERATE RANDOM PROBLEM" 
SOLVE ALGORITHM" 
OTHER RULES FOR MAC2 AND MAC3" 
MULTIPLE SEQUENCES" 
MULTIPLE SEQUENCES (VARIABLE # 
SEQUENCES/FILE)" 
INVOQUE LOTUS FOR ANALYSIS OF DATA 
FILE" 
DEVELOP MULTIPLE PROBLEMS" 
COMPARE SPT/LPT WITH JOB RELEASE 
POLICIES" 
EXIT" 

PRINT INPUT PROMPT 
PRINT : PRINT , "TYPE YOUR SELECTION (1 TO 10):" 

Wait for theuser to press a key. INPUT$(1) reads one 
character input from the keyboard: 
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Ch$ = INPUT$(1) 
SELECT CASE Ch$ 
CASE "1" 

CALL DisplayData 
CASE "2" 

CALL GenerateProblem 
CASE "3" 

CALL SolveProblem 
CASE "4" 

CALL OtherRules 
CASE "5" 

CALL MultipleSequences 
CASE "6" 

CALL VariableSequences 
CASE "7" 

CALL Lotus 
CASE "8" 

CALL MultipleProblems 
CASE "9" 

CALL JobReleasePolicies 
CASE "0" 

EXIT DO 
CASE ELSE 

BEEP 
END SELECT 

LOOP 
CLS 
END 

Following is a listing of each of the s;ibroutines (Bold) and 
the procedures for each one. 

SUB DisplayData STATIC 

CLS 
PRINT : PRINT 
PRINT , " ORDERED PROCESSING TIMES" 
PRINT : PRINT "JOBTYPE", "MAC A", "MAC B", "MAC 

C", "MAC D" 
FOR i = 1 TO 10 
PRINT i, typ(i, 1), typ(i, 2), typ(i, 3), typ(i, 4) 
NEXT i 

CALL Pause 
END SUB 

SUB GenerateProblem STATIC 

CLS : PRINT 

' Generate jobs of sequence A-B-C-D 
' Begin with small number of possible jobs (1-10) 
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and increment as the algorithm is tested 

Determine the number of n-jobs 

LET north% = 5 
LET north% = INT(20 * RND) + 1 

Determine the type of each job (1-10) 

FOR i = 1 TO north% 
typN(i) = INT (10 * RND) + 1 
typN2 (i) = typN(i) 

NEXT i 

PRINT , "Sequence A-B-C-D" 
PRINT , "job Number", "job type" 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

PRINT , i, typN(i) 
NEXT i 

Generate the number of jobs with 
sequence D-C-B-A and the job type 

LET south% = 5 
LET south% = INT(20 * RND) + 1 
LET south% = 5 - north% 

Determine the type of eah job (1-10) 

FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 
typS(i) = INT(10 * RND) + 1 
typS2 (i) = typS(i) 

NEXT i 

PRINT : PRINT , "Sequence D-C-B-A" 
PRINT , "job Number", "job type" 
FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

PRINT , i, typS(i) 
NEXT i 
r 
r 

' Determine the TOTAL number of jobs to be processed 

TOTAL = north% + south% 
CALL Pause 
END SUB 
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SUB JobReleasePolicies 

CLS 
This subroutine allows user to generate 
multiple problems, its solutions with respect 
to middle machine sequence rules, and print 
results on printer 

CLS 
INPUT "Please input number of problems to generate "; number 
INPUT "Please input N (problem size, NxN)"; dummy5 
CLS 
FOR ii = 1 TO number 

' Generating problem number i 
r 

LET north% = dummy5 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

typN(i) = INT(10 * RND) + 1 
typN2(i) = typN(i) 
sumN = sumN + typN(i) 

NEXT i 
LET south% = dummy5 
FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

typS(i) = INT(10 * RND) + 1 
typS2(i) = typS(i) 
sums = sums + typS(i) 

NEXT i 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

jobN(i) = i 
NEXT i 

r Ordering the N-type jobs according to typN(i) array 
Array typN(i) and jobN(i) contain job type and number 

FOR i = 1 TO north% - 1 
FOR j = i + 1 TO north% 

IF typN(j) < typN(i) THEN 
SWAP typN(j), typN(i) 
SWAP jobN(j), jobN(i) 

END IF 
NEXT j 

NEXT i 

FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 
jobS(i) = i 

NEXT i 
r 
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' Ordering the S-type jobs according to typS(i) array 
' Array typS (i) and jobS (i) contain job type and number 

FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% - 1 
FOR j = i + 1 TO north% + south% 

IF typS(j) < typS(i) THEN 
SWAP typS(j), typS(i) 
SWAP jobs (j), jobS(i) 

END IF 
NEXT j 

NEXT i 

Creating input files for the GPSSH program that 
determines AVERAGE TIME IN SYSTEM 

Number of N-type jobs to be processed 

X = X + 1 
'OPEN "c:\gpssh\numn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x 
OPEN "d:\numn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x 
PRINT #x, north% 
CLOSE #x 

' Number of S-type jobs to be processed 
r 

'OPEN "c:\gpssh\nums.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 1 
OPEN "d:\nums.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 1 
PRINT #x + 1, south% 
CLOSE #x + 1 

' Sequence of job types to be processed (N-type) 

'OPEN "c:\gpssh\typn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 2 
OPEN "d:\typn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 2 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

PRINT #x + 2, typN(i) 
NEXT i 
CLOSE #x + 2 
/ 

' Sequence ofjob types to be processed (S-type) 
/ 

'OPEN "c:\gpssh\typs.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 3 
OPEN "d:\typs.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 3 
FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

PRINT #x + 3, typS(i) 
NEXT i 
CLOSE #x + 3 

file://c:/gpssh/numn.prn
file://d:/numn.prn
file://c:/gpssh/nums.prn
file://d:/nums.prn
file://c:/gpssh/typn.prn
file://d:/typn.prn
file://c:/gpssh/typs.prn
file://d:/typs.prn
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'Run each alternative sequencing rule on middle machines 
CLS 
SHELL "g qaheda3" 

OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 4 
INPUT #x + 4, qaheda4 
CLOSE #x + 4 

SHELL "g spta3" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 5 
INPUT #x + 5, spta4 
CLOSE #x + 5 

SHELL "g lpta3" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 6 
INPUT #x + 6, lpta4 
CLOSE #x + 6 

SHELL "g sptsum3" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 7 
INPUT #x + 7, sptsum4 
CLOSE #x + 7 

SHELL "g sumpta3" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 8 
INPUT #x + 8, sumpta4 
CLOSE #x + 8 

SHELL "g sumrpta3" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 9 
INPUT #x + 9, sumrpta4 
CLOSE #x + 9 

SHELL "g lptqhed3" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 10 
INPUT #x + 10, lptqhed4 
CLOSE #x + 10 

Run 1000 random sequences and print 
min, max, average value 

SHELL "g test24" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 11 
INPUT #x + 11, min, max, avg 
CLOSE #x + 11 

file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
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' Printing results from run i 
MIf not running test runs, leave as comments) 

'difference = sumS - sumN 
'PRINT "Problem number :"; ii 
'LPRINT "Problem size : "; dummy5; "x"; dummy5 
'LPRINT "N-type: "; typN(l); typN(2); typN(3); typN(4); 
'typN(5); typN(6); typN(7); typN(8); typN(9); typN(lO); 
'typN(ll); typN(12); typN(13); typN(14); typN(15) 
'LPRINT "N-type: "; typN(16); typN(17); typN(18); typN(19);' 
'typN(20); typN(21); typN(22); typN(23); typN(24); typN(25); 
'typN(26); typN(27); typN(28); typN(29); typN(30) 
'LPRINT "S-type: "; typS(31); typS(32); typS(33); typS(34); 
'typS(35); typS (36) ; typS(37); typS(38); typS(39); typS(40); 
'typS(41); typS(42); typS (43) ; typS(44); typS (45) 
'LPRINT "S-type: "; typS(46); typS (47) ; typS (48) ; typS(49); 
'typS(50); typS(51); typS(52); typS (53) ; typS(54); typS(55); 
'typS(56); typS (57) ; typS(58); typS (59) ; typS(60) 
'LPRINT "N-type: "; typN(l); typN(2); typN(3) 
'LPRINT "S-type: "; typS(4); typS(5); typS(6) 
'LPRINT "N-type: "; typN(l); typN(2); typN(3); typN(4); 
'typN(5); typN(6); typN(7); typN(8); typN(9); typN(lO) 
'; " "; sumN 
'LPRINT "S-type: "; typS(ll); typS(12); typS(13); typS(14); 
'typS(15); typS(16); typS(17); typS(18); typS(19); typS(20); 
' ; " "; sums 
'; " "; difference 

'LPRINT "QAHEAD: "; qaheda; "LPTQAHEAD: "; Iptqhed; 
'"SUMRPTA: "; sumrpta; "SPT: "; spta; "LPT :"; Ipta 
'LPRINT "MIN :"; min; "MAX :"; max; "AVG :"; avg 
'LPRINT 
r 

' Procedure to create a matrix for statistical analysis 

dummy (ii, 1) = qaheda4: dummy(ii, 2) = spta4: dummy(ii, 3) = 
lpta4: dummy (ii, 4) = sptsum4: dummy(ii, 5) = sumpta4: 
dummy (ii, 6) = sumrpta4: dummy (ii, 7) = lptqhed4 
sumN = 0: sumS = 0 
NEXT ii 
r 

' Print matrix for stat analysis 

CLS 
OPEN "d:\mat.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 12 
FOR e = 1 TO number 

PRINT #x + 12, e; dummy(e, 1); dummy(e, 2); dummy(e, 
3); dummy(e, 4); dummy(e, 5); dummy(e, 6); dummy(e, 7) 
NEXT e 
CLOSE #x + 12 
BEEP: BEEP 
END SUB 

file://d:/mat.prn
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SUB Lotus 
CLS 
SHELL "lotus" 
CLS 
END SUB 

SUB MultipleProblems 
This subroutine allows user to generate 
multiple problems, its solutions with respect 
to middle machine sequence rules, and print 
results on printer 

CLS 
INPUT "Please input number of problems to generate "; number 
CLS 
FOR ii = 1 TO number 
' Generating problem number i 

LET north% = 1 0 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

typN(i) = INT (10 * RND) + 1 
typN2 (i) = typN(i) 
sumN = sximN + t y p N ( i ) 

NEXT i 

LET south% = 1 0 
FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

typS(i) = INT(10 * RND) + 1 
typS2 (i) = typS(i) 
s\imS = sums + typS (i) 

NEXT i 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

jobN(i) = i 
NEXT i 

' Ordering the N-type jobs according to typN(i) array 
' Array typN(i) and jobN(i) contain job type and number 

FOR i = 1 TO north% - 1 
FOR j = i + 1 TO north% 

IF typN(j) < typN(i) THEN 
SWAP typN(j), typN(i) 
SWAP jobN(j), jobN(i) 

END IF 
NEXT j 

NEXT i 
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FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 
jobS(i) = i 

NEXT i 
' Ordering the S-type jobs according to typS(i) array 
' Array typS(i) and jobS(i) contain job type and number 
r 

FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% - 1 
FOR j = i + 1 TO north% + south% 

IF typS(j) < typS(i) THEN 
SWAP typS(j), typS(i) 
SWAP jobS(j), jobS(i) 

END IF 
NEXT j 

NEXT i 

Creating input files for the GPSSH program that 
determines AVERAGE TIME IN SYSTEM 

Number of N-type jobs to be processed 

X = X + 1 
'OPEN "c:\gpssh\numn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x 
OPEN "d:\numn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x 
PRINT #x, north% 
CLOSE #x 
f 

' Number of S-type jobs to be processed 

'OPEN "c:\gpssh\nums.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 1 
OPEN "d:\nums.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 1 
PRINT #x + 1, south% 
CLOSE #x + 1 

Sequence of job types to be processed (N-type) 

OPEN "c:\gpssh\typn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 2 

OPEN "d:\typn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 2 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

PRINT #x + 2, typN(i) 
NEXT i 
CLOSE #x + 2 

' Sequence ofjob types to be processed (S-type) 

'OPEN "c:\gpssh\typs.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 3 
OPEN "d:\typs.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 3 
FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

PRINT #x + 3, typS(i) 

file://c:/gpssh/numn.prn
file://d:/numn.prn
file://c:/gpssh/nums.prn
file://d:/nums.prn
file://c:/gpssh/typn.prn
file://d:/typn.prn
file://c:/gpssh/typs.prn
file://d:/typs.prn
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NEXT i 
CLOSE #x + 3 

^Run each alternative sequencing rule in middle machines 

r 

CLS 
SHELL "g fifoa4" 

OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 4 
INPUT #x + 4, fifoa 
CLOSE #x + 4 

SHELL "g spta4" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 5 
INPUT #x + 5, spta 
CLOSE #x + 5 

SHELL "g lpta4" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 6 
INPUT #x + 6, Ipta 
CLOSE #x + 6 

SHELL "g lrpta4" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 7 
INPUT #x + 7, Irpta 
CLOSE #x + 7 

SHELL "g srpta4" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 8 
INPUT #x + 8, srpta 
CLOSE #x + 8 

Run 1000 random sequences and print 
min, max, average value 

SHELL "g test24" 
OPEN "d:\out.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 9 
INPUT #x + 9, min, max, avg 
CLOSE #x + 9 

' Printing results from run i 

'difference = sumS - sumN 
'LPRINT "Problem number :"; ii 
'LPRINT "N-type: "; typN(l); typN(2); typN(3); typN(4); 
'typN(5); typN(6); typN(7); typN(8); typN(9); typN(lO); 
'typN(ll); typN(12); typN(13); typN(14); typN(15) 
'LPRINT "N-type: "; typN(16); typN(17); typN(18); typN(19); 
'typN(20); typN(21); typN(22); typN(23); typN(24); typN(25) 
'typN(26); typN(27); typN(28); typN(29); typN(30) 
'LPRINT "S-type: "; typS(31); typS(32); typS(33); typS(34); 
'typS(35); typS (36) ; typS (37) ; typS(38); typS (39) ; typS(40) 
'typS(41); typS(42); typS (43) ; typS(44); typS(45) 
'LPRINT "S-type: "; typS(46); typS(47); typS(48); typS(49); 

file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
file://d:/out.prn
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'typS(50); typS(51); typS(52); typS (53) ; typS(54); typS (55) ; 
'typS(56); typS(57); typS(58); typS (59) ; typS(60) 
'LPRINT "N-type: "; typN(l); typN(2); typN(3) 
'LPRINT "S-type: "; typS(4); typS(5); typS(6) 
'LPRINT "N-type: "; typN(l); typN(2); typN(3); typN(4); 
'typN(5); typN(6); typN(7); typN(8); typN(9); typN(lO); " 
' "; sumN 
'LPRINT "S-type: "; typS(ll); typS(12); typS(13); typS(14); 
'typS(15); typS(16); typS(17); typS (18) ; typS (19) ; typS(20); 
'; " "; sumS; " "; difference 
'LPRINT "FIFO: "; fifoa; "SPT: "; spta; "LPT :"; Ipta; 
'"LRPTA :"; Ipta; "SRPTA :"; srpta 
'LPRINT "MIN :"; min; "MAX :"; max; "AVG :"; avg 
'LPRINT : LPRINT : PRINT 
'sumN = 0: sumS = 0 
NEXT ii 
BEEP: BEEP 
END SUB 

SUB MultipleSequences 
CLS 
PRINT 
PRINT , "This procedure generates a file containing" 
PRINT , "a number of independent runs of the same problem." 
PRINT , "The measure of performance is Average Time in" 
PRINT , "System. The file containing the data is REPT" 
CALL Pause 
SHELL "g test24" 
CALL Pause 
END SUB 

SUB OtherRules 
CLS 
SHELL "g fifoa4" 
CALL Pause 
SHELL "g spta4" 
CALL Pause 
SHELL "g lpta4" 
CALL Pause 
SHELL "g lrpta4" 
CALL Pause 
SHELL "g srpta4" 
CALL Pause 
END SUB 

SUB Pause 
LOCATE (25): PRINT , " Press any key to 
continue" 
A$ = INPUT$(1) 
END SUB 
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SUB SolveProblem STATIC 

Procedure to solve the problem generated 
in the GenerateProblem procedure 
Will present a listing of the available jobs 
to be processed at time = 0 

CLS 

Procedure to order N-type jobs 
with sequence A-B-C-D 

PRINT 
PRINT , "list of N-type jobs with processing times" 
PRINT 
'PRINT "job No", "job type", "Mac A", "Mac B", "Mac C", "Mac 
D" 
'FOR i = 1 TO north% 

PRINT i, typN(i), typ(typN(i), 1), typ(typN(i), 2), 
typ(typN(i), 3), typ(typN(i), 4) 
'NEXT i 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

jobN(i) = i 
NEXT i 
' Ordering the N-type jobs according to typN(i) array 
' Array typN(i) and jobN(i) contain job type and number 

FOR i = 1 TO north% - 1 
FOR j = i + 1 TO north% 

IF typN(j) < typN(i) THEN 
SWAP typN(j), typN(i) 
SWAP jobN(j), jobN(i) 

,'. END IF 
NEXT j 

NEXT i 

' Printing N-jobs in their order of processing 

PRINT 
PRINT , "N-type Jobs in Order of Processing" 
PRINT , "job order-N", "job number", "job type" 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

PRINT , i, jobN(i), typN(i) 
NEXT i 

' Procedure to order S-type jobs 
' with sequence D-C-B-A 
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CLS 
PRINT 

PRIN? ' "^^^^ °^ ^"^^^ ='°^^ ̂ ^^^ processing times" 

PRINT "job No", "job type", "Mac D", "Mac C", "Mac B", "Mac 

FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

typ(typs<ir2f: t^tSsaf^'ir'"''''' ^̂ '̂ ^̂ <̂ '' '̂' 
NEXT i 
FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

jobS(i) = i 
NEXT i 

' Ordering the S-type jobs according to typS(i) array 
^ Array typS(i) and jobS(i) contain job type and number 

FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% - 1 
FOR j = i + 1 TO north% + south% 

IF typS(j) < typS(i) THEN 
SWAP typS(j), typS(i) 
SWAP jobS(j) , jobS(i) 

END IF 
NEXT j 

NEXT i 
t 

' Printing S-type jobs in their order of processing 

r 

PRINT 
PRINT , "S-type Jobs in Order of Processing" 
PRINT , "job order-S", "job No.", "job type" 
FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

PRINT , i - north%, jobS(i), typS(i) 
NEXT i 
r 

CALL Pause 

Creating input files for the GPSSH program that 
determines AVERAGE TIME IN SYSTEM 

Number of N-type jobs to be processed 

X = X + 1 
'OPEN "c:\gpssh\numn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x 
OPEN "d:\numn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x 
PRINT #x, north% 
CLOSE #x 

' Number of S-type jobs to be processed 

file://c:/gpssh/numn.prn
file://d:/numn.prn
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'OPEN "c:\gpssh\nums.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 1 
OPEN "d:\nums.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 1 
PRINT #x + 1, south% 
CLOSE #x + 1 
r 

' Sequence of job types to be processed (N-type) 

'OPEN "c:\gpssh\typn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 2 
OPEN "d:\typn.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 2 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

PRINT #x + 2, typN(i) 
NEXT i 
CLOSE #x + 2 
r 

' Sequence ofjob types to be processed (S-type) 

'OPEN "c:\gpssh\typs.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 3 
OPEN "d:\typs.prn" FOR OUTPUT AS #x + 3 
FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

PRINT #x + 3, typS(i) 
NEXT i 
CLOSE #x + 3 

Run GPSSH model to determine AVERAGE TIME IN SYSTEM 

SHELL "g qaheada4" 
CALL Pause 

Read output file created by GPSSH 

OPEN "c:\gpssh\ATS.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 4 
OPEN "d:\OUT.prn" FOR INPUT AS #x + 4 
INPUT #x + 4, ats 
CLOSE #x + 4 

Printing all jobs (N, S) and their respective 
order of processing according to their type (N, S) 
and the resulting AVERAGE TIME IN SYSTEM 

CLS : PRINT 
PRINT , "Order of processing of N-type Jobs " 
PRINT , "Proc order", "Job number (ID)"; " "; "Type" 
FOR i = 1 TO north% 

PRINT , " "; i, jobN(i), " "; typN(i) 
NEXT i 
PRINT : PRINT 
PRINT , "Order of processing of S-type Jobs" 
PRINT , "Proc order", "Job number (ID)"; " "; "Type" 
FOR i = north% + 1 TO north% + south% 

PRINT , " "; i - north%, jobS(i), " "; typS(i) 

file://c:/gpssh/nums.prn
file://d:/nums.prn
file://c:/gpssh/typn.prn
file://d:/typn.prn
file://c:/gpssh/typs.prn
file://d:/typs.prn
file://c:/gpssh/ATS.prn
file://d:/OUT.prn
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NEXT i 

LOCATE (23) 
dl% = a t s 

c S f p ^ u s e ^ " ^ ^"^^^^ TIME IN SYSTEM: " ; a t s 
END SUB 

SUB V a r i a b l e S e q u e n c e s 
CLS 
SHELL "g test34" 
CALL Pause 
END SUB 
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The following is a listing of the (3PSS/H models built to 
carry out the analysis on the static case of the 
bidirectional-ordered flow shop scheduling problem. These 
models interface with the STATIC program developed in 
QuickBasic. These models represent the cases for the four-
machine; slight adjustments need to be made for the three-
machine models. 

Model: QAHEAD FOUR MACHINES 

* This program provides the avg. time in system 
* for the static case of the bidirectional 
* ordered process flow shop problem 
* 

* F O U R M A C H I N E S 
* 

* J O B R E L E A S E P O L I C I E S 
* 

* QUEUE AHEAD POLICY 
* 

* Input necessary: 
* Number of jobs (N,S) 
* Job types of each of the jobs to be processed 
* 

* Scheduling rule at MAC 2 and MAC 3 

* 

* Date: April 15 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names containing problem 
* size and sequence of jobs types to be 
* processed 
* 

NN FILEDEF 'D:\NUMN.PRN' 
NS FILEDEF 'D:\NUMS.PRN' 
TYN FILEDEF 'D:\TYPN.PRN' 
TYS FILEDEF 'D:\TYPS.PRN' 
OUT FILEDEF 'D:\OUT.PRN' 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 

STORAGE S (MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4) , 1 

* Initialize variables 
* 

INTEGER &N 
INTEGER &S 
INTEGER &TOTAL 

file://'D:/NUMN.PRN'
file://'D:/NUMS.PRN'
file://'D:/TYPN.PRN'
file://'D:/TYPS.PRN'
file://'D:/OUT.PRN'
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* Input the number of jobs (N, S) 

GETLIST FILE=NN,(&N) 
GETLIST FILE=NS,(&S) 
CLOSE NN 

CLOSE NS 

* Determine total number of jobs 

LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 
* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
JOB MATRIX MH,10,4 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(1,1),40/MH$JOB(1,2),30/MH$JOB(1,3),60/MH$JOB(1, 4) ,70 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(2,1),45/MH$JOB(2,2),30/MH$JOB(2,3),60/MH$JOB(2, 4) ,70 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(3,1),50/MH$JOB(3,2),40/MH$JOB(3,3),70/MH$JOB(3, 4) ,75 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(4,1),55/MH$J0B(4,2),40/MH$JOB(4,3),70/MH$JOB(4, 4),75 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(5,1),60/MH$JOB(5,2),40/MH$JOB(5,3),70/MH$JOB(5,4),75 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(6,1) ,65/MH$JOB(6,2) , 45/MH$JOB (6, 3) , 75/MH$ JOB (6, 4) ,80 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(7,1),70/MH$JOB(7,2),50/MH$JOB(7,3),85/MH$JOB(7,4) ,90 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(8,1),80/MH$JOB(8,2),60/MH$JOB(8,3),105/MH$JOB(8,4),11 
0 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(9,1) ,85/MH$JOB(9,2) , 60/MH$JOB (9, 3) , 120/MH$ JOB (9, 4) ,12 
0 

INITIAL 
MH$JOB(10,1) ,95/MH$JOB(10,2),70/MH$JOB(10,3),130/MH$JOB(10,4 
),135 

* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 

GENERATE ^ / f &N 
BGETLIST FILE=TYN,(PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
PRIORITY 1 
QUEUE 1 

* Processing at Machine 1 
ENTER MACl 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
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PRIORITY 
* Processing at 

TEST LE 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

* Processing at 
QUEUE 
TEST LE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

* Processing at 
QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

Machine 2 
Q(N0RTH3) ,Q(S0UTH1) 
MAC2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 

Machine 3 
N0RTH3 
Q(N0RTH4),Q(S0UTH2) 
MAC 3 
N0RTH3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC3 

Machine 4 
N0RTH4 
MAC4 
N0RTH4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC 4 
1 
,FIN 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE 
BGETLIST 
ASSIGN 
PRIORITY 
QUEUE 

* Processing at 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
PRIORITY 

* Processing at 
TEST L 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

* Processing at 
QUEUE 
TEST L 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

, , , &S 
FILE=TYS,(PH(1)) 
2,2,PH 
1 
1 

Machine 4 
MAC 4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC 4 
0 

Machine 3 
Q(S0UTH2),Q(N0RTH4) 
MAC 3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC 3 

Machine 2 
S0UTH2 
Q(SOUTHl),Q(N0RTH3) 
MAC2 
S0UTH2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 
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* Processing at Machine 1 
QUEUE SOUTHl 
ENTER MACl 
DEPART SOUTHl 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
DEPART 1 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

FIN TERMINATE 
START 
CLOSE 
CLOSE 

&TOTAL,NP 
TYN 
TYS 

* Print results of Average Time in System 

PUTPIC LINES=1,(C1,QT(1)) 
MAKESPAN: **•*•.•* ATS: ****•.** 

PUTPIC 
* * * * * ^ * * 

END 

FILE=OUT,(QT(1)) 

F O U R M A C H I N E S 

Model: SUMPT FOUR MACHINES 
* 

* 

* 

* J O B R E L E A S E P O L I C I E S 
* 

* SUM OF PT AT CORRESPONDING MACHINE 

* Input necessary: 
* Number o f j o b s (N,S) 
* Job types of each of the jobs to be processed 
* 

* Scheduling rule at MAC 2 and MAC 3 

* Date: April 15 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names containing problem 
* size and sequence of jobs types to be 
* pro( 
* 

NN 
NS 
TYN 
TYS 
OUT 
* 

::essed 

FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 

'D:\NUMN.PRN' 
'D:\NUMS.PRN' 
'D:\TYPN.PRN' 
'D:\TYPS.PRN' 
'D:\OUT.PRN' 

file://'D:/NUMN.PRN'
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* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 
* 

STORAGE S(MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4) , 1 
* 

* Initialize variables 
* 

INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 

&N 
&S 
& TOTAL 

&SUMN2 
&SUMS2 
&SUMN3 
&SUMS3 

* Input the number of jobs (N, S) 
* 

GETLIST FILE=NN,(&N) 
GETLIST FILE=NS,(&S) 
CLOSE NN 
CLOSE NS 

* Determine total number of jobs 
* 

LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 
* 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

* Matrix is similar to programs already 
* formulated 
* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE /,r &N 
BGETLIST FILE=TYN,(PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
PRIORITY 1 
QUEUE 1 

* Processing at Machine 1 
ENTER MACl 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
PRIORITY 0 

* Processing at Machine 2 
BLET &SUMN2=&SUMN2+MH$JOB(PH(2),2) 
TEST GE &SUMN2,&SUMS2 
ENTER MAC2 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
LEAVE MAC2 
BLET &SUMN2=&SUMN2-MH$JOB(PH(2),2) 
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* Processing at Machine 3 
BLET &SUMN3=&SUMN3+MH$JOB(PH(2) ,3) 
TEST GE 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
BLET 

&SUMN3,&SUMS3 
MAC3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC3 

&SUMN3=&SUMN3-MH$JOB (PH (2) , 3) 
* Processing at Machine 4 

ENTER MAC4 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
LEAVE MAC4 
DEPART 1 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE , , , SLS 
BGETLIST FILE=TYS, (PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,2,PH 
PRIORITY 1 
QUEUE 1 

* Processing at Machine 4 
ENTER MAC4 
ADVANCE MH$JOB(PH(1),4) 
LEAVE MAC4 
PRIORITY 0 

* Processing at Machine 3 
&SUMS3=&SUMS3+MH$JOB(PH(2) , 3) 

&SUMS3,&SUMN3 
MAC 3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC 3 

&SUMS3=&SUMS3-MH$JOB(PH(2),3) 
at Machine 2 

&SUMS2=&SUMS2+MH$JOB(PH(2) , 2) 
&SUMS2,&SUMN2 
MAC2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 

&SUMS2=&SUMS2-MH$ JOB (PH (2) , 2) 

BLET 
TEST G 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
BLET 

Processing 
BLET 
TEST GE 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
BLET 

* Processing at Machine 1 

* 

FIN 

ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

TERMINATE 
START 
CLOSE 
CLOSE 

MACl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
1 
,FIN 

&TOTAL,NP 
TYN 
TYS 
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Model: SUMRPT FOUR MACHINES 
* This program provides the avg. time in system 
* for the static case of the bidirectional 
* ordered process flow shop problem 
* 

* F O U R M A C H I N E S 
* 

* J O B R E L E A S E P O L I C I E S 
* 

* SUM OF REMAINING PROCESSING TIMES 
* 

* Input necessary: 
* Number of jobs (N,S) 
* Job types of each of the jobs to be processed 
* 

* Scheduling rule at MAC 2 and MAC 3 
* 

* Date: April 15 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names containing problem 
* size and sequence of jobs types to be 
* processed 
* 

NN FILEDEF 'D:\NUMN.PRN' 
NS FILEDEF 'D:\NUMS.PRN' 
TYN FILEDEF 'D:\TYPN.PRN' 
TYS FILEDEF 'D:\TYPS.PRN' 
OUT FILEDEF 'D:\OUT.PRN' 
* 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 

STORAGE S(MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4) , 1 
* 

* Initialize variables 
* 

INTEGER &N 
INTEGER &S 
INTEGER &TOTAL 
INTEGER &SUMN2 
INTEGER &SUMS2 
INTEGER &SUMN3 
INTEGER &SUMS3 

* 

* Input the number of jobs (N, S) 
* 

GETLIST FILE=NN,(&N) 
GETLIST FILE=NS,(&S) 
CLOSE NN 
CLOSE NS 

file://'D:/NUMN.PRN'
file://'D:/NUMS.PRN'
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* Determine total number of jobs 
* 

LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 
* 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE ,f,&N 
BGETLIST FILE=TYN, (PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
ASSIGN 3, (MH$J0B(PH(1) , 2)+MH$JOB (PH (1) ,3) 

+MH$JOB(PH(1),4)),PH 
ASSIGN 4, (MH$J0B(PH(1),3)+MH$JOB(PH(1) ,4) ) ,PH 
PRIORITY 1 
QUEUE 1 

* Processing at Machine 1 
ENTER MACl 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
PRIORITY 0 

* Processing at Machine 2 
BLET &SUMN2=&SUMN2+PH(3) 
TEST GE &SUMN2,&SUMS2 
ENTER MAC2 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1),2) 
LEAVE MAC2 
BLET &SUMN2=&SUMN2-PH(3) 

* Processing at Machine 3 
BLET &SUMN3=&SUMN3+PH(4) 
TEST GE &SUMN3,&SUMS3 
ENTER MAC3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
LEAVE MAC3 
BLET &SUMN3=&SUMN3-PH(4) 

* Processing at Machine 4 
ENTER MAC4 
ADVANCE MH$JOB(PH(1) , 4) 
LEAVE MAC4 
DEPART 1 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE f/f&S 
BGETLIST FILE=TYS,(PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,2,PH , ., v ̂ v 
ASSIGN 3, (MH$JOB(PH(1),3)+MH$JOB(PH(1) ,2) 

+MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1)) ,PH 
ASSIGN 4, (MH$J0B(PH(1),2)+MH$J0B(PH(1),1)),PH 
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PRIORITY 
QUEUE 

* Processing at 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
PRIORITY 

* Processing at 
BLET 
TEST G 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
BLET 

* Processing at 
BLET 
TEST GE 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
BLET 

* Processing at 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

* 

FIN TERMINATE 
START 
CLOSE 
CLOSE 
END 

1 
1 

Machine 4 
MAC 4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC4 
0 

Machine 3 
&SUMS3=&SUMS3+PH(3) 

&SUMS3,&SUMN3 
MAC3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC 3 

&SUMS3=&SUMS3-PH(3) 
Machine 2 
&SUMS2=&SUMS2+PH(4) 

&SUMS2,&SUMN2 
MAC2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 

&SUMS2=&SUMS2-PH (4) 
Machine 1 

MACl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
1 
,FIN 

&TOTAL,NP 
TYN 
TYS 
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Model: SPT FOUR MACHINES 
* 

* F O U ' R M A C H I N E S 
* 

* Input necessary: 
* Number of jobs (N,S) 
* Job types of each of the jobs to be processed 

* Scheduling rule at MAC 2 and MAC3 
* 

* S P T 
* 

* Date: Mar. 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names containing problem 
* size and sequence of jobs types to be 
* processed 
* 

NN FILEDEF 'D:\NUMN.PRN' 
NS FILEDEF 'D:\NUMS.PRN' 
TYN FILEDEF 'D:\TYPN.PRN' 
TYS FILEDEF 'D:\TYPS.PRN' 
OUT FILEDEF 'D:\OUT.PRN' 
* 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 
* 

STORAGE S(MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4),1 
* 

* Initialize variables 
* 

INTEGER &N 
INTEGER &S 
INTEGER &TOTAL 
INTEGER &COUNTN 
INTEGER &COUNTS 

* 

* Input the number of jobs (N, S) 
* 

GETLIST FILE=NN,(&N) 
GETLIST FILE=NS,(&S) 
CLOSE NN 
CLOSE NS 

* 

* Determine total number of jobs 
* 

LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 

file://'D:/NUMN.PRN'
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Matrix of processing times according 
to job type and machine 

Matrix similar to those already listed 

Module for N-type jobs 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* Main 

* 

NNN 

GENERATE 
BLET 
BGETLIST 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
PRIORITY 
QUEUE 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
PRIORITY 
TRANSFER 

ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

,,,&N 
& COUNTN= & COUNTN+1 
FILE=TYN,(PH(1)) 
2,1,PH 
3,&C0UNTN,PH 
1 
1 
MACl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
0 
,MM2 

MAC 4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC 4 
1 
,FIN 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE 
BLET 
BGETLIST 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
PRIORITY 
QUEUE 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
PRIORITY 
TRANSFER 

SSS ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

* Machine 2 process 
MM2 ADVANCE 

LINK 
GET ENTER 

ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

, , , &S 
&COUNTS=&COUNTS+1 
FILE=TYS, (PH(1) ) 
2,2,PH 
3,&C0UNTS,PH 
1 
1 
MAC4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC4 
0 
,MM3 

MACl 
MH$J0B(PH(1),1) 
MACl 
1 
,FIN 

ing 
0 
1,1PH,GETIT 
MAC2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 
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UNLINK 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

* Machine 3 process 
MM3 ADVANCE 

LINK 
LOST ENTER 

ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
UNLINK 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

* 

FIN TERMINATE 
START 
CLOSE 
CLOSE 
END 

1,GETIT,1 
PH(2) ,1,SSS 
,MM3 

ling 
0 
2,1PH,L0SIT 
MAC3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC3 
2,L0SIT,1 
PH(2) ,1,MM2 
,NNN 

1 
& TOTAL, 
TYN 
TYS 

Model: LPT FOUR MACHINES 
* F O U R M A C H I N E S 
* Scheduling rule at MAC 2 and MAC3 
* 

* L P T 
* 

* Date: Mar. 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names containing problem 
* size and sequence of jobs types to be 
* processed 
* 

NN FILEDEF 'D:\NUMN.PRN' 
NS FILEDEF 'D:\NUMS.PRN' 
TYN FILEDEF 'D:\TYPN.PRN' 
TYS FILEDEF 'D:\TYPS.PRN' 
OUT FILEDEF 'D:\OUT.PRN' 
* 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 
* 

STORAGE S (MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4),1 
* 

* 

* Initialize variables 
* 

INTEGER &N 
INTEGER &S 
INTEGER &TOTAL 
INTEGER &COUNTN 

file://'D:/NUMN.PRN'
file://'D:/NUMS.PRN'
file://'D:/TYPN.PRN'
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INTEGER &COUNTS 

* Input the number of jobs (N, S) 
* 

GETLIST 
GETLIST 
CLOSE 
CLOSE 

FILE=NN,(&N) 
FILE=NS,(&S) 
NN 
NS 

* Determine total number of jobs 
* 

LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

* 

* 

^ 

Matrix included 

Main Module 

GENERATE 
BLET 
BGETLIST 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
PRIORITY 
QUEUE 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
PRIORITY 
TRANSFER 

NNN ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

for N 

in other models 

-type jobs 

,,,&N 
&C0UNTN=&C0UNTN+1 
FILE=TYN, (PH(1) ) 
2,1,PH 
3,&C0UNTN,PH 
4,(1/PH(1)),PH 
1 
1 
MACl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
0 
,MM2 

MAC4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC 4 
1 
,FIN 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 

GENERATE 
BLET 
BGETLIST 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
PRIORITY 
QUEUE 
ENTER 

, , , &S 
&COUNTS=&COUNTS+1 
FILE=TYS,(PH(1)) 
2,2,PH 
3,&COUNTS,PH 
4,(1/PH(1)),PH 
1 
1 
MAC 4 
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i( 

SSS 

ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
PRIORITY 
TRANSFER 

ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

* Machine 2 process 
* 

* 

MM2 ADVANCE 
LINK 

GETIT ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
UNLINK 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

* Machine 3 process 

MM3 ADVANCE 
LINK 

LOSIT ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
UNLINK 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

* 

* 

FIN TERMINATE 
START 
CLOSE 
CLOSE 
END 

MH$J0B(PH(1) , 
MAC 4 
0 
,MM3 

MACl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) , 
MACl 
1 
,FIN 

ing 

0 
1,4PH,GETIT 

MAC2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) , 
MAC2 
1,GETIT,1 
PH(2) ,1,SSS 
,MM3 

iing 

0 
2,4PH,LOSIT 
MAC3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) , 
MAC 3 
2,L0SIT,1 
PH(2) ,1,MM2 
,NNN 

1 
&TOTAL, 
TYN 
TYS 

4) 

-1) 

r2) 

r3) 
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Model: LPT/QAHEAD FOUR MACHINES 
* Scheduling rule at MAC 2 and MAC 3 
* 

* Date: April 17 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names containing problem 
* size and secjuence of jobs types to be 
* processed 
* 

NN FILEDEF 'D:\NUMN.PRN' 
NS FILEDEF 'D:\NUMS.PRN' 
TYN FILEDEF 'D:\TYPN.PRN' 
TYS FILEDEF 'D:\TYPS.PRN' 
OUT FILEDEF 'D:\OUT.PRN' 
* 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 
* 

STORAGE S(MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4),1 
* 

* 

* Initialize variables 
* 

INTEGER &N 
INTEGER &S 
INTEGER &TOTAL 

* 

* Input the number of jobs (N, S) 
* 

GETLIST FILE=NN,(&N) 
GETLIST FILE=NS,(&S) 
CLOSE NN 
CLOSE NS 

* 

* Determine total number of jobs 
* 

LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE f / f &N 
BGETLIST FILE=TYN,(PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
LINK 1,LIF0 

XXX PRIORITY 1 
QUEUE 1 

file://'D:/NUMN.PRN'
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* Processing at 
ENTER . 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
PRIORITY 

* Processing at 
TEST LE 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

* Processing at 
QUEUE 
TEST LE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

* Processing at 
QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

* 

* Main Module 
* 

GENERATE 
BGETLIST 
ASSIGN 
LINK 

YYY PRIORITY 
QUEUE 

* Processing at 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
PRIORITY 

* Processing at 
TEST L 
ENTER 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

* Processing at 
QUEUE 
TEST L 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

Machine 1 
MACl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
0 

Machine 2 
Q(N0RTH3),Q(SOUTHl) 
MAC2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 

Machine 3 
N0RTH3 
Q (N0RTH4),Q(S0UTH2) 
MAC 3 
N0RTH3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC 3 

Machine 4 
N0RTH4 
MAC4 

N0RTH4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC 4 
1 
,FIN 

for S-type jobs 

FILE=TYS, (PH(1)) 
2,2,PH 
1,LIF0 
1 
1 

Machine 4 
MAC4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC4 
0 

Machine 3 
Q(S0UTH2),Q(N0RTH4) 
MAC3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC3 

Machine 2 
S0UTH2 
Q(SOUTHl),Q(N0RTH3) 
MAC2 
S0UTH2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 
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* Processing at Machine 1 
QUEUE SOUTHl 
ENTER MACl 
DEPART SOUTHl 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
DEPART 1 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* Segement to unlink all transactions LPT 
* 

GENERATE f,1,1 
UNLINK 1,XXX,ALL 
UNLINK 1,YYY,ALL 
TERMINATE 

* 

* 

FIN TERMINATE 1 
START &TOTAL,NP 
CLOSE TYN 
CLOSE TYS 
END 

Model: SPTSUM FOUR MACHINES 
* 

* Date: April 19 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names containing problem 
* size and sequence of jobs types to be 
* processed 
* 

NN FILEDEF 'D:\NUMN.PRN' 
NS 
TYN 
TYS 
OUT 

FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 

'D:\NUMS.PRN' 
'D:\TYPN.PRN' 
'D:\TYPS.PRN' 
'D:\OUT.PRN' 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 
* 

STORAGE S(MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4),1 
* 

* Initialize variables 
* 

INTEGER &N 
INTEGER &S 
INTEGER &TOTAL 
INTEGER &PTM1,&PTM2,&PTM3,&PTM4 

file://'D:/NUMN.PRN'
file://'D:/NUMS.PRN'
file://'D:/TYPN.PRN'
file://'D:/TYPS.PRN'
file://'D:/OUT.PRN'
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Input the number of jobs (N, S) 

GETLIST FILE=NN,(&N) 
GETLIST FILE=NS,(&S) 
CLOSE NN 
CLOSE NS 

* 

* Determine total number of jobs 
* 

LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 
* 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE / , , &N 
BGETLIST FILE=TYN,(PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
BLET &PTM1=&PTM1+MH$JOB(PH(1) , 1) 
BLET &PTM2=&PTM2+MH$JOB(PH(1),2) 
BLET &PTM3=&PTM3+MH$JOB(PH(1) , 3) 
BLET &PTM4=&PTM4+MH$JOB(PH(l) ,4) 
PRIORITY 1 
QUEUE 1 

* Processing at Machine 1 
ENTER MACl 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
BLET &PTM1=&PTM1-MH$J0B(PH(1),1) 
LEAVE MACl 
PRIORITY 0 

* Processing at Machine 2 
TEST GE &PTM3,&PTM1 
ENTER MAC2 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
BLET &PTM2=&PTM2-MH$JOB(PH(1) , 2) 
LEAVE MAC2 

* Processing at Machine 3 
QUEUE N0RTH3 
TEST GE &PTM4,&PTM2 
ENTER MAC 3 
DEPART N0RTH3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
BLET &PTM3=&PTM3-MH$JOB(PH(1) , 3) 
LEAVE MAC3 

* Processing at Machine 4 
QUEUE N0RTH4 
ENTER MAC4 
DEPART N0RTH4 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
BLET &PTM4=&PTM4-MH$JOB(PH(l) ,4) 
LEAVE MAC 4 
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DEPART 1 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE , , , ScS 
BGETLIST FILE=TYS,(PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,2,PH 
BLET &PTM1=&PTM1+MH$JOB(PH(1) , 1) 
BLET &PTM2=&PTM2+MH$JOB(PH(1) , 2) 
BLET &PTM3=&PTM3+MH$JOB(PH(1) , 3) 
BLET &PTM4=&PTM4+MH$JOB(PH(1) , 4) 
PRIORITY 1 
QUEUE 1 

* Processing at Machine 4 
ENTER MAC4 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
BLET &PTM4=&PTM4-MH$JOB(PH(1) , 4) 
LEAVE MAC4 
PRIORITY 0 

* Processing at Machine 3 
TEST G &PTM2,&PTM4 
ENTER MAC3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
BLET &PTM3=&PTM3-MH$JOB(PH(1) , 3) 
LEAVE MAC3 

* Processing at Machine 2 
QUEUE S0UTH2 
TEST G &PTM1,&PTM3 
ENTER MAC2 
DEPART S0UTH2 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
BLET &PTM2=&PTM2-MH$JOB(PH(1) , 2) 
LEAVE MAC2 

* Processing at Machine 1 
QUEUE SOUTHl 
ENTER MACl 
DEPART SOUTHl 
ADVANCE MH$JOB(PH(1) , 1) 
BLET &PTM1=&PTM1-MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
DEPART 1 
TRANSFER fFIN 

* 

FIN TERMINATE 1 
START &TOTAL,NP 
CLOSE TYN 
CLOSE TYS 

* 

END 
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The following is a listing of the GPSS/H models built to 
carry out the analysis on the dynamic case of the 
bidirectional-ordered flow shop scheduling problem. These 
models interface with the STATIC program developed in 
QuickBasic. These models represent the cases for the four-
machines; slight adjustments need to be made for the three-
machines models. 

Model: SPT FOUR MACHINES 
* This program provides A.T.S. 
* for the DYNAMIC case of the bidirectional 
* ordered process flow shop problem 
* F O U R M A C H I N E S 
* Scheduling rule at MAC 2 3 
* S P T 
* Date: May 21 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names for output 
* 

OUT FILEDEF 'D:\SPT.PRN' 
0UT2 FILEDEF 'D:\0UT2.PRN' 
* 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 
* 

STORAGE S(MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4) , 1 
* 

* Define TABLE for ship type histogram 
* 

SHIP TABLE PH(1),1,1,10 
* 

* Define ampervariable 
* to determine run length 
* 

INTEGER &TIME 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Input run length (IN MONTHS) 
* GETLIST &TIME 

LET &TIME=612 
INTEGER &MINUTES 
LET &MINUTES=&TIME*43800 

* 

* Define ampervariables and input 
* lAT's for expoential distributions 
* 

INTEGER &DUMMY 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input lAT for both types of jobs 
* GETLIST &DUMMY 

LET &DUMMY=200 

file://'D:/SPT.PRN'
file://'D:/0UT2.PRN'
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* Define ampervariable for random number seeds 
* 

INTEGER &RAND0M1,&RAND0M2,&RAND0M3 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input seed for arrivals of N-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RAND0M1 

LET &RANDOMl=28 6357 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input seed for arrivals of S-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RAND0M2 

LET &RANDOM2=16724 9 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input seed to determine type of jobs within N/S type 
* GETLIST &RAND0M3 

LET &RANDOM3=559423 
* 

RMULT &RAND0M1,&RAND0M2,&RAND0M3 
* 

* Define ampervariables for number of replications 
* 

INTEGER &RUNS,&I 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Input number of replications 
* GETLIST &RUNS 

LET &RUNS=1 
* 

* 

* Function t o detemine type of job arr iv ing t o the model 
* 

TYPE FUNCTION RN(3) ,D10 
. 1 , 1 / . 2 , 2 / . 3 , 3 / . 4 , 4 / . 5 , 5 / . 6 , 6 / . 7 , 7 / . 8 , 8 / . 9 , 9 / 1 . 0 , 1 0 
* 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

JOB MATRIX MH,10,4 

* PROCESSING AS PER PREVIOUS TABLES 
* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
* 

ARN GENERATE RVEXPO(1,&DUMMY) 
ASSIGN 1,FN(TYPE),PH 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
QUEUE 1 
QUEUE NORTl 
ENTER MACl 
DEPART NORTl 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
TRANSFER , MM2 
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NNN QUEUE 
ENTER . 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

ic 

* Main Module for 
* 

ARS GENERATE 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
QUEUE 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

SSS QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

if 

N0RT4 
MAC 4 
N0RT4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC4 
1 
,FIN 

S-type jobs 

RVEXPO(2,&DUMMY) 
1,FN(TYPE),PH 
2,2,PH 
1 

S0UT4 
MAC4 
S0UT4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC 4 
,MM3 

SOUTl 
MACl 
SOUTl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
1 
,FIN 

* Machine 2 processing 

MM2 QUEUE 
LINK 

GETIT ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
UNLINK 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

NS2 
1,1PH,GETIT 

MAC2 
NS2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 
1,GETIT,1 
PH(2) ,1,SSS 
,MM3 

* Machine 3 processing _ 
*MM3 QUEUE 

LINK 
LOSIT ENTER 

DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
UNLINK 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

NS3 
2,1PH,L0SIT 

MAC 3 
NS3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC 3 
2,L0SIT,1 
PH(2) ,1,MM2 
,NNN 
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FIN TABULATE 
TERMINATE 

* 

* Clock Segment 
* 

GENERATE 
TERMINATE 

DO 
CLEAR 

* START 
RESET 
START 

SHIP 

43800 
1 

&I=1,&RUNS 
MH$JOB 

12,NP 

(&TIME) 

1 MONTH IN MINUTES 

12 MONTHS WARM UP 

REMAINING TIME COLLECT 

PUTPIC 
* * * * 

* PUTPIC 
* * * * * * 

ENDDO 
* Reset ATS every x months 

LINES=1,&I DATA 

FILE=0UT,LINES=1,(QT(1)) 

GENERATE 
BPUTPIC 

* * * * * ^ * * * * * * * 

BRESET 
TERMINATE 
END 

(6*43200) 
FILE=0UT,LINES=1,(QT(1),N(FIN)) 

Model: SUMPT FOUR MACHINES 
* This program provides the avg. time in system 
* for the DYNAMIC case of the bidirectional 
* ordered process flow shop problem 
* F O U R M A C H I N E S 
* J O B R E L E A S E P O L I C I E S 
* SUM OF PT AT CORRESPONDING MACHINE 
* D a t e : May 2 1 , 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names for output 
* 

OUT FILEDEF 'D:\SUMPT.PRN' 
0UT2 FILEDEF 'D:\0UT2.PRN' 
* 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3 

STORAGE S(MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4),1 

file://'D:/SUMPT.PRN'
file://'D:/0UT2.PRN'
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* Define ampervariable 
* to determine run length 
* 

INTEGER &TIME 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Input run length (IN MONTHS) 
* GETLIST &TIME 

LET &TIME=120 
INTEGER &MINUTES 
LET &MINUTES=&TIME*43800 

* 

* Define ampervariables and input 
* lAT's for expoential distributions 
* 

INTEGER &DUMMY 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input lAT for both types of jobs 
* GETLIST &DUMMY 

LET &DUMMY=200 
* 

* Define ampervariable for random number seeds 
* 

INTEGER &RAND0M1, &RAND0M2, &RAND0M3 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input seed for arrivals of N-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RAND0M1 

LET &RANDOMl=286357 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input seed for arrivals of S-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RA1TO0M2 

LET &RANDOM2=167249 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input seed to determine type of jobs within N/S type 
* GETLIST &RAND0M3 

LET &RANDOM3=559423 
RMULT &RAND0M1,&RAND0M2,&RAND0M3 

* 

* Define ampervariables for nxomber of replications 
* 

INTEGER &RUNS,&I 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Input number of replications 
* GETLIST &RUNS 

LET &RUNS=1 
* 

* Define aimpervariables 
* 

INTEGER &SUMN2,&SUMS2,&SUMN3,&SUMS3 
* 

* Function to detemine type of job arriving to the model 
* 

TYPE FUNCTION RN(3),D10 
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1,1/.2,2/.3,3/.4,4/.5,5/.6,6/.7,7/.8,8/.9,9/1.0,10 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

* 

i( 

* 

* 

* 

AS PER 

Main Module 

GENERATE 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
QUEUE 

Processing 
QUEUE 
LINK 

XXX ENTER 

* 

* 

* 

DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
UNLINK 

Processing 
QUEUE 
BLET 
TEST GE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
BLET 

Processing 
QUEUE 
BLET 
TEST GE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
BLET 

Processing 
QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 

PREVIOUS TABLES 

for N-type jobs 

at 

at 

at 

at 

TRANSFER 

RVEXPO(1,&DUMMY) 
1,FN(TYPE),PH 
2,1,PH 
1 

Machine 1 
NORTl 
1,1PH,XXX 

MACl 
NORTl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
1,XXX,1 

Machine 2 
N0RT2 
&SUMN2=&SUMN2+MH$JOB (PH (1) 
&SUMN2,&SUMS2 
MAC2 
N0RT2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 
&SUMN2=&SUMN2-MH$JOB (PH (1) 

Machine 3 
N0RT3 
&SUMN3=&SUMN3+MH$JOB (PH (1) 
&SUMN3,&SUMS3 
MAC3 
N0RT3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC3 
&SUMN3=&SUMN3-MH$JOB(PH(1) 

Machine 4 
N0RT4 
MAC4 
N0RT4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC4 
1 
,FIN 

r2) 

,2) 

,3) 

,3) 
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Main Module for S-type jobs 

GENERATE RVEXP O(2,&DUMMY) 
ASSIGN 1,FN(TYPE),PH 
ASSIGN 2,2,PH 
QUEUE 1 

* Processing at Machine 4 
QUEUE S0UT4 
LINK 2,1PH,YYY 

YYY ENTER MAC4 
DEPART S0UT4 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
LEAVE MAC 4 
UNLINK 2,YYY,1 

* Processing at Machine 3 
QUEUE S0UT3 
BLET &SUMS3=&SUMS3+MH$JOB(PH(l) ,3) 
TEST GE &SUMS3,&SUMN3 
ENTER MAC3 
DEPART S0UT3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
LEAVE MAC 3 
BLET &SUMS3=&SUMS3-MH$JOB(PH(l) ,3) 

* Processing at Machine 2 
QUEUE S0UT2 
BLET &SUMS2=&SUMS2+MH$JOB(PH(1) , 2) 
TEST GE &SUMS2,&SUMN2 
ENTER MAC2 
DEPART S0UT2 
ADVANCE MH$JOB(PH(1) , 2) 
LEAVE MAC2 
BLET &SUMS2=&SUMS2-MH$JOB(PH(l) ,2) 

* Processing at Machine 1 
QUEUE S0UT3 
ENTER MACl 
DEPART S0UT3 
ADVANCE MH$JOB(PH(1),1) 
LEAVE MACl 
DEPART 1 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* 

FIN TERMINATE 
* 

* Clock Segment 
* 

GENERATE 43800 1 MONTH IN MINUTES 
TERMINATE 1 
DO &I=1,&RUNS 
CLEAR MH$JOB 
RESET 
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START (&TIME) REMAINING TIME COLLECT 

PUTPIC LINES=1,&I DATA 
* * * * 

* PUTPIC FILE=0UT,LINES=1,(QT(1)) 
* * * * * * 

• 

ENDDO 
* Reset ATS every x months 

GENERATE (6*43200) 
BPUTPIC FILE=0UT,LINES=1, (QT(1) ,N(FIN)) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

• 

BRESET 
TERMINATE 
END 

Model: FIFO FOUR MACHINES 
* This program provides the A.T.S 
* for the DYNAMIC case of the bidirectional 
* ordered process flow shop problem 
* 

* F O U R M A C H I N E S 
* 

* Scheduling rule at MAC 2, 3 
* 

* F I F O 
* 

* Date: MAY 21 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* 

* Define file names for output 
* 

OUT FILEDEF 'D:\FIFO.PRN' 
0UT2 FILEDEF 'D:\0UT2.PRN' 
* 

* 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 

STORAGE S(MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4),1 

* Define ampervariable 
* to determine run length 

INTEGER &TIME 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Input run length (IN MONTHS) 
* GETLIST &TIME 

LET &TIME=612 
INTEGER &MINUTES 
LET &MINUTES=&TIME*43800 

file://'D:/FIFO.PRN'
file://'D:/0UT2.PRN'
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* Define ampervariables and input 
* lAT's for. expoential distributions 
* 

INTEGER &DUMMY 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Please input lAT for both types of jobs 
* GETLIST &DUMMY 

LET &DUMMY=200 
* 

* Define ampervariable for random number seeds 
* 

INTEGER &RAND0M1, &RAND0M2, &RAND0M3 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Please input seed for arrivals of N-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RAND0M1 

LET &RANDOMl=28 6357 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Please input seed for arrivals of S-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RAND0M2 

LET &RANDOM2=16724 9 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Please input seed to determine type of jobs within N/S type 
* GETLIST &RAND0M3 

LET &RANDOM3=559423 
* 

RMULT &RAND0M1, &RAND0M2, &RAND0M3 
* 

* Define ampervariables for number of replications 
* 

INTEGER &RUNS,&I 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Input number of replications 
* GETLIST &RUNS 

LET &RUNS=1 
* 

* Function to determine the type job arriving to 
* the model 
* 

TYPE FUNCTION RN(3),D10 
.1,1/.2,2/.3,3/. 4,4/.5,5/.6,6/.7,7/.8, 8/. 9, 9/1. 0,10 
* 

* 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

* AS PER PREVIOUS TABLES 
* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE RVEXPO(1,&DUMMY) 
ASSIGN 1,FN(TYPE),PH 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
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QUEUE 
QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

DEPART 
TRANSFER 

Ln Module for 

GENERATE 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
QUEUE 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

1 
NORTl 
MACl 
NORTl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 

N0RT2 
MAC2 
N0RT2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 

N0RT3 
MAC3 
N0RT3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC3 

N0RT4 
MAC 4 
N0RT4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC 4 

1 
,FIN 

S-type jobs 

RVEXPO(2,&DUMMY) 
1,FN(TYPE),PH 
2,2,PH 
1 

S0UT4 
MAC 4 
S0UT4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC4 

S0UT3 
MAC 3 
S0UT3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC3 

S0UT2 
MAC2 
S0UT2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 
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* 

* 

FIN 
* 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

TERMINATE 

* Clock Segment 
* 

GENERATE 
TERMINATE 

DO 
CLEAR 
RESET 
START 

SOUTl 
MACl 
SOUTl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
1 
,FIN 

43800 
1 

&I=1,&RUNS 
MH$JOB 

(&TIME) 

1 MONTH IN MINUTES 

REMAINING TIME COLLECT 

PUTPIC 
* * * * 

* PUTPIC 
* * * * ^ * * 

ENDDO 
* Reset ATS every x months 

LINES=1,&I DATA 

FILE=0UT,LINES=1,(QT(1)) 

(6*43200) 
FILE=0UT,LINES=1,(QT(1),N(FIN)) 

GENERATE 
BPUTPIC 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

BRESET 
TERMINATE 
END 

Model: LPT FOUR MACHINES 
* This program provides the ATS 
* for the DYNAMIC case of the bidirectional 
* ordered process flow shop problem 
* 

* F O U R M A C H I N E S 
* 

* Scheduling rule at MAC 2 
* 

* L P T 
* 

* Date: May 21 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 
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* Define file names for output 
* 

OUT FILEDEF 'D:\LPT.PRN' 
0UT2 FILEDEF 'D:\0UT2.PRN' 

* 

* 
Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 

STORAGE S(MACl),1/S(MAC2),1/S(MAC3),1/S(MAC4) , 1 
* 

* Define ampervariable 
* to determine run length 
* 

INTEGER &TIME 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Input run length (IN MONTHS) 
* GETLIST &TIME 

LET &TIME=612 
INTEGER &MINUTES 
LET &MINUTES=&TIME*43800 

* 

* Define ampervariables and input 
* lAT's for expoential distributions 
* 

INTEGER &DUMMY 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Please input lAT for both types of jobs 
* GETLIST &DUMMY 

LET &DUMMY=200 
* 

* Define ampervariable for random number seeds 
* 

INTEGER &RAND0M1,&RAND0M2,&RAND0M3 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Please input seed for arrivals of N-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RAND0M1 

LET &RANDOMl=286357 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Please input seed for arrivals of S-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RAND0M2 

LET &RANDOM2=16724 9 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Please input seed to determine type of jobs within N/S type 
* GETLIST &RAND0M3 

LET &RANDOM3=559423 
* 

RMULT &RAND0M1, &RAND0M2, &RAND0M3 
* 

* Define conpervariables for number of replications 
* 

INTEGER &RUNS,&I 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 

file://'D:/LPT.PRN'
file://'D:/0UT2.PRN'
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*Input number of replications 
* GETLIST &RUNS 

LET &RUNS=1 
* 

* Function to determine the type job arriving to 
* the model 
* 

TYPE FUNCTION RN(3),D10 
.1,1/.2,2/.3,3/.4,4/.5,5/.6,6/.7,7/.8,8/.9,9/1.0,10 
* 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

* AS PER PREVIOUS TABLES 
* Main Module for N-type jobs 

GENERATE 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
QUEUE 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

NNN QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

* Main Module for 

GENERATE 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
QUEUE 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

RVEXPO(1,&DUMMY) 
1,FN(TYPE),PH 
2,1,PH 
4,(1/PH(1)),PH 
1 

NORTl 
MACl 
NORTl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
,MM2 

N0RT4 
MAC4 
N0RT4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC 4 
1 
,FIN 

S-type jobs 

RVEXPO(2,&DUMMY) 
1,FN(TYPE),PH 
2,2,PH 
4, (1/PH(1)),PH 
1 

S0UT4 
MAC 4 
S0UT4 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
MAC 4 
,MM3 
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SSS QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

SOUTl 
MACl 
SOUTl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
1 
,FIN 

* Machine 2 processing 
* 

MM2 QUEUE 
LINK 

GETIT ENTER 

* 

DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
UNLINK 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

* Machine 3 process 
* 

MM3 QUEUE 
LINK 

LOSIT ENTER 

FIN 
i( 

DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
UNLINK 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

TERMINATE 

* Clock Segment 
* 

* * * * 

* 

* * * * 

GENERATE 
TERMINATE 
DO 
CLEAR 
RESET 
START 

PUTPIC 

PUTPIC 
. * * 

ENDDO 

NS2 
1,4PH,GETIT 

MAC2 
NS2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 
1,GETIT,1 
PH(2) ,1,SSS 
,MM3 

ing 

NS3 
2,4PH,L0SIT 

MAC3 
NS3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC 3 
2,L0SIT,1 
PH(2) ,1,MM2 
,NNN 

43800 
1 
&I=1,&RUNS 
MH$JOB 

(&TIME) 

LINES=1,&I 

FILE=OUT,LI 

1 MONTH IN MINUTES 

REMAINING TIME COLLECT 

DATA 
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* Reset ATS every x months 
* 

GENERATE (6*43200) 
BPUTPIC FILE=0UT,LINES=1, (QT (1),N(FIN) ) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

• 

BRESET 
TERMINATE 
END 

Module: LPT/QAHEAD FOUR MACHINES 
* This program provides the avg. time in system 
* for the DYNAMIC case of the bidirectional 
* ordered process flow shop problem 
* 

* F O U R M A C H I N E S 
* 

* J O B R E L E A S E P O L I C I E S 
* 

* LPT/QUEUE AHEAD POLICY 
* 

* Date: MAY 21 1992 
* Domingo Latorraca 
* 

SIMULATE 
* 

* Define file names for output 
* 

OUT FILEDEF 'D:\LPTQHD.PRN' 
*0UT2 FILEDEF 'D:\0UT2.PRN' 
* 

* 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3,4 
* 

STORAGE S (MACl) , 1/S (MAC2) , 1/S (MAC3) , 1/S (MAC4) , 1 
* 

* Define ampervariable 
* to determine run length 
* 

INTEGER &TIME 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 
*Input run length (IN MONTHS) 
* GETLIST &TIME 

LET &TIME=612 
INTEGER &MINUTES 
LET &MINUTES=&TIME*43800 

* 

* Define simpervariables and input 
* lAT's for expoential distributions 
* 

INTEGER &DUMMY 
* PUTPIC LINES=1 

file://'D:/LPTQHD.PRN'
file://'D:/0UT2.PRN'
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*Please input lAT for both types of jobs 
* GETLIST &DUMMY 

LET &DUMMY=200 
* 

* Define ampervariable for random number seeds 
* 

INTEGER &RAND0M1, &RAND0M2, &RAND0M3 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input seed for arrivals of N-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RAND0M1 

LET &RANDOMl=286357 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input seed for arrivals of S-type jobs 
* GETLIST &RAND0M2 

LET &RANDOM2=167249 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Please input seed to determine type of jobs within N/S type 
* GETLIST &RAND0M3 

LET &RANDOM3=559423 
* 

RMULT &RAND0M1, &RAND0M2, &RAND0M3 
* 

* Define ampervariables for number of replications 
* 

INTEGER &RUNS,&I 
PUTPIC LINES=1 

Input number of replications 
* GETLIST &RUNS 

LET &RUNS=1 
* 

* Function to determine the type job arriving to 
* the model 
* 

TYPE FUNCTION RN(3),D10 
.1,1/.2,2/.3,3/.4,4/.5,5/.6,6/.7,7/.8, 8/. 9, 9/1. 0,10 
* 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
* 

* AS PER PREVIOUS TABLES 
* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
* 

GENERATE RVEXPO(1,&DUMMY),,,,, 3PH 
ASSIGN 1,FN(TYPE),PH 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
ASSIGN 3,11-PH(1),PH 
QUEUE 1 

* processing at Machine 1 
QUEUE NORTl 
LINK 1,3PH,XXX 

XXX ENTER MACl 
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DEPART NORTl 
ADVANCE MH$JOB(PH(1) , 1) 
LEAVE MACl 
UNLINK 1,XXX,1 

* Processing at Machine 2 
QUEUE N0RT2 
TEST LE Q(N0RT3) ,Q (SOUTl) 
ENTER MAC2 
DEPART N0RT2 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
LEAVE MAC2 

* Processing at Machine 3 
QUEUE N0RT3 
TEST LE Q(N0RT4),Q(S0UT2) 
ENTER MAC3 
DEPART N0RT3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
LEAVE MAC 3 

* Processing at Machine 4 
QUEUE N0RT4 
ENTER MAC4 
DEPART N0RT4 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
LEAVE MAC 4 
DEPART 1 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 
* 

* 

GENERATE RVEXPO(2,&DUMMY),,,,,3PH 
ASSIGN 1,FN(TYPE),PH 
ASSIGN 2,2,PH 
ASSIGN 3,11-PH(1),PH 
QUEUE 1 

* Processing at Machine 4 
QUEUE S0UT4 
LINK 2,3PH,YYY 

YYY ENTER MAC 4 
DEPART S0UT4 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,4) 
LEAVE MAC 4 
UNLINK 2,YYY,1 

* Processing at Machine 3 
QUEUE S0UT3 
TEST L Q(S0UT2),Q(N0RT4) 
ENTER MAC3 
DEPART S0UT3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
LEAVE MAC 3 
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* 

* 

* 

F] 
* 

* 

* 

Processing at 
QUEUE 
TEST L 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

Processing at 
QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 
TRANSFER 

Machine 2 
S0UT2 
Q(SOUTl),Q(N0RT3 
MAC2 
S0UT2 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 

Machine 1 

CN TERMINATE 

Clock Segment 

GENERATE 
TERMINATE 

DO 
CLEAR 
RESET 
START 

SOUTl 
MACl 
SOUTl 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
1 
,FIN 

43800 
1 

&I=1,&RUNS 
MH$JOB 

(&TIME) 

1 MONTH IN MINUTES 

REMAINING TIME COLLECT 

LINES=1,&I DATA 

FILE=0UT,LINES=1,(QT(1)) 

PUTPIC 
* * * * 

* PUTPIC 
* * * * * * 

• 

ENDDO 
* Reset ATS every x months 

GENERATE (6*43200) 
BPUTPIC FILE=0UT,LINES=1, (QT (1),N(FIN)) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

• 

BRESET 
TERMINATE 
END 
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* Canal Operation with Job Release Policy 
* QUEUE AHEAD 

SIMULATE 
* 

NN 
NS 
TYN 
TYS 
OUT 

FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 

'NUMN.PRN' 
'NUMS.PRN' 
'TYPN.PRN' 
'TYPS.PRN' 
'OUT.PRN' 

* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3 
STORAGE S(MACl),2/S(MAC2),2/S(MAC3) ,2 

* Initialize variables 
INTEGER &N,&S,&TRFN,&TRFS,&TOTAL 

* Input the number of jobs (N, S) 
GETLIST FILE=NN,(&N) 
GETLIST FILE=NS,(&S) 
CLOSE NN 
CLOSE NS 

* Determine total number of jobs 
LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
JOB MATRIX MH,10,3 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(1,1),40/MH$JOB(1,2),30/MH$JOB(1,3),60 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(2,1) ,45/MH$J0B(2,2) , 30/MH$JOB (2, 3) ,60 

INITIAL 
MH$JOB(3,1),50/MH$JOB (3,2),40/MH$JOB(3, 3) , 70 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(4,1) ,55/MH$J0B(4,2),40/MH$JOB(4 , 3) ,70 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(5,1) ,60/MH$JOB(5,2) , 40/MH$ JOB (5, 3) ,70 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(6,1) ,65/MH$JOB(6,2) , 45/MH$JOB (6, 3) ,75 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(7,1) ,70/MH$JOB(7,2) , 50/MH$ JOB (7, 3) , 85 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(8,1) ,80/MH$JOB(8,2) ,60/MH$JOB(8,3) ,100 

INITIAL 
MH$JOB(9,1),85/MH$JOB(9,2),60/MH$JOB(9,3),120 

INITIAL 
MH$JOB(10,1),95/MH$JOB(10,2),70/MH$JOB(10,3) ,130 
* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
GENERATE A ̂  , &N 
BGETLIST FILE=TYN,(PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
PRIORITY 1 
LINK 1,1PH 

j j ^ QUEUE 1 
QUEUE MIRAN 
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* Transport through Balboa Approach 
SEIZE BALBl 
DEPART MIRAN 
ADVANCE 15 
SEIZE BALB2 
RELEASE BALBl 
ADVANCE 15 
SEIZE BALB3 
RELEASE BALB2 
ADVANCE 15 

* Processing at Miraflores Locks 
ENTER MACl 
RELEASE BALE 3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
PRIORITY 0 

* Transport through Miraflores Lake 
ADVANCE 30 TRANSPORT TIME 

* Processing at Pedro Miguel Locks 

FIRST LEG 

SECOND LEG 

THIRD LEG 

QUEUE 
TEST LE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

* Transport through 
CCC ADVANCE 
* Processing at 

QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 

PEDRON 
Q(GATUNN) ,Q(MIRAS) 
MAC2 
PEDRON 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 
,CUTN 

Gatun Lake 
120 

Gatun Locks 
GATUNN 
MAC3 
GATUNN 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC 3 
1 

* Transport Out-to-Sea 
ADVANCE 45 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 
GENERATE 
BGETLIST 
ASSIGN 
PRIORITY 
LINK 

BBB QUEUE 
QUEUE 

* Transport through 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
SEIZE 

FILE=TYS,(PH(1)) 
2,2,PH 
1 
2,1PH 

1 
GATUNS 

Cristobal Approach 
CRISTl 
GATUNS 
15 FIRST 
CRIST2 

LEG 
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RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
SEIZE 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 

Processing at 
ENTER 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
PRIORITY 

Transport through 
ADVANCE 
TRANSFER 

CRISTl 
15 
CRIST3 
CRIST2 
15 

Gatun Locks 
MAC3 
CRIST3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
MAC3 
0 

Gatun Lake 
120 
,CUTS 

SECOND LEG 

THIRD LEG 

Processing at Pedro Miguel Locks 
DDD QUEUE 

TEST L 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

* Transport through 
ADVANCE 

* Processing at 
QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
DEPART 

* Transport Out-to-Sea 
ADVANCE 45 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* 

* Link/Unlink to Create Schedule 
GENERATE , ,1,"^ 
UNLINK 1,AAA,ALL 
UNLINK 2,BBB,ALL 
TERMINATE 

* 

* Gaillard Cut running 
CUTN 

PEDROS 
Q(MIRAS) ,Q (GATUNN) 
MAC2 
PEDROS 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 

Miraflores Lake 
30 

Miraflores Locks 
MIRAS 
MACl 
MIRAS 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
1 

QUEUE 
TEST E 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
ENTER 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

CUTN 
&TRFN,1 
CUT 
CUTN 
10 
RUNCUT 
CUT 
110 
RUNCUT 
,CCC 

WAIT TEN MINUTES UNTIL 
NEXT VESSEL 

RUN FOR 110 MINUTES 
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CUTS QUEUE 
TEST E 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
ENTER 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

* 

* Direction Control 
GENERATE 

EEE BLET 
ADVANCE 
BLET 
TEST E 
TEST E 
BLET 
ADVANCE 
BLET 
TEST E 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

* 

FIN TERMINATE 
START 
CLOSE 
CLOSE 

* 

* Print results of 
PUTPIC 

MAKESPAN: *****.** 
PUTPIC 

* * * * * * * 

END 

CUTS 
&TRFS,1 
CUT 
CUTS 
10 
RUNCUT 
CUT 
110 
RUNCUT 
,DDD 

for Gaillard Cut 

&TRFN=1 
360 
&TRFN=0 
F(CUT) ,0 
S(RUNCUT),0 
&TRFS=1 
360 
&TRFS=0 
F(CUT) ,0 
5 (RUNCUT) , 0 
,EEE 

1 
6 TOTAL 
TYN 
TYS 

Average Time in System 
LINES=1,(C1-1,QT(1)) 
ATS: *****,** 

FILE=OUT,(QT(1)) 

OPEN TRAFFIC NORTH 

CLOSE TRAFFIC NORTH 

WAIT TO CLEAR CUT 
OPEN TRAFFIC SOUTH 

CLOSE TRAFFIC SOUTH 

WAIT TO CLEAR CUT 
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* Canal Operation with Job Release Policy: 
PCC, schedule is inputed by file 

SIMULATE 
* 

NN FILEDEF 'NUMN.PRN' 
NS FILEDEF 'NUMS.PRN' 
TYN FILEDEF 'TYPN.PRN' 
TYS FILEDEF 'TYPS.PRN' 
OUT FILEDEF 'OUT.PRN' 
* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3 

STORAGE S(MACl),2/S(MAC2),2/S(MAC3) ,2 
* Initialize variables 

INTEGER &N,&S,&TRFN,&TRFS,&TOTAL 
* Input the number of jobs (N, S) 

GETLIST FILE=NN,(&N) 
GETLIST FILE=NS,(&S) 
CLOSE NN 
CLOSE NS 

* Determine total number of jobs 
LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
JOB MATRIX MH,10,3 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(1,1),40/MH$JOB(1,2),30/MH$JOB(1, 3) ,60 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(2,1),45/MH$J0B(2,2),30/MH$JOB(2, 3) ,60 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(3,1),50/MH$JOB(3,2),40/MH$JOB(3,3),70 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(4,1),55/MH$JOB(4,2),40/MH$JOB(4,3) ,70 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(5,1) ,60/MH$JOB(5,2) , 40/MH$JOB (5, 3) ,70 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(6,1),65/MH$JOB(6,2),45/MH$JOB(6, 3) ,75 

INITIAL 
MH$JOB(7,1),70/MH$JOB(7,2),50/MH$JOB(7,3), 85 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(8,1) ,80/MH$JOB(8,2),60/MH$JOB(8,3),100 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(9,1) ,85/MH$JOB(9,2) , 60/MH$JOB (9, 3) , 120 

INITIAL 
MH$JOB(10,1),95/MH$JOB(10,2),70/MH$JOB(10,3) ,130 
* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
GENERATE ,,f &N 
BGETLIST FILE=TYN,(PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
QUEUE 1 
QUEUE MIRAN 
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* Transport through Balboa Approach ( 45 minutes) 
SEIZE BALBl 
DEPART MIRAN 
ADVANCE 15 FIRST LEG 
SEIZE BALB2 
RELEASE BALBl 
ADVANCE 15 SECOND LEG 
SEIZE BALB3 
RELEASE BALB2 
ADVANCE 15 THIRD LEG 

* Processing at Miraflores Locks 
ENTER MACl 
RELEASE BALB3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 

* Transport through Miraflores Lake 
ADVANCE 30 TRANSPORT TIME 

* Processing at Pedro Miguel Locks 
QUEUE PEDRON 
ENTER MAC2 
DEPART PEDRON 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
LEAVE MAC2 
TRANSFER ,CUTN 

* Transport through Gatun Lake 
CCC ADVANCE 120 
* Processing at Gatun Locks 

QUEUE GATUNU 
ENTER MAC3 
DEPART GATUNN 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
LEAVE MAC3 
DEPART 1 

* Transport Out-to-Sea 
ADVANCE 45 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 
GENERATE 
BGETLIST 
ASSIGN 
QUEUE 
QUEUE 
insport through 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
SEIZE 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
SEIZE 
RELEASE 

, , , &S 
FILE=TYS, 
2,2,PH 
1 
GATUNS 

Cristobal 
CRISTl 
GATUNS 
15 
CRIST2 
CRISTl 
15 
CRIST3 
CRIST2 

(PH(1)) 

Approach 

FIRST LEG 

SECOND LEG 
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ADVANCE 15 
Processing at Gatun Locks 

ENTER MAC3 
RELEASE CRIST3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
LEAVE MAC 3 
PRIORITY 0 

Transport through Gatun Lake 
ADVANCE 120 
TRANSFER ,CUTS 

Processing at Pedro Miguel Locks 

THIRD LEG 

DDD QUEUE 
ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

PEDROS 
MAC2 
PEDROS 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 

* Transport through Miraflores Lake 
ADVANCE 30 

* Processing at Miraflores Locks 
QUEUE MIRAS 
ENTER MACl 
DEPART MIRAS 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
DEPART 1 

* Transport Out-to-Sea 
ADVANCE 45 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* Gaillard Cut running 
CUTN 

CUTS 

QUEUE 
TEST E 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
ENTER 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

QUEUE 
TEST E 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
ENTER 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

CUTN 
&TRFN,1 
CUT 
CUTN 
10 
RUNCUT 
CUT 
110 
RUNCUT 
,CCC 

CUTS 
&TRFS,1 
CUT 
CUTS 
10 
RUNCUT 
CUT 
110 
RUNCUT 
,DDD 

WAIT TEN MINUTES UNTIL 
NEXT VESSEL 

RUN FOR 110 MINUTES 
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* Direction Control 
GENERATE 

EEE BLET 
ADVANCE 
BLET 
TEST E 
TEST E 
BLET 
ADVANCE 
BLET 
TEST E 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

* 

FIN TERMINATE 
START 
CLOSE 
CLOSE 

* 

* Print results of 
PUTPIC 

MAKESPAN: *****.** 
PUTPIC 

* * * * * * * 

END 

for Gaillard Cut 

&TRFN=1 
360 
&TRFN=0 
F(CUT),0 
5 (RUNCUT) ,0 
&TRFS=1 
360 
&TRFS=0 
F(CUT),0 
S(RUNCUT),0 
, EEE 

1 
6 TOTAL 
TYN 
TYS 

Average Time in System 
LINES=1,(C1-1,QT(1)) 

ATS: *****.** 
FILE=OUT,(QT(1)) 

OPEN TRAFFIC NORTH 

CLOSE TRAFFIC NORTH 

WAIT TO CLEAR CUT 
OPEN TRAFFIC SOUTH 

CLOSE TRAFFIC SOUTH 

WAIT TO CLEAR CUT 
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* 

NN 
NS 
TYN 
TYS 

SIMULATE 

FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 
FILEDEF 

* Canal Operation with Job Release Policy 
* • SPT 

'NUMN.PRN' 
'NUMS.PRN' 
'TYPN.PRN' 
'TYPS.PRN' 

OUT FILEDEF 'OUT.PRN' 
* Define storage capacities for MACs' 1,2,3 

STORAGE S(MACl),2/S(MAC2),2/S(MAC3),2 
* Initialize variables 

INTEGER &N,&S,&TRFN,&TRFS,&TOTAL 
* Input the number of jobs (N, S) 

GETLIST FILE=NN,(&N) 
GETLIST FILE=NS,(&S) 
CLOSE NN 
CLOSE NS 

* Determine total number of jobs 
LET &TOTAL=&N+&S 

* Matrix of processing times according 
* to job type and machine 
JOB MATRIX MH, 10,3 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(1,1) ,40/MH$JOB(1,2; 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(2,1) ,45/MH$J0B(2,2: 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(3,1) ,50/MH$JOB(3,2: 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(4,1) ,55/MH$J0B(4,2; 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(5,1) ,60/MH$JOB(5,2: 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(6,1) ,65/MH$JOB(6,2: 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(7,1) ,70/MH$JOB(7,2: 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(8,1) ,80/MH$JOB(8,2: 

INITIAL 
MH$J0B(9,1) ,85/MH$JOB(9,2: 

INITIAL 
MH$JOB(10,1),95/MH$JOB(10,2),70/MH$JOB(10, 3) ,130 
* 

* Main Module for N-type jobs 
GENERATE r,,&N 
BGETLIST FILE=TYN,(PH(1)) 
ASSIGN 2,1,PH 
PRIORITY 1 
LINK 1,1PH 

;̂ AA QUEUE 1 
QUEUE MIRAN 

,30/MH$JOB(1,3) ,60 

,30/MH$JOB(2,3) ,60 

,40/MH$JOB(3,3) ,70 

,40/MH$JOB(4,3) ,70 

,40/MH$JOB(5,3) ,70 

,45/MH$JOB(6,3) ,75 

,50/MH$JOB(7,3) ,85 

,60/MH$JOB(8,3) ,100 

,60/MH$JOB(9,3) ,120 
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Transport 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
SEIZE 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
SEIZE 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 

Processing 
ENTER 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 

through Approach 

at 

Balboa 
BALBl 
MIRAN 
15 
BALB2 
BALBl 
15 
BALB3 
BALB2 
15 

Miraflores Locks 
MACl 
BALB3 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
MACl 
0 

Miraflores Lake 
30 TRANSPORT TIME 

FIRST LEG 

SECOND LEG 

THIRD LEG 

PRIORITY 
* Transport through 

ADVANCE 
* Processing at Pedro Miguel Locks 

TRANSFER ,PML 
000 TRANSFER ,CUTN 
* Transport through Gatun Lake 
CCC ADVANCE 120 
* Processing at Gatun Locks 

QUEUE GATUNN 
ENTER MAC3 
DEPART GATUNN 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
LEAVE MAC3 
DEPART 1 

* Transport Out-to-Sea 
ADVANCE 45 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* 

* Main Module for S-type jobs 

GENERATE 
BGETLIST 
ASSIGN 
PRIORITY 
LINK 

BBB QUEUE 
QUEUE 

* Transport through 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
SEIZE 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
SEIZE 
RELEASE 

FILE=TYS, (PH(1)) 
2,2,PH 
1 
2,1PH 

1 
GATUNS 

Cristobal Approach 
CRISTl 
GATUNS 
15 FIRST LEG 
CRIST2 
CRISTl 
15 SECOND LEG 
CRIST3 
CRIST2 
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ADVANCE 15 THIRD LEG 
* Processing at Gatun Locks 

ENTER MAC3 
RELEASE CRIST3 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,3) 
LEAVE MAC3 
PRIORITY 0 

* Transport through Gatun Lake 
ADVANCE 120 
TRANSFER ,CUTS 

* Processing at Pedro Miguel Locks 
DDD TRANSFER ,PML 
* Transport through Miraflores Lake 
NNN ADVANCE 30 
* Processing at Miraflores Locks 

QUEUE MIRAS 
ENTER MACl 
DEPART MIRAS 
ADVANCE MH$J0B(PH(1) ,1) 
LEAVE MACl 
DEPART 1 

* Transport Out-to-Sea 
ADVANCE 45 
TRANSFER ,FIN 

* 

* Link/Unlink to Create Schedule 
GENERATE ,,1,1 
UNLINK 1,AAA,ALL 
UNLINK 2,BBB,ALL 
TERMINATE 

* 

* Processing at Pedro Miguel Locks 
* 

PML 

MMM 

^ 

QUEUE 
LINK 

ENTER 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
UNLINK 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

* Gaillard Cut 

CUTN QUEUE 
TEST E 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
ENTER 
RELEASE 

PEDRO 
3,1PH,MMM 

MAC2 
PEDRO 
MH$J0B(PH(1) ,2) 
MAC2 
3,MMM,1 
1,PH2,NNN 
,000 

running 

CUTN 
&TRFN,1 
CUT 
CUTN 
10 
RUNCUT 
CUT 

WAIT TEN MINUTES 
NEXT VESSEL 

UNTIL 
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CUTS 

ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

QUEUE 
TEST E 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
ENTER 
RELEASE 
ADVANCE 
LEAVE 
TRANSFER 

110 
RUNCUT 
,CCC 

CUTS 
&TRFS,1 
CUT 
CUTS 
10 
RUNCUT 
CUT 
110 
RUNCUT 
,DDD 

RUN FOR 110 MINUTES 

* Direction Control for Gaillard Cut 
* 

EEE 
GENERATE 

BLET 
ADVANCE 
BLET 
TEST E 
TEST E 
BLET 
ADVANCE 
BLET 
TEST E 
TEST E 
TRANSFER 

* 

FIN TERMINATE 
START 
CLOSE 
CLOSE 

* 

* Print results of 
PUTPIC 

MAKESPAN: *****.** 
PUTPIC 

* * * * * . * * 

END 

r r r J-

&TRFN=1 
360 
&TRFN=0 
F(CUT),0 
S(RUNCUT),( 
&TRFS=1 
360 
&TRFS=0 
F(CUT) , 0 
S(RUNCUT) , I 
, EEE 

& TOTAL 
TYN 
TYS 

OPEN TRAFFIC NORTH 

CLOSE TRAFFIC NORTH 

WAIT TO CLEAR CUT 
OPEN TRAFFIC SOUTH 

CLOSE TRAFFIC SOUTH 

WAIT TO CLEAR CUT 

Average Time in System 
LINES=1, (C1-1,QT(1)) 

ATS: *****.** 
FILE=OUT,(QT(1)) 




